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Chapter One

IMRODUCTIGN

This-dissertation is motivated by a concern for an-

essential aspect of teaching, particularly of teaching by

computer: the necessity of-grading the student's response

to a question posed by the teacher. By grading,- I mean

analyzing for correctness, diaLnosirg what has been done

both correctly and incorrectly. My work concentrates on

language teaching, specifically the teaching of German

grammar, and works at analyzing ,sentence-sized responses.

In the restricted,area of pattern practice and controlled

translation, in which the general form and content of the

sentence are specified as part of the rules of the game, I

have produced a computer program which can do an in-depth'

grading analysis. I will not preSume to claim to replace a

human teacher, but I do assert that a substantial step has

been taken toWards duplicating many of the.strong points. of

a good -t'eacher's grammatical analysis.

A few caveats:

1. My work deals primarily with the grammar of

a language, not language as a means of communicating

ideas. It is intended for an environment where a sentence

like "I ate the books" may represent a less serious error

than "I ate them eggs."
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2. This research does not represent an exhaustive

treatment of the German language. It is rather intended as

a demonstration of how grading might be done; to that end

some features are handled very extensively, while others

have so far received very little attention.

3. The grading program 16 intended for operation in

a teaching environment, of course. I have not yet

constructed such an environment. I merely assume that the

student will be asked, in some way, to produce a specific

German sentence, and worry about its analysis.

Operation:

The grading program is given two inputs, a

description of the expected response and the sentence

actually constructed by the student. Using itsbuiltin

knowledge of German grammar, it analyzes the-student

sentence for conformity with both the expected response

and the applicable rules of German grammar, and produces

a comprehensive diagnostic report. (This report is intended

for a teacher, not directly for the student.) An example

of the program in operation may be helpful at this point.

The expected sentence is "Jetzt will er den

Maedchen die Tuer aufmachen" ("Now he will open the door

for the girl"). In the first example, the student has

responded correctly. In the second, a large number of

errors.are present, including a change to a first person



subject. I have appended a few explanatory notes, set off

in square brackets, to facilitate understanding what is

going, on; a fuller description can be found in several

suceeding sections of this dissertation.

RUN/

Descri tion generated by human expert:
(STMT VERB WOLLEN (AUF . EACHEN))

SJ ER)
()(1 ACC DIE TUER)
cOJ DAT DEM NAEDCHEN)
(PREDMOD (ADVERB JETZT)))

[This is the' description of the expected
sentence, containing both its wordS and
structure. To wit, a statement '(STMT)'
with two verbs ("wollen" & "aufmachen");
subject a pronoun "er" (SJ ER); an
accusative object (OJ ACC) consisting of
the noun phrase "die Tuer"; a dative
object; and finally, a predicate-modifier
in the form of the adverb "jetzt".]

Sentence input by student ..

JETZT WILL ER DEN MAEDCHEN DIE TUER AUFMACHEN
[The student's actual input, which will
be the subject of the following,' analysis.]

NOW PROCEEDING WITH ANALYSIS

The first report will be from the
inflectional analysis of the dative
object "dem Maedchen".]

SUEMARY RE-PORT FOR NOUN PHRASE INFTECTION
ON DEM MAEDCHEN

Best we can do guessing intent is: (DAT S (M N))
CONFIDENCE LEVEL: VERYHIGH

[The inflectional analysis looks at what
the student actually did and tries to
find an interpretation for the particular
inflectional forms...in this case, it
feels that the pair "dem Maedchen
reflects an inflection for dative,
singular, masculine or neuter.]
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GENDER REPORT FOR LOUN: MALDCHEN :: WEAK CORRECT
EXPECTED N , COULD BE (M N)

[A report comparing the above conclusion
with what is expected or correct.]

CASE REPORT FOR OBJECT: DEE MAFJ)CHEN
STROAG. CORRECT = DAT

SULMARY REPORT FOR NOUN PHRASE INFLECTION ON DIE TUER
Best we can do guessing intent is: ((NOM ACC -S F)

CONFIDENCE LEVEL: VERYHIGH
[The computer's informed guess, as
before. The "confidence level" refers
to the Guess, not to the state of the
student s knowledge.]

GENDER REPORT FOR NOUN: TUER
STRONG CORRECT, = F

... CASE REPORT FOR OBJECT: DIE TUER WEAK CORRECT
EXPECTED ACC , COULD BE (hOM ACC)

CASE REPORT FOR SULJECT: ER ::
STRONG CORRECT = NOM

VERB ENDING CHECK .. OK!
[This is a cheek on the form "will". of
the main (or "finite" ) verb "wollen".
It appears this late because the program
had to first find the subject before
it could'check subject-verb agreement.]

Phrase division done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV -2 , level of 'confidence: VERYHIGH

[This is the basic. word -order check
reporting on its findings. "FV-2"
means Finite Verb - Second, the required
pattern for a 'statement in German.
"Confidence" again is an internal

.

performance assessment.]

Play by Play. account of analysis:,
Due to.: .INITIAL HYPOTHESIS , FVT set 0 FV-2

Confidence in FVT- setting is: VERYHIGH

Suit many CommeriCs
ClauSe type correct (FV-2)

----- END OF RUN



TUN 2

Descri tion generated by human expert:
(STMT VERB WOLLEN (AUF . MACHEN))

SJ ER)
OJ ACC DIE TUER)

P'..tj

OJ DAT DE[ MEDCHEN) , .,e
,PRFDMOD (ADVERB JETZT)))

[Description is the same 'as for run 1.]

Sentence input by student ..

JETZT ICH WILL MACHN DEN TUER AUF DER EAEDCHEN
The student sentence is quite different

for this tun. It represents an attempt
at the same response, but with nary
errors.].

NOW PROCEEDING WITH ANALYSIS

VERB MACHEE .. APPEARS AS MACHN
MISSING. -E ON INFINITIVE ENDING

[The stem is "mach-", and since an
infinitive is .required it should appear
as "machen." .There is no interpretation
under which the "-n" is correct, so the
program complains about improper formation
of the expected infinitive.]

SUMMARY REPORT FOR NOUN PHRASE INFLECTICN ON DEN TUER
Best we can do guessing intent is: (ACC S v)

CONFIDENCE LEVEL: HIGH
.[Note that the confidence level is only
"high" ... the construction is not
correct, as "tuer" is a-feminine. noun.
The program has a hypothesis about what
the student..intends; this is quite close
to.the expected values, so the program
Is reasonably confident of its gUess.]

GENDER REPORT FOR .NOUN: TUER :: INCORRECT
Should be F is M

[Based on the guess above.]

.. CASE REPORT FOR OBJECT: DEN TUER
STRONG CORRECT = ACC

[Again based on the hypothesis on what
the student intended. Notice that the
program has thus been able to establish
correct performance for case and identify
specificalI an error in gender.]



SUMMARY REP-OW,'
ON DER

Best we car.
CONFIDENC

.rnP, NOUN PHRASE INFLECTION

itent is: (DAT S F)

-10r comments apply here.]

GENDER REPORT FOR hOUN: MAEDCHEN :: INCORRECT
Should be N is F

,CASE REPORT FOR OBJECT: DER MAEDCHEN
STRONG CORRECT = DAT

PN SUBSTITUTION.. Should be (3 NOM S M PER)
is ((WORD ICH (I C H)) : (1 NOM S * PER))

[At this point the program has sucessfully
coped with an error which resulted in
a totally different form, the change
from the expected "er" to "ich". The
message gives the internal representation
for the inflectional characteristics
associated with the two forms, from which
one can see that the only change is in
person, from third to first.]

CASE REPORT FOR SUBJECT: ICH ::
STRONG CORRECT = NOM.

VERB ENDING CHECK .. OK!
[Even though the subject was not the
expected one, the progran can check
verb agreement with what actually was
present.]

Phrase division done, sentence type report:
No confidence in sentence type, probably confused
last straw was: Separable-prefix confusion

[This sentence is pretty badly rangled,
and the word-order check finally gives
up trying to match it to a German
pattern.]

Play by Play account of' analysis:
Due to: INITIAL HYPOTHESIS FVT set to FV-2

Confidence in FVT setting is: VERYHIGH
[This is a standard beginning for the
word-order analysis of a sentence:
start in good faith, reduce the level -,
of confidence as errors are observed.
"FVT" refers to Finite Verb Type, the
classification of the sentence (FV-2).]



Due to: DI not separated
Confidence in FVT setting, is: HIGH

[Oops, the dependent infinitive (DI) is
positioned immediately after the finite
verb, rather than where it belongs at
the end of the clause. Also, its
separable prefix "auf" has been detached,
an error for an infinitive; more on that
later on.]

Due to: TWO MEMBER FRONT FIELD.
Confidence in FVT setting is: LED

[The pattern "FV 2" means that the finite
verb must be the second element in the
clause, but here it is preceeded by two
elements, a definite syntax error.]

Due to: Possible English pattern in F.F. error
Confidence in FVT setting is: LOW

[Furthermore, the pattern looks
suspiciously like English.]

Due to: Separable-prefix confusion
Confidence in FVT setting 'is: LOVE

[As mentioned above, the prefix ought
not to be separated frog the infinitive
"machen"; also, the prefix is in a
random location, not even at the end
of the clause. At this point, the
program gives up.]

.. other comments:
[A rehash of some of the important
findings which might be of interest
even if the play-by-play annlysis is
not consulted.]

DI position error; not separated from FV
Front field error (FV-2): 2 elements in F.F.

END' OF 'RUN

In constructing the grader, I have been guided

primarily by the need to approach the problem via the rules

and structure of German grammar. The use of general

linguistic information about German is indeed central to

my work. The possibility of erroneous input seriously
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limits the applicability of an analysis based solely on

p7eneral linguistic knowledge: the very grammatical

constructions on which a general parser depends are subject

to distortion dui- o just the kind of student mistakes that

the program i., des ned to analyze. I attempt, therefore,

to strike a compromise between generality and diagnostic'

capability. I supply a description of the expected

sentence to aid the analytic routines, but have designed

them to accept this desdriptiOn without being entirely

bound to it letter by letter. Furthermore, the routines

responsible for carrying out the various grammatical

functions of the program:are all constructed to deal with

errors as a direct part of their functioning, not merely a.7,

a recovery measure.

The "correctness" of a student response in an

instructional setting depends on a number of factors.

Internal agreement rules are always considered, often

subordinating the check on conformity with the expected

answer. Partially correct answers are acknowledged as

such; errors due to the propagation of misconceptions are

so identified (rather than being counted as additional

separate errors); plausible-explanations are offered for

many "incorrect" forms.

The prograr is very flexible in its ability to

follow the student through many kinds of distortion and

error. It is precise, in reporting independent errors



independently. It is vigilant, insisting always on

checking the most simple rules as well as the more complex

ones. It is thorough, gathering information from one

response on a large number of different aspects of student
a.

through its ability to analyze an entire

sentence. I believe that this grader will develop into an

invaluable constituent of a computer teaching system which

is truly able to adapt to the student.

I regret that this project must be so intimately

involved with German. Natural language being the complex

entity that it is, one cannot expect a simple theory to be

at all sufficient. In the course of accommodating the

special cases which together make up German erammar, I have

evolved various general principles, which will be presented

below. Some are specific to German, but many are of much

broader applicability.
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Chapter Two

LITERATURE REVIEW

This dissertation involves analysis of the German

language, and thus belongs in a general way to the set of

projects concerned with the analysis of natural language.

In its development to date, my project has involved

relatively simple grammatical constructions, placing few

demands on the relatively modest parsing scheme I have

employed. Certainly, modern work in linguistics has helped

my project; in particular, the use of structural linguistics

natural language grammar texts has been quite helpful. I

have been able to use the grammatical schemata of the

Stanford German text <ref. 10.1; Lohnes and Strothmann,

1968> extensively, with additional help from the

Reference Grammar <ref. 9.1; Lederer, Schulz and Griesbach,

1969> (see Appendix A for more details). The suitability of

these grammars, combined with the current, simplicity of the

grammatical constructions handled by my program, has greatly

lessened the need to turn to more formal grammatical

techniques.

In an important respect, my work stands apart

from the other natural language analysis projects. Despite

a great diversity among these projects, none manifest an

interest in analyzing and grading incorrectly formed
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language.* Whereas I take the meaning of the sentence- for

granted, they are primarily interested in obtaining that

meaning as the output of their analysis. Nor have I made

much use of their theories of parsing, due mainly to the

need to integrate error analysis procedures into every step

of my program.

As this project continues to grow in grammatical

complexity, I believe I shall. be able to continue building

on the foundations I have laid. As the grammatical

complexity increases, some of the more sophisticated

techniques developed by current researchers may well be of

help in this project. In particular, the techniques used by

Winograd <ref. 22.1; 1971> seem rather promising (though

their response to erroneous forms would have to be adapted

to my needs).

Education, particularly Computer-Assisted

Instruction ("CAI"), is the field closest to this project.

My interests are in grading, with eventual applications to.

teaching. Most CAI projects are primarily concerned with

the operational aspects of teaching, and have given little

attention to elaborate grading techniques. Still, there are

a few comments I should like to make, concerning certain

salient points:

41==
* Not even those projects connected with Computer-Assisted
Instruction.
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techniques of response recognition, particularly for

large, structured answers;

-- error analysis, providing interpretations for specific

kinds of wrong answers.

I have consciously are orporated a substantial

amount of knowledge of German grammar into the computer

program. ,In so doing, I join a growing number of projects,

chiefly in Artificial Intelligence, which believe that the

computer must know what it is doing if it is to fi-inction

intelligently. I am convinced that Computer-Assisted

Instruction can approach the level of a "good" human teacher

only when the computer "knows what it is doing". We expect

our human teachers to be trained in their subject, and look

down on those who are one lesson ahead of their class. The

computer will need at least as good credentials.

Traditional CAI projects generally do not attempt to

have the computer "understand" the subject domain. These

programs do, perforce, analyze answers, and sometimes draw

conclusions from that analysis about what the student had in

mind. A brief look may be of interest.

A large amount of CAI material is built around a

fixed recognition scheme: the student responds in a

multiple-choice mode, or in what I tern "hidden

* See, especially, Winograd, who makes this point quite
eloquently for understanding natural language. <ref. 22.2>
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multiple-choice" in which his supposedly free response is

matched against pre-specified alternatives. These schemes

are attractive in allowing the instructor the freedom to

associate arbitrarily complex inLerpretaLlons to specific

behavior.

For example, consider a simple exercise:

PRESENT TO STUIENT....:

PRESENT TO SIDDENT:

REQUEST ARSWER

"I see the book"

"Ich.sehe Buch"

CORRECT ANSWER: "das"; (TYP

INCORRECT ANSWER: "die";
TYPE the noun '.Buch'

INCORRECT ANSWER:-)"det";
TYPE "the, noun-sBuch°

E "correct", PROCEED)

is neuter, not feminine"

is neuter, not mPculine"

The general failure to search out and use error

diaterpretations may 17iff: due in part to the nonautomatic

nature of the tool prmvided to the :lesson_ programmer: each

answer must be individually anticipated and accounted for.

The construction of cumpletezand accurate programs can be

extremely difficult. Mote that even the above. simple

example contains two errors: the possible form "den" has

been omitted; and the message for "der" neglects to note

that its use would imply more than a mere gender error,

but also a mistake in case or else the use of an incorrect

form' for the masculine accusative article.
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Another point worth noting is the extreme difficulty

of applying simple recd lition procedures to multi-element

responses. When the multiple elements'form a sentence in a

natural language, the analysis is particularly demanding,

due to considerations of both sequence and structure. Some

valiant projects have come up with analysis techniques good

enough to run experimental courses teaching natural

languages. These techniques involved the introduction of at

most the barest rudiments of subject-matter knowledge into

lower-level analysis; mainly the programs have relied on

subject-independent calculations, including spelling checks

and sensitivity to permutation of the elements making up the

response. These techniques lack reliability in a structured

environment: they are not certain to reach the right

conclusions about an answer, and they may be easily misled.

Not surprisingly, they also are thin in diagnostic

abilities.

One such project involved an experimental course in

Germans sponsored by IBM-Yorktown in the mid-1960"s.

<ref. 1.1>, Their program was able to cope with multiple

errors, though on a manual basis (each error had to be

individually antjcipated). For publication, they present

the sentence "Er kommen heute in der Stadt" ("He is coming

to the city today"), and observe that "two unrelated errors
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are present." Unfortunately:

The first, a particular wrong inflection of
the verb "kommen", was not forseen and looked
for by the programmer; it was detected by the
machine as essentially a spelling error...

<ref. 1.2; Adans, 1968>

Their program also had a capacity for handling permutations

in word order; but the algorithm takes no account of the

structure of the German language, being concerned only with

matching strings of characters and words.

The French project at IMSSS,* Stanford <ref. 14.1>,

recently Provided a beautiful example of the pitfalls

accompanying a nonstructural permutation analysis. A

student was expected to produce the sentence "Georges est

un enfant" ("George is a child"), but apparently forgot

that no article is required for a proper noun, and typed

"Un Georges est un enfant" (literally, "A George is a

child"). .Because of the similarity of the two articles,

The program was able to match the student's "Un Georges

est" with the expected "Georges est un". After it

determined that a permutation of order had taken place

among these three words, the program went on to complain

that the second "un" of the student's answer was an extra

word! <ref. 14.2; Scholl, 1972>

Seeking greater flexibility, some researchers have

Used a generative approach to CAI. This technique involves

Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences
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a program capable of generating exercises in some automatic

fashion. ,These programs incorporate a rudimentary

knowledge of the subject matter into the generation

algorithm, as they must be able to compute the correct

answer. (Note that it is not necessary to have the ability

to solve the problem in order to generate it.) Rarely is

the automatic portion extended to provide 'even the simple

alternative-answer recognition capability cf the

fixed-recognition systems.

Siklossy presents a representative generational

program accompanied by a call for the general

incorporation of subject-matter knowledge, in his article

"Computer Tutors That Know What They Teach." <ref. 15;

1970> At first reading, his modest project appears to

follow the same general lines I espouse. His program uses

its knowledge of basic set theory (its subject-matter) to

analyze answers for correctness, and also to dynamically

explain errors. Siklossy's main concern, however, lay in

being able to respond, to questions posed by the'student.

Perhaps for this reason, his program as described stops

short of trying to work with mistakes which are due to

misconceptions rather than merely faulty technique. The

program dynamically figures out errors of technique, but

does not explore alternative explanations which might

account for the observed response. Thus, for inStance,

consider a problem in which the student is asked to form
6
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the intersection of two sets, and produces instead their

union. The program will:happily use its symbol

manipulating abilities to analyze,the response, and produce

an error report exhaustively listing all the elements of

the student's answer which.are members of one set but not

the other. No test is made to see if the too-large answer

constitutes a correct set union. Similarly, if the

student commits a common error in forming a union, listing

some members of the intersection twice, the program rejects

his' answer with a peremptory "not a set".

I would be quite optimistic .about the prOspects of

expanding his program alone, the lines discussed in the body

of this report, especially to include attention to the

posSible existence of conceptual errors and in general to

attempt analysis of errors for probable cause, His case

for the value of incorporating subject-matter materialis

well taken, and has resulted in a sound program on which

one could base my kind of response analysis.

Two large projects, by Wexler and Carbonell, come

reasonably close to my general analysis goal, albeit in a

totally different subject area. <refs. 21.1 & 2.1; 1970>

These two are basically Artificial Intelligence programs.

They incorporate a large, complex network of daa, from the

subject matter, and routines to manipulate it to both

generate problems and analyze answers. The ability to
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extract from the data-base an alternate explanation for a

student "wrong" answer is just the kind of performance I

am after. To form an informal' example from Wexler

<ref. 21.2>, consider that the student is to be asked

about the capital of Massachusetts. His responSe would

have to satisfy criteria such as:

1) must be a city

2), must be in Massachusetts

3) must be the state capital

If the student responds "Springfield", the computer

will find:

a) Criteria (1) and (2) are satisfied (Springfield is a

city, in Massachusetts), but (3) fails, it is not the state

capital.

The computer might also find:

b) Criteria (1) and (3) hold while (2) fails, as a city

called Springfield is the state capital of Illinois.

One can see how appropriate messages can be

constructed from the information discovered by the two

analyses. The format of the information would facilitate

the recording of general trends, should the instructional

program so desire. For instance, (a) "student does not know

which city in a state is its capital," or (b) "student

tends to confuse the capitals of different states." Both

Wexler and Carbonell have been interested in error analysis
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primarily to enable their programs to reply to the student

with more interesting comments, and so to help him with his-

immediate difficulty. In particular, they do not address a

question which is of major importance in my work: how to

deal with the ambiguities resulting from multiple

interpretations of responses, as in (a) and (b) above.

I should add that Carbonell does devote several

pages to discussing error analysis, in spite. of a strong

statement of policy which has often accompanied a profound

disinterest in considering student errors:*

If problems develop the ultimate objective is
for the student to overcome them, not for the
teacher to diagnose them. <ref. 2.2>

Carbonell clearly recognizes the existence of different

sorts of errors:.

In the case of symbolic answers, if a student
asked about the capital of Argentina responds
Brazilia, he is not making as serious a
mistake as that made if he would answer
Brazil (which is a country).

<ref. 2.3>

He suggests that a classification ("taxonomy",<ref. 2.4>)

of errors is needed to provide a good theoretical basis for

diagnosis. This is presented largely as suggestions for

future work, albeit with a good dose of optimism:

...if human teachers have serious
difficulties in dealing with causes of
errors, it may be premature to expect a
highly sophisticated behavior of CAI programs
in this respect. On the other hand, ISC.

*. See a similar quotation from a language teacher, Chapter 6.
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[Information-Structure Oriented] programs, of
which SCHOLAR is the first example, will
provide a rich environment for research on
error types, detection, and diagnosis, and on
consequent teaching strategies.

<ref. 2.5>

I agree, and present my project as just that kind of

'research.*

Concerning meaningful interpretation of errors, a

paper by Suppes and Morningstar <ref. 17; 1970> suggests

research along a line similar to one I have followed. They

postulate a cerebral automaton to account for each facet of

the students performance. In simple arithmetic, for

example, one automaton might perform the addition of single

digits, while another would take care of the carries in

multiple-digit addition problems. Following this theory,

incorrect performance will occur in two ways:

1. There may be a specific malfunction in an automaton,

such as a failure to process carries correctly.

2. The student may select a correctly functioning

automaton which happens to be inappropriate, such as one

which subtracts instead of adding.

In either case, the teanher faces a well-defined

task in helping the student with his misconception.

* I understand that Carbonell tla. 's delved further into the
question of error analysis in his more recent work.
<ref. 3; private communication, 1972>
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In its general statement, this theory corresponds

rather well with what I am doing: we both want to find

formulations of what has happened which can account for the

observed deviant performance. Unfortunately, SuppeS does

not deal with the problem of how to go about discovering

the existence and characteristics of these automata. Nor

does he discuss the problem of reconciling alternative

explanations for specific performance.

Looking to those engaged in language teaching,

particularly German, I find some encouragement, a little

help, and much challenge. An experienced teacher can

easily grade a student's answer, though without being aware

of exactly how he goes about doing so. Perhaps an

intensive study of the way in which humans analyze

erroneous sentences would produce some information relevant

to my project; I am not optimistic, at least not until the

theoretical work on natural language has progressed much

further.

Human teachers do offer explanations for wrong

answers, again at an intuitive level. In Chapter 6 I will

enter into a detailed discussion of this behavior and its

relation to the current project. At that time, I will also

review some recent linguistic work in the same vein as

Suppes' proposal.



PART TWO

Matching the Student's Sentence with

the Expected Words and Structures
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Chapter Three

BASIC hETHOD

The grading program which I have constructed

represents a compromise between the wide-ranging capabilites

of the human teacher, and the limited scope of the simple

teaching machine. This program contains a large quantity of

information about German grammar, which I augment with

information about the specific sentence I expect to be

analyzed. The-resultant system is powerful enough to accept

a wide range of variation in the student's response and

still produce a meaningful diagnostic report.

The information given to the program is not the

exact "correct" sentence, but rather a description of it.

This description consists primarily of the major words and

structure of the expected sentence. The program's strategy

is to match the key elements of the description to what

actually appears in the student's response. Each instance

of a successful match provides a foothold from which the

program can work to apply its general rules to analyze and

eport.

In the course of setting up the strategy for the

grading program, I have perforce made certain assumptions

about the nature of the problem. These assumptions also

provide a convenient framework for discussion.
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14y 'dzasic i-remise is that the student will produce a

specify; serrttencc, Put differently, the student's

perforr=m is su!_:7Aciently constrained as to warrant

assumption about the specific vocabulary and structure he

will use irci fOrmt=Ehis sentence. These particular

assumpt_onE, carry-through right into thc heart of the

programs 7--eratimr: when a word in the student response can

be identified as one of those whose presence-was expected,

the proEram can immediately orient itself with the structure

of the sentence simply by referring to what it knows about

the expected structure surrounding the word in question.

(The assumptions of vocabulary and structure take concrete

form in the specification of the expected sentence, which is

supplied to the program prior to the analysis.)

The immediately following discussion will delve

further into the operational characteristics and features of

this identification, and consider the type of information

which can be obtained using a structural orientation.

In the next chapter, I will discuss the limitation imposed

on the student by my basic premise.

I do not assume that the student will correctly

follow rules of inflection; on the contrary, the program

design places as-little reliance as possible on inflection

for guiding the analysis. The matching algorithms must, and

do, allow for variation in form due to inflectional error by

the stuaeut: essentially noise in the watching process.
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For lexical words (nouns, verbs, adjectives) the noise is

usually not too great, and the word can still be recognized

reliably. A more detailed description of the matching

algorithms follows later in this section. I would note

here, in passing,: that the matching process is somewhat

facilitated by the restriction to specific vocabulary.

Function words (articles, prepo3itions) pose a

different problem for the recoLnizer. The program is able,

of course, to dcAermine that a particular word belongs to a

given class of function words. But since these words owe

almost their entire form to inflectional dictates, reliable

identification must be based on more than orthographic form.

Furthermore, function words (as their name implies) do not

usually convey meaning by themselves, but by their

association with lexical words and phrases. I rely heavily

on structural information in locating function words, making

particular use of their predictably close association with

lexical words which can be differentiated by form and

meaning.

I have made a basic structural assumption, that the

student will keep the clause-elements of the sentence mainly

intact; that he will place their constituent words in a

predictable order. A noun phrase, for example, must appear

with the article preceeding the noun, or maybe even missing,

but never following the noun. This assumption provides the

power needed to cope with function words.
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As the program proceeds through the sentence, it is

primarily looking for lexical words, which it can recognize

directly. By referring back to the descriptive information,

the program can tell what structure surrounds the word it

has found (also as outlined previously). If this structure

includes function words, the program need only look for them

in the place where they should occur. Any candidate in that

location will be accepted if it is the right kind of word.

There may be a secondary check to see that it does not

differ too widely, from the expected word, but that check

will be analytic, not orthographic; i.e., based on the

infectional characteristics of the word, not on its

spelling. Thus, for example:*

Expect: "das Buch .." ("The book ...")

Actual: "die Bucher .. "

Examine: "die"; Conclude: article;
no identification, yet

Examine: "Bucher"; Conclude: matches noun "Buch";
Noun phrase was "dam Buch", so look
backwards for article preceeding
the noun.

Reexamine: "die"; Article, claim fur noun phrase

The. student may supply some extra words, in spite of

my basic premise about close specification; or he may omit

some words, particularly function words. The program must

* see also example given in Chapter 5, of actual program
trace from just this kind of situation.
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of course report on the occurrence of any such deviation

from the expected. Internally, there is the difficulty that

the program might push its search for a function word too

far and claim a word that really belongs to another-clause

element. For the present, Lsolve this problem with another

assumption, that a clause element must be a contiguous

block.* Thus if a word belonging to some other element is

encountered during a function word search, that search must

fail. (A clause element can, of course, be expanded below

by the inclusion of dependent clauses as modifiers; the

program is able to accomodate itself to this situation.)

The order of elements themselves in the clause, on

the other hand, need not meet any assumption imposed by the

analyzer. Here the issue is even more critical than for

inflection. I continue to assume that any rule will at some

time be violated by a student. The German language,.

moreover, has many extremely flexible rules governing the

placement of clause elements within the sentence. Even

assuming that the student's performance will be correct

would not allow predictions about element ordering. I have

had t4e program explicitly avoid element-order assumptions;

the scope of any simple structural inferences gained by

the recognition of an expected word is limited to the

clause element of which that word is a member.

* This assumption may be a bit too strong in some instances.
I have one example in which astudent wrote "Wievie,l willst
du Geld?" ("How much would you like money?"), thereby
splitting the clause element "wieviel Geld" ("how much money").
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Pronouns represent a slight embarrassment in the

scheme I have employed. Their form is quite sensitive to

inflectional alteration, like function words; but pronouns

stand alone in a clause element (sometimes with the help of

a preposition), and so there is no structural context to aid

the search. The program can generally recognize look that a

word is a pronoun; the problem is making a correct

identification, particularly when the expected sentence

contains more than one pronoun. I am forced to assume that

the inflection, if not exactly what was expected, will

nonetheless be "close." The program, accordingly, is

equipped to decide which of two possible choices is "closer."

That heuristic seem;; to be doing a good job.

Word Recognition

This section considers the problems of word

recognition in greater detail, with particular attention to

the effects of inflectioni. The analytic question, of how

inflectional forms are checked for correctness, will be the

subject of a later section. (Chapter 7)

The recognition problem is eased by the practice of

sujplying the program with the vocabulary from which the

student sentence should be formed. Since only that

vocabulary is considered, the scope of the search is kept

* See Chapter 7.
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quite small, with immediate benefits in the amount of time

which can be devoted to each comparison. Before doing any

scanning of the student's sentence, the program makes up

specialized search routines for each expected major word,

taking maximum advantage of the information it has on each

word. In particular, a different strategy is employed for

each word type, to be best able to accomodate inflectional

noise. These routines do not try to take advantage of the

limited size of the vocabulary list to make less rigorous

comparisons; the program will properly detect an unexpected

word as one it cannot recognize.

At this stage of development, the program

incorporates a simplifying restriction on the kind of

sentence it can analyze, a-restriction which will certainly

need to be relaxed in the future. Each lexical word in the

expected sentence can occur only once., Sentences like "The

green car is faster than the red car" cannot presently be

handled. The benefits for the analyser are nontrivial. In

forming a firm identification of a word in the student

sentence with a word of the expected sentence, inflectional

changes must be taken into account; but nothing beyond the

specific word need be considered. In particular, the

prograr need not worry about the following or preceeding

word.
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Misspelling will upset the program as it is

currently constituted. This capability was omitted thru a

decision on allocating my resources; it is less innovative,

and not crucial for German (whose spelling is largely

phonetic, as compared to English). See also Chapter 10 for

some suggestions on future work on this problem.

Inflectional changes, both correct and incorrect,

constitute the major complication in identifying the words

in the student sentence. Happily, many major words inflect,

if at all, by suppletion, i.e., by adding an ending to an

invariant stem. Such words can be located by merely

ignoring the ending (though saving it for later checking, of

course). For those words which show inflectional changes in

the stem as well, the change is usually fairly small and

more or less predictable. The few pathologic words must

just be handled as special cases.

Some examples:

Simple suppletion in noun plurals:

das Kind, die Kinder (child, children)

der Knabe, die Knaben (young boy)

Stem change in noun plurals:

der Mann, die Maenner (man, men)

Greater change in noun plurals:

der Schutzmann, die Schutzleute (police)
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I now proceed to a detailed description of the word

matching algorithm for each part of speech.

Lexical Words:

Adjectives: Adverbs and predicate adjectives are

completely uninflected in German. The matching algorithm

for these words consists of a full word equality check

against the expected text.

Attributive adjectives inflect by pure suppletion.

The program does not yet handle this category, due to the

complications of interpreting inflectional errors. The

match will be a stem-plus-ending comparison: a simple

equality match of the expected text against the actual word

(stem) allowing for an arbitrary ending on the latter.

Nouns: Nouns inflect, usually, for the plural, and

that generally by suppletion; the stem vowel is umlauted at

the same time in roughly half of the nouns. My match allows

for an arbitrary ending, as the student may well not

remember how to form the particular plural; similarly, I

have a flexible check for stem, vowel, allowing almost any

vowel or vowels. The program could perhaps check only for

the correct vowel with or without an umlaut, but does not

make that restriction at this time. The flexibility in stem

and'ending is extended even when searching for singular

nouns. The student might, for some reason, supply a plural

instead;'also the student might not remember the correct
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singular form of the stem, especially if he had recently

worked extensively with the plural.

Specifically, the match pattern consists of

four fields:

1. (front part of word) characters specified exactly;

2. (stem vowels) match any one or more vcwels;

3. (rear part of word) characters specified exactly;

4. (ending) match anything.

For example, "der Mann" (man), plural "die 11aenner"

Pattern is: "M" <STEM VOWE1S> "NE" <ENDIflG>

Match on "Manner" with <STEM VOWELS> "A"
<ENDIEG> = "ER"

If a field does not exist, it is specified as blank,

as for "der Artz" ( "doctor ") in which nothing preceeds the

stem vowel "a".

Verbs: Verbs show some of the most complicated

inflectional changes of all German words. I have allowed,

so far, only for infinitive and present tense forms; though

it is not the recognition problems but the error analysis

which has delayed expansion into the other tenses. Verbs

have endings; if irregular, they also must change their stem

vowels and occasionally even a few consonants. As an

additional complication, there may be one or more prefixes:

separable prefix adverbs, the preposition "zu", (and for

past participles, the form "ge"). As with nouns,. have
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allowed for incorrect variations on any inflectional

pattern: any vowel substituted in the stem, arbitrary prefix

and ending, even some stem consonant changes.

My experience so far has not encountered any false

matches. For some very irregular verbs, the reliability of

the algorithm may need some bolstering through the addition

of stronger conditions. For instance, the verb "essen" (to

eat) has only a double-S invariant; the present program will

match any word with a vowel followed by "SS". To increase

the reliability of the match, a plausibility check should be

made on the prefix and ending. Some restriction on vowels

may also be helpful; in the example, "u" or flue" would seem

unlikely candidates for "essen".

A special matching algorithm will be needed for the

very irregular auxilliary "sein" (to be), whose forms show

no resemblance at all to the infinitive.

Specifically, the match pattern'is set up with

five fields:

1. (prefix) matches anything zero or more letters;

2. (f.eont) exact character match on front part of stem;

3. (stem vowel) one or more vowels;

4. (stein consonant) exact match on consonants following
stem vowels; more than one set may be
given for verbs that may change this part
of stem;

(ending) natched anything leftover.
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For example, "kaufer.' ("to buy"):

Pattern is:

<PREFIX> "K" <STEM VOWELS> <STEM CONS. "F "> <ENDING>

Match on "kauft" with <PREFIX> = nil
<Srl.EM VOWEL:i> = "AU"
<STEM CONS.> = "F"
<ENDING> = "T"

For example, "nehmen" ( "to take"), an irreEular verb:

Pattern is:

<PREFIX> "N" <STEM VOWELS> <STEM CONS. "HM","MM" <ENDING>

Match on "abnimmen" with <PREFIX> = "AB"
<STEM VOWFTS> = "I"
'STEM CONS.> = "ME"
<ENDING> = "EN"

Function Words:

The recognition problem for function words is

somewhat different from that for lexical words. The main

routines of the program use structural information, rather

than purely expected form, in locating the function words.

The recognition routines are called on to determine if a

given word is a preposition (or article), and, if so, to

find out the word's characteristics.

Prepositions:' For prepositions, the recognition

problem is quite simple, as there is no inflectional change.

What the student might well do instead is to substitute a

different preposition. In any event, simply checking a liSt

of all prepositions suffices nicely.
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Contraction of prepositions with articles presents

an annoying complication. I check suspected words against a

short list of legal contractions. If one is-found, it is a

simple matter to break it into the two constituents and

analyze:' them as if separate.* Errors in forming contractions

are nearly in the realm of spelling mistakes, and are not

yet handled; Nor are contractions of prepositions with

pronouns.

Articles: Articles are very highly inflected words

with a plethora of orthographic forms. My recognition

algorithms allow for any inflectional form of any kind of

article. (The major problem, of interpreting what the

Student has done, rests on the inflection-checking logic.)

For a definite article to be recognized, its form must

correspond exactly with one of the actual definite articles,

as "d17-" is not a sufficient stem for generalized checking;

for other types, the. recognition is based on stem plus

arbitrary ending (just as for attributive adjectives).

Algorithm:, first search the list of definite

articles for an exact match; if so, TYPE is "definite",

ENDING is taken from the liSt..."die e", "das - es", "der

- er", "den en", "deD3 - em". If the word is not a

definite article, then try for a stem-plus-arbitrary7ending

r

* this check is actually made on every word, before any
other checks are made on it. The inefficiency of the extra
search are made up for by avoiding problems of crossed
pointers when splitting a contraction.
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match. using all the other article stems; set TYPE to

"EIN-WORD", "DIRS-WORD",.or "POSSESSIVE" accordingly.

Pronouns:

Pronouns present a major problem to the program as a

whole, but not too much headache for the recognizer, which

is only asked whether a particular word is a pronoun.

German pronouns inflect mostly by drastic.changes in form,

so a simple check against a list of all personal pronouns is

sufficient to make the rough identification. 'A slight

complication occurs in definite pronouns, whose forms are

mostly the same as for the definite articles. Again, the

question of is it or isn't it can be resolved by checking

against a list of all legal possibilities; the stickier

question, as to whether the word is a pronoun or really just

an article, is taken care of by the prOnouri search logic.

(See Chapters 5 and 7 for more details.)
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Chapter Four

IMPLICATIONS OF THE LIMITING ASSUMPTIONS

In the previous chapter, I set forth the various

assumptions under which my program operates. These

assumptions are acceptable as defining and delimiting a

specific project; however, the relation of this project to

the outside world requires some further discUssion. In

particular, I should like to discuss the definition of the

boundary created by the operating assumptions, and consider

the justification cf these asumptions from an educational

point of view.

Boundary:

The program at this time adheres rather closely to

the assumption that the student is asked for a specific

sentence and will endeavor to produce that sentence. The

program conducts its search and analysis under close

guidance from the expected answer. Although it is

sensitive to many variations, the program does not attempt

any kind of general analysis which would encompass an

arbitrary German sentence. In particular, there is little

attention paid to determining the meaning of the student's

sentence as possibly different. from-the expectation. There

is a basic problem at issue, which has to be solved by the
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bas iz 71-tlosophy of the grading project: how -to distinguish

distottlmn [grammatical error] from intentional semantic

change-. I believe that some headway can be made in making

such a. distinction, but for the present project have made

the program concentrate -only on error, ,analysis; in fact,

have designed it to operate in spite of possible alternate

meanings and grammatical ambiguities which might otherwise-

have frustrated the analysis.

Currently, any deviations-from the expected

formulation, either in individual words or in structure,

are -analysed as local errors only. Certain manglingslcan,

of course, result in a sentence with a different meaning,

possibly expressed in "correct German" if taken alone. For

example:*

-sentence- -program will report.

1. Die Frau sieht ihn. Correct
("The woman Lszcs him.")

2. Die u sieht Pronoun wrong, perhaps
dative inbLead of accusative.

3. Die3brau sieht er. Pronoun wrong, perhaps
nominative instead cif accusative.

Senteno pens to. -be also a correct way of expressing

the thougithe sees the woman,"Tsince "die Frau" can be

either netiimative (subject) or accusative, (objecq. The

program wild not be distracted by this different meaning.

* for conciseness, the program output is paraphrased.
Actual examples of the diagnostic comments can be seen
elsewhere.
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It need not remain totally ignorance of the alternative,

either. In future work, I would like to explore

incorporating certain special checks depending on specific

errors. Various heuristic approaches will be needed; the

above example could have been caught by checking possible

inversion_ whenever an object appeared in nominative case.

Limitation: theoretic

The assumption of a specific sentence, and the

information provided to the program, provide a great deal

of assistence to the analyser, but at the same time greatly

restrict its generality. I have tended to justify the

restriction as necessary to be able to cope effectively

with a natural language situation, and indeed I alit willing

to make sacrifices in order to obtain powerful grading

facilities. I believe there is a basic theoretical

question here, as to whether extra.: information is really

needed to recognize improperly formed sentences. A few

comments may serve to illustrate the problem, and, with it,

my choice-of assumptions.

(An informal information-theoretic argument)

As allowance is made fnr the possibility that the

input will not conform to the rules of German grammar,

supplementary information is needed to compensate for the

assumptions we are no longer entitled to make. If

inflections or word-order are possibly wrong, some other
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about the meaning of the sentence. Turned around, the

argument is that by having other sources of information,

the grader can regard these rules as items to be checked

for correctness rather than as crucial aids in completing

the analysis.

A human teacher knows what he asked, and thus has

extra, mentence-specific information available when he is

grading the student response.

Limitation: education'

It remains to examine the restrictions from an

educational point of view. Is there any dace for a

grading prorrar with such restricted scope that it can only

handle one specific sentence at a time? Turthermore, what

do language teachers feel,about such restriction 2 Bath

questions can be answered favorably: even though the

project has been kept carefully circumsmibed, it still has

possible uses.

One common technique used by &modern approach to

language teachIng is to have the student "overlearn" basic

sentences. These basic sentences, or parts of them, are

used as "building blocks" as the student goes on to new

material, producing a situation in which vocabulary will

be naturally quite restricted. From one such text:

This lesson is devoted to review ... of
85 sentences, of which some 'are identical
with the basic sentences of the preceding
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lessons, some are new combinations of.the
elements of the basic sentences, and some
contain material to increase your reading
vocabulary. These sentences are in German in
the left-hand column, with equivalent English
sentences in the right-hand column. Study
these by first reading the German sentences,
referring to the English sentences only when
you are-uncertain. Repeat this study until
you can recognize and understand accurately
.every one of. the German sentences.

The next step is to look at the
English equivalent sentences and check your
ability to produce the proper German
sentence.

<ref. 12.1; Rehder & Twadell, 1958>

In another text, the directions to the student for

a rarticular exercise leave every little room for inventive

work:

Express the following sentences in German.
This is not meant to be a translation
exercise; the a ish sentences should
"trigger" their German equivalents:.

<ref. 10.2; Lohnes & Strothmann, 1968>

A third example seems almost tailored exactly to

f=ist- the capabilities of my program. (The citation is from

the introduction, a general description some of the

material offered by the text, a beginning reader):

...synthetic exercises, made up of
"dehydrated" sentences... The student is
given the thought content and vocabulary of a
particular sentence and is asked to
reconstruct the sentence by "adding grammar."

<ref. 19; 1967>

Philosophically, language teachers recognize that

freedom of expression has its place. That place may
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not be everywhere:

In most cases, putting the meaning across is
a minor part of teaching a dialog.

Zref. 8.1 Lade, 1964>

We conclude that it is not the teacher-s task
in first-year Gemman to chat discun-sivelT
with his students, brat to guide then in the
controlled formation of habits. So fr":Pr as
the students are concerned, the material they
are practicing is the German language for the
time being. We need and probably sholiRd not
go beyond this material; "other ways of'
saying the same thing" are a distracriA , not
an enrichment, for the beginning student.

<ref. 12-2; Rehder & TwaAega, -7958>

I Eight add that I- do not necesisarilI7 agree with

ail the opinions which 2 keve cited, and would certainly be

happy to have greater flexibility available. At the same

time, I do not lose sight of some rather significant"

possible benefits possible even with the limitations

intact. By being able ,,to : :accept full sentences and

monitor, automatically, a_large number of lEitfferent rules,

the grading program immediately permits a-more flexible

curriculum than would be Tossible with aless versatile

grading facility. I feel that I have all-eady come far

enough that research into using the grader in new flexible

curricula can begin in earnest.
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PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE

This section describes the basic architect tare of

the program, and includes a fairly detailed diisextan of

the algorithm involved.

The program is given two major inputs: Ea.

description of the expected sentence, preparedbytile
0

teacher-Dr helper; and the actual student sentemoLz,;.0nIch is

to be graded. The analysis takes place in four:
1. pass through the description of the expe Of rMNI --emtence,

to build a guiding structure;

2. main pass through the student sentence, rem4117ing

key words and collecting associated word _

directed search;

3. second scan of the sentence to collect prat,' uns- and

separable prefixes;

4. word-order analysis of the clause-element stpructure

to which the sentence has been reduced.

Here is an example of the program's actual

operation which I will use at several points of tht.

discussion. The student is asked for "Er kauft einenJkut"

("He buys a hat"), and responds correctly. The following

output represents just the grading comments; later fm- the
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discussion, I shall present the sane analysis with the

program: printing internal tracing commentary as well.

RUN 'Z1

Description generated by human expert:
(STMT (SO- ER) (VERB KAUFEN) (0J ACC EINEN HUT))

SENTENCE INPUT BY STUDENT ..
EINEN HUT KAUFT ER

NOW PR000DING WITH ANALYSIS

SUMMARY REPORT FOR NOUN PHRASE INFLFCTION
ON EINEN HUT

Best we can do guessing intent is: (ACC S N)
CONFIDENCE LEVEL: VERYHIGH

GENDER REPORT FOR NOUN: HUT ::
STRONG CORRECT = N

VEELIHIGH

CASE REPORT' FOR OBJECT: EINEN BUT ::
STRONG CORRECT = ACC

CASE REPORI FC-, SUBJECT: ER ::
STRONG CORRECT = NON

VERB ENDING CHECK .. OK!

Phrase division done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV-2 , level of confidence:

Play by Play account of analysis:
Due to: INITIAL HYPOTHFSIS FVT set to FV-2

Confidence in FVT setting is: VERYIiIGH

OOOOO Summary Comments.
Clause type correct (FV-2)

LID OF RUN

Operation of Phase One:

The program begins with a pass through the

description in order to build the complex structure it

needs for attacking the student sentence.
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For each clause of the expected sentence, a list of

the important words* is collected into a list called

WDLIST. At the same time, the program builds a structure

for each clause element, containing the consitutent words

and information which will be needed in the analysis. The

structural details communicated in the sentence description

play an important role in this stage of building.

Crossreference pointers are set up betweer the word

entries in WDLIST and the corresponding clause element

structures, and the latter are collected together into a

SDLIST. Pronouns, because of their special problems, are

collected not in WDLIST but in another place of their own,

PNLIST.

At the end of Phase One, the sentence description

consists of the accumulated WDLIST, SDLIST and PNLIST's for

each clause. Specific information on the particular words,

needed in various stages of the analysis, is available to

the program by this time, it has either been given as part

of the description, saved from previOus work, or requested

from the experimenter during Phase One.

The other main input to the program, the student

sentence, is still but a simple collection of words. They

are arranged in such a way as to facilitate the analysis.

To continue the previous example,

"Er kauft einen Hut." ("He buys a hat.")

* See Chapter 3 for definition of this concept
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The initial description, as prepared by a teacher and

given to the program, contains both the text and'structure

of the expected sentence:

(STMT (VERB KAUFEN)
(SUBJECT

(PRONOUN ER) )
(OBJECT ACC

(NP
(ARTICLE FTNEN
(NOUN HUT) )))

(The abbreviated descriptors "SJ" & "OJ" which appear in

the full examples actually expand into the more explicit.

'structure Shown here. I have not placed much emphasis on

-.making the program smarter about the input description,

concentrating my efforts instead on the analysis of the

student sentence given whatever seemed the most helpful

description.)

Here is a complete listing of the WDLIST asset up

for the analysis of "Er kauft einen It contains two

search functions, NOUN -WD for the noun "Hut" and VERB-WD to

look for a form of the, verb "kaufen". The other

information represents-the parameters needed for the

identification, particularly the patternsfor guiding the

match algorithm. .7he-dross-reference.pointers to. the

SDLIST terms are held in,WS-7 (for the -noun) and WD-6 (for

the verb).

((NOUN-WD WD-11 HUT ((H). ((SV . 'VV) T (END))) (WS-7) )
'(VERB-WD (QUOTE WD-5)

QUOTE KAUFEE)
QUOTE ((PRE) K (SV . V) (SC (F)) (END)))
QUOTE

WD-6)))
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Here are the SDLIST terms, again as functions with a large

number of parameters. The COMELTA-SD functions handle

either subject or object --- the sixth argument tells

which. The last argument is itself a structure of

functions, describing the constituent words or phrases.

The 'first argument of each of the- top-level SDLIST

functions is the name of the variable holding the

cross-reference pointer from the key WDLIST or PNLIST

function. (My comments in []'s).

( li .

[WS-2 points here:]
(COMELTA-SD QUOTE WS-2)

QUOTE PP-3)
QUOTE NOM)
QUOTE (SUBJECT SPEC))
QUOTE NIL)
QUOTE SUBJECT)
QUOTE (

(PRONOUN -SD WD-4 ER (3 NOM S M PER)))))
[WS-7 points here:]
(COMELTA-SD QUOTE WS-7)

QUOTE PP-8)
QUOTE ACC)
QUOTE (OBJECT SPEC))
QUOTE S)
QUOTE OBJECT)
QUOTE (

(11P-SD SD-9
(ARTICTE-SD WD-10 EINEN)
NOUN -SD WD-11 HUT ((CSSV . U)

(XGENDER . M) .(HNOUVFLAG T)
(XNCLASS . 0)))))))

[WD-6 points here:]
.(VERB-SD QUOTE WD-5)

QUOTE KAUFEN)
QUOTE VERB1).
QUOTE CL&VERB1)
QUOTE ((SS (F. F SC) (AU AU SV)) (CLASS . 1)))))
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The PNLIST looks just like the WDLIST, except that it has

only pronoun terms at the start. The value of WS-2 is

a pointer to the SDLIST term.

((PPRONOUN-WD WD-4 ER NIL (WS-2) (3 .NOM S M PER)))

FV-2))

Initial form of student input:

ICH)
WORD KAUFE
WORD EINEN
WORD EANTEL))

(Actually, the "exploded" form of each word is also
included, to boost operating efficiency; thus,

(WORD ICH. (I C H)). )

Each element on the WDLIST is concerned with one of

the major words of the expected sentence. The element

specifies two things, a search function and a

cross-reference pointer. During the second phase of the

program, the search routine will be given a sequence of

characters: a word from the. student's sentence. The

routine must decide if that sequence matches its target

word, i.e., the particular major word from the expected

sentence with which it is associated. This identification

task is entrusted to a matching algorithm specially

tailored to the particular word-type in question. (see

Chapter 3, above, for a description of these algorithms).

[The name of the particular function is usually that of the

word-type, suffixed with an identifying "-WD", as
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"NOUN-WD ". 3 The necessary information specifying the

specific word to be found is all assembled by the Phase One

processing.

The cross-reference pointer will be discussed more

fully below.

Phase Two:

After the first phase has finished, Phase Two

begins by activating the clause executive function with the

WDLIST,.SEIIST AND PNLIST for the main clause. The basic

scan of the sentence is undertaken at this time, proceeding

from left to right. Pursuant to the strategy discussed

above, the top level activity is concerned with finding

major words. The major word recognizers are collected on

the WDLIST; the job of presenting the next word of the

sentence and deciding what to do with it falls to a

function named RUNWD.

RUNWD:
1. No words left: set FINISHED flag for clause

executive; exit.

See if word is a function word (article,
preposition). If so, remember it,
go on to next word.

For each element of the WDIIST, activate the
match function. If one likes the current
word:

3a. remove that entry from WDLIST;
3b. set up pointer into corresponding SDLIST

entry (variable is "WD-SD PTR");
exit.

Test if word is a pronoun: notea, go on
to next word.
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(step 5 is relevant only for relative clauses...)

5. No match yet ...look through all other WDLIST "s,
as in step 3. if one matches, thee:

5a. set NEWCLAUSE flag for clause executive,
saving the name of the clause
containing the lucky WdLIST elerent;

5b. set FINISHED flag if movint, up a level;
5c. do steps 3a and 3b above;
exit.

6. If none of the above, complain about extra word.

The r cognition functions on WDLIST do very little

analysis of the words they find. Their-importance lies in

their links to the analysis structures on the SDLIST.

EaCh word (on WDLIST) has a pointer to the structure for

the clause element of which it is a part. This pointer

leads to the head of the clause element of which the word

is a part, not to the SDLIST function for the word itself.

In the case of a clause element with more than one major

word, all corresponding WDLIST entries would have the same

pointer. A clauSe element''s SDLIST entry reflects the

structure of the element; entering it from the top gives

the program full analytic control of the context while it'

is processing any part of the. structure.

Here is the previous example, this time including

output relevant to the internal workings of the program.

Some of the comments refer to features not yet discussed.

For the present, I would call attention to lines beginning

with one of the following legends:

"DOWD just did " -- identifies a WDLIST function, which
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successfully matched a word of the student sentence;

"SDDO: " beginning execution of an SDLIST structure

which was activated by a cross-reference pointer;

"THDO: el beginning execution of individual functions

within the SDLIST entry currently active.

RUN 1

New tasks: ((V-FVENDCK))
DOWD just did NOUN-WD

SECO: COMELTA-SD (WS-7)
THDO: NP-SD
THEO: ARTICLE-SD
THDO: NOUN-SD
THDO: ARTICLE-SD
New tasks: ((NICK TEM-12 TEM-13))

SUMMARY REPORT FOR NOUN PHRASE INFLECTION
ON EINEN HUT

Best we can do guessing intent is: (ACC S N)
CONFIDENCE LEVEL: VERYHIGH

GENDER REPORT FOR NOUN: HUT ::
STRONG CORRECT = M

Task just done: NICK

CASE REPORT FOR OBJECT: EINEN HUT ::
STRONG CORRECT = ACC

DOWD just did VERB-WD

SDDO: VERB-SD (WD-6)
STEMTYPE: *
Stem-ending char ((2 P 7) (3 S 7))
New tasks: ((VERB1))
Task just done: VERB1
THDO: PRONOUN-WD
End of search for pronoun ER level = 4 GOOD
THDO: PRONOUN-SD

.......... CASE REPORT FOR SUBJECT:ER
STRONG CORRECT = NOM

New tasks: ((POSCK-SUBJ))
Task just done: POSCK-SUBJ
JSCHR = * 7)
JECHR 3 S 37)
JSECHR-= (3 S 7)
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VERB ENDING CHECK .. OK!
Task just done: V-FVENDCK

Phrase division done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV-2 , level of confidence: VERYHIGH

Play by Play account of analysis:
Due to: INITIAL HYPOTHESIS , FVT set to FV-2

Confidence in FVT setting is: VERYHIGH

Summary Comments
Clause type correct (FV-2)

END OF RUN

To follow through an SELIST function in operation,

consider what happens when the noun "Hut" is found. The

program trace at that point contains the message "DOWD just

did NOUN-WD". That function returned a cross-reference

pointer, namely WD-7, which the progran begins to follow

("SDDO: COVELTA-SD (WS-7)" message). The full structure of

that element is given above; here is an abbreviated form

for quick reference:

COMELTA-SD OBJECT ACC
NP-SD

ARTICLE EINEN
NOUN HUT

Following the execution, with actual program trace shown as,

comments in square brackets:
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[SDDO: COMELTA-SD (WS-7)]

COMELT-SD is a function, which, when entered, sets up

the program and grammar context for the analysis of

the clause element...the name, "object", expected

case, "acc", and other variables to hold the results.

[TRW: NP-SD]

NP-SD is entered, and like COME1T-SD, sets up

a program and grammar context for the analysis

of a noun phrase. It then defers further action

while the phrase constituents are handled.

[THDO: ARTICTSD]

ARTICLE-SD is entered. This SDLIST structure was

activated because the noun "Hut" was found. Until

the noun's analysis is accomplished, this routine

graciously defers.

[THDO: NOUN-SD]

NOUN-SD is entered, and completes the analysis of

the noun "Hut", determining its inflectional

characteristics for further checking later.
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[THDO: ARTICLE-SD]

ARTICLEr-SD is tried again, is now happy

to do its job. It scans back to pick up

the article Heinen" immediately before the

noun, analyzes-its inflection, and returns.

[New tasks: ((NICK TEM-12 TEM-13)) ]

NP-SD now resumes, checking the inflecti nal

status -bf the entire phrase using information

returned by ARTICLE-CD and NOUN-SD.

SUMMARY REPORT FOR NOUN PHRASE INFLECTION j
ON EINEN HUT

Best we can do guessing. intent is: (ACC S N)
CONFIDENCE LEVEL: VERYHIGH

GENDER REPORT FOR NOUN: HUT ::
STRONG CORRECT = M

Task just done: NICK

With NP-SD finished, COMELT-SD can do what analysis

it has for the whole element, before it, too, returns.

CASE REPORT FOR OBJECT: EI1\EN HUT
STRONG CORRECT = ACC
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Data structure:

The results of the analysis are saved in two ways.

Specific grading observations, such as would be of most

interest to a teacher, are expressed as (English) messages

typed immediately at the terminal. All during the

analysis, the program internally adds the information it

finds to a data structure representing the student's

sentence. This structure is represented by a list, which

at the beginning consists of only the individual words

input by the student, as given above. The search functions

(from WDLIST) will change the particular word entry to

reflect what they have discovered and decided about the

word. Thus the simple

(WORD (KAUFEN (K A U F T)))

becomes:

(VERB (WORD KAUFT (K A U F T))
((Sc F) SV A U)

END T)
CLASS . 1)
END .
ENDCER

T)
(3 S Ti) (2 P 77))

SECHR (2 P 7) (3 8,7))
SS (* F F F SC (* AU AU, AU SV) )
STEMCHR (* * 7 )
TEXT . KAUFEN) )

The various analytic functions thus have uniform

access to each other's findings, independent of specific

local variables.in the program.

An especially significant change in the data

structure is its alteration to reflect the structure of

German, in grouping of words into phrases and into clause
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elements. Thus-the function NP-SD, which handles noun

phrase analysis, will tz7zIce a constituent article and noun,

which were oriEinally two WORD entries at the top level of

the structure. They will be combined under a new, single NP

entry, which also holds information pertaining to the

phrase as a whole. A similar structural change is :done by

CONET,TA-SD to group the ezItt7 4..ccusative object together

into a single element at the top level of the clause. Here

is the final data structure from the analysis of the

current examples, with the structure apparent from

indentation as well as parenthetization:

(

(TV-2
((OBJECT

(NP
.((ARTICLE (WORD EINEN (E I N E N))

((ACLASS . 1) AM . ER)
ATEXT . EINEN
ENDING . EN))

(NOUN (WORD HUT (H U T))

1

((END . *T*) SV . U)
NTEXT . HUT)
.XGENDER . M)
XCHR ACC S M 0))))

((P((GENDER . M) (NUMBER . S))
PCREF. PP -8) CASE ..- ACC (CASEWHY OBJECT SPEC)))

(VERB WORD KAUFT (K A U F T)
((SC F) SV A U)

CLASS . 1)
END . T)
ENDCHR (3 S 37) (2 P 77))
SECT R (2 P 7) (3 S 7))
SS (* T F F (* AU AU AU SV))
STEMCHR (* * 7
TEXT . KAUFEE)

(SUBJECT (PRONOUN (WORD ER (E R))
((CHAR 3 NOM S M PER)

((PPCREF . PP-3) NOM)

LEVEL . 4)
. S)
. 3)))

NUMBER
PERSON

CASEWHY SUBJECT SPEC)
.PERSON . 3)
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Pi-fdse Two Summary: The clause executive (does Phase

Two of the match/analysis using the functions described

above. RUNWD is called each time for a new weart an0 then

a WIIII-SEPTR is followed to analyze the as,sociated clause

element. IlLs 2.coi keeps up until RUNWD signals FINISHED,

generally indicating that the end of the student's sentence

has.been reached. (In sentences containing reIatd.we

clauses, FINISHED will e :set at the end of each c 'A'ause.)

At this t.zzel 7:31 the :DLIST entries should be z---*ified,
and gone; if not, there are words missing from the clause.

At this point, appropriate action could be comfdered. If a

noun is missing, the prOgrgra may for inotance vant to check

for the possibility of paraphrase by an equivalent pronoun.

If so, by simply following the cross-reference pointer of

the missing noun to its SDLIST entry, the program can

obtain the necessary case and number information to specify

the equivalent pronoun; it then generates a PNLIST entry to

actually look.for the pronoun.

Phase Three:

Next comes Phase Three, at which the PNLIST is run.

Each term of the list describes one pronoun. The pronoun

search function is prepared to look anywhere in the clause

for the pronoun. The major difficulty lies in establishing

identity when the clause contains more than one pronoun.

Each PNLIST entry has a pointer to its corresponding SDLIST

element, just as for the major words on WDLIST; once the
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pronoun's identity has been firmly established, the link

can be followed immediately, as there is no question of

possible clauSe changes.

The technique for finding pronouns is conceptually

simple. Each pronoun is represented by a functional entry

on the PNLIST- When activated, this function searches all

the free words: ,of the clause. Any words which are pronouns,

are compared with the expected value, using a measure of

goodness of fit. An exact match can be claimed

Immediately. If ncne of the candidates matches perfectly,

the program will choose the "closest" one.*

A tie may occur, if two pronouns lie at the same

distance from the one being sought. A tie can exist only

if the sentence contains at least two unclaimed pronouns,

and the ore currently being sought has not been correctly

formed. There is a good chance that the other pronoun will

be correct; or, failing that, at least not wrong in such a

way as to duplicate the current confusion. The strategy,

then, calls for the particular search function which has

encountered a tie to calmly give way, allowing another

PNLIST element to be activated 'and hopefully-claim one of

the embarrasSing alternatives. The delaying mechanism can

be.invoked at any stage of the function's operation; and it

can be used repeatedly if necessary. (See scheduling

discussion, later this section).

* See Chapter 7 for a description of the distance metric.
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In a pathological case, it may occur that neither

PNLIST function is happy with what it sees, and so each is

waiting for the other. When this occurs, a modified

distance-measuring function is tried in an attempt to break

the tie. If that fails, as for instance must happen if the

two words are identical, the function arbitrarily picks the

candidate situated nearer the end of the clause.

Here is some program output from a simple sentence

containing a potential ambiguity in pronoun recognition.

The student is supposed to produce "Sie sieht ihn" ("She

sees him" or "it"/masculine), but instead uses a neuter

pronoun: "Sie sieht es". My comments are in []°s.

RUN 2 (abbreviated)

THDO: PRONOUN-WD
End of search for pronoun IHN level = 3 FAIR

[Did not find "ihn", and no way to choose between
"sie" and "es", so delaying]

THDO: PRONOUN-WD
End of search for pronoun SIE level = 4 GOOD

[Search for "sie" finds an exact match, so go
on to SDLIST work:]

THDO: PRONOUN-SD
CASE REPORT FOR SUBJECT: SIE :: CORRECT = NOM

VERB ENDING CHECK .. OK!

THDO: PRONOUN-WD
End of search for pronoun IHN level_ 3 FAIR

[Second try for "ihn". Match results are no better,
but since "sie" has been claimed already, there is
no ambiguity and "es" can be claimed.]

THDO: PRONOUN-SD

RN SUBSTITUTION.. Should be (3 ACC S M PER)
is (WORD ES (E 8) 3 ACC S N PER)

CASE REPORT FOR OBJECT- FS -- CORRECT = ACC

Summary Comments
Clause type correct (FV-2)

END OF RUN
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Many pronouns are associated with more than one

grammatical slot (see Chapter 7 for a more complete

discussion of this notion). For instance, "es" serves as

both nominative and accusative in 3rd person neuter; "sie"

serves both plural and singular as well as nominative and

-accusative. In these cases, the program considers each

possible slot as if it were a separate word, so that its

final determination specifies the best choice. Of course,

if a tie results only from two slots associated with a

single word, there is no point in delaying, and the program

will proceed directly to a forced choice.

Special consideration is afforded subject pronouns.

A brief check on the finite verb ending tells whether the

verb agrees with the expected value. (The full verb ending

check procedure considers mainly agreement between the verb

and the actual subject). If the verb is not what was

expected, there is a good chance that the subject pronoun

may also be different. In this case, a limit placed on

the closeness measure blocks the determination of an exact

match, thus forcing consideratiOn of other possibilities.

Thus if the verb is singular instead of an expected plural,

the program must be prevented from locking onto a

"sie"-plural form without also considering its singular

representation (and any other nominative pronoun forms that

may be present).
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In the event of a tie leading to a deadlock,

agreement with the actual verb ending counts positively for

a subject pronoun candidate.

Here is an example in which the program is looking

for "Er Izauft es" ("He Lys it") and finds, instead, "Sie

kaufen es" ("They are buying it"). My comments in []°s.

RUN 3 (abbreviated)

THDO: PRONOUN-WD
End of search for pronoun ES level = 4 GOOD

[success for the object pronoun]
THDO: PRONOUN-SD

CASE REPORT FOR OBJECT: ES :: CORRECT = ACC

THDO: PRONOUN-WD
Subject pronoun: expanding search limits since
verb ending does not match expected subject
End of search for pronoun ER level = 3 FAIR
More than one possibility in search for pronoun ER

[Only one word,
possibility

but several possible forms]
Check with verb ending -- 1 choice for subj pronoun
THDO: PRONOUN-SD

...... PN SUBSTITUTION.. Should be (3 NOM S M PER)
is ((WORD SIE (S I E)) : (3 NOM P * PER))

CASE REPORT FOR SUBJECT: SIE :: CORRECT = NOM

VERB ENDING CHECK .. OK!

Summary Comments
Clause type correct (FV-2)

END OF RUN

Phase Three 8ummmy: At the end of Phase Three,

all of the SDLIST entries should have been processed.

The previous checks, on WDLIST and PNLIST, ensure that an
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entry which is located via a pointer from either of those

two will have been done:- The additional check at this time
. .

allows element's which are purely analytic, without any

match entry.

Phase Four:

Phase Four of the analysis consists of checking the

word 'erder of-the now totally identified clauSe. The

function PHRASEDIVIDi carves out verb/clause type and

front field, inner field,- and end. field. PHRASETYPEREPORT

comments on that information and its relation to the

expectations as present in the description. The comments

prioduced by both functions are clearly visible in the -

program output. "Phre-se division done ..." is

PHRASEDIVIDER, "Summary comments " introduces the

PHRASETYPEREPORT comments...

Finally, the entire clause is depressed in the data

structure holding the student sentence,- so the clause

appears as a single element at higher levels (as described

abOve in reference to_phrases and clause elements, and

visible in the example given there).

A bit of careful bookkeeping makes two tricky

situations come out right: phrases with more than one major

word, and -dependent(04ordinate) clauses. Within the

SDLIST processing, the main scan may have to advance past

the major word which provided the initial entry to the
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SDLIST: for instance, in a phrase containing two nouns, like

"eine Tasse Kaffee" ("a cup of coffee"). In the example,

the identification of "Tasse" would take the analysis into

the noun phrase- ()nee inSide the analytic entry rbt-the

second noun "Kaffee" would be encountered, although it has

not yet been seen. YORAM is cRTied to make the move and

look at the next word of the sentence. Note, in the abOve

discussion, that it only: sets a cross-reference WD-SD PTR

when sword is found, it does not immediately follow that

pointer. In the present case, the program notes that the

new pointer leads Jo the element currently being processed,

which Is fine. If a word should be missing, the RUNWD scan

would pick up a major word frOm another clause element.

This change will cause termination of forward scanning for

the current clause element, thus-meeting an important

.criteria by not accidentally claiming words belongin to

other clause elcmerts. The cross-reference pointer from

the new word is saved, of course, and will be followed

after the current analysis is finished.

Dependent clauses of all types are handled by a

further refinement of the same techniques just described.

If the sentence contains a dependent clause, it will-be

linked into the main clause through either ,a WDLIST or

SDLIST entry, depending on whether it functions as an

entire clause eleMent of the main clause or a modifier

within some element. Separate WDLIST, SDLIST and PNLIST's

ark: created for constituent members of the dependent clause.
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If during its search, h!INWD. is unable to identify a

Word as a either a function word, pronoun or major word

from the current clause, it -procfai to check the other
r A satcesofuI maLch indiCateS-that a7Change of

clause is needed; the flag NEWCLAUSE is set as indication.

The level of each clause, recorded during Phase One, is

checked at this time. If the clause in question is not

subordinate to the current one, the end of the current

clause has been reached (according to the aSsumption that

clauses will be contiguous units) ; the FINISHED flax, will

be set to trigger the necessary processing.

The existence of more than one clause in the

sentence means that the formal context of the clause itself

must be maintained. The function CLAUSER coordinates

Phases Two, Three, and Four of the analysis, as well as

containing the necessary contextual variables; CLAUSER is

simply called recursively for processing subordinate

clauses. The separation of WDLIST and SDLIST activity aids

this recursion. If the VEWCLAUSE flag is set, the

--appropriate changes in clause context will take place

before the program follows the WD-SDPTR. Thus, even for

verbs, which are single-word elements, the analysis work is

done by an St-function. For a clause subordineite to the

current one, the context change takes place when the

WD-SDPTR is followed; the pointer will lead to a function

(CLAUSE -SD) which as part of its action makes a recursive
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call on the clause executive, with new WDLIST and SDLIST

set up for that clause. This change in clause may 1-ppen

at any level of the program.

Dependent clauses are_introduced by several.

types of subordinating words. These words present a bit of

a problem to the analyzer. A slight bit of legerdemain

makes question words and subordinating words come out

right. Grammatically, these definitely indicate the

beginning of a new clause.* To keep the program on the

track, cognizance should be taken of the clause change-
.

These words do not have enough lexical content, however, to

permitunique identifiCation of which clause has appeared

if the sentence contains *more than one.dependent clause.

Further compounding the problem, German has a great deal of

overlap in the forms taken by question words, subordinating

words, demcistrative pronouns, and definite articles. The

current implementation for subordinating words uses a

WDLIST entry which detects a question Word or subordinating

word, but the activation of their WD-SDPTR is delayed, as a

special case, until some other major word has effeCted the

change of clause. It is not completely clear that such is

the best way toproceed; reexamination will come as the

program expands to handle more variety in uses of

"subordinate clauses.

* What does it mean if they are not at the beginning? Some
relevant comments are in Chapter 8.
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Internal Scheduling

Certain aspects of the internal scheduling

algorithms are unusual enough to be of interest. I.present

them as illustrations of the. kinds of flexibility needed to

facilitate the analytic task; rone are particularly

noteworthy on their own. I provide one mechanism fora.

indefinite delay of a task, waiting for some fairly simple

condition to be met; a way of postponing a task until ;a

specific time (the end of the clause), at which time it,,

will receive special scheduling; and a way of postponing a

task, based on complex conditions, to allow other similar

tasks to proceed ahead.

Indefinite delay:

The indefinite delay is handled by having a simple

list of tasks to be done. These tasks consist of functions

to do various search 'or checking operations which depend on

factors whose time of,availability is unpredictable. The

task list is checked after every major operation; functions

stay until they have done their job and are then deleted.

For an example, each verb routine creates a simple task to

determine whether its verb is the finite verb or a

nonfinite one, a distinction which may depend on the

presence of other verbs. (C.f.' "He had run", "He ran".)

Once that function has been able to make a decision, it may



setup a check on subject verb agreement, which in turn

might have to wait until the subject has been identified.

Some of the position checking functions are currently

implemented as delayable tasks, while others have been

incorporated in the PHRASEDIVIDER functions. The task list

mechanism remains to provide scheduling flexibility,

'particularly to facilitate the addition of new features

which may well. find their eventual home elsewhere.

The operation of the task list feature is evident

in the verbose example of program output. When a task is

first. set up, the message "New Tasks:" identifies it.

(Parameters are occasionally passed via "TEM-nn" variables

to avoid impossibly long printinE). I do not show the

attempted executions, but when a task is done successfully,

the indication "Task just done" appears.

Definite Delay:

The PNLIST provides a somewhat similar way of

altering the scheduling, by postponing action until the end

of the clause. Any search which must wait until the clause

boundaries have been established can be entered on the

PNLIST. This feature is currently shared by pronouns and

separated separable verb prefixes. The PNLIST is separated

from the task list to avoid confusion, and also to provide

flexible schedUling (via the complex delay mechanism) when

it is finally executed.
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Complex Delax:

Within the executive used in following SDLIST

pointers (and also for executing the PNLIST) is a mechanism

to allow arbitrary delaying by any entry. The &MIST 4-

arranged according to the structure as given in the

original description. Words May be encountered in

different order due either to error., in the student

sentence or anomalies in the implementation. In either

case, it is useful to alter the sequence of execution,

specifically by allowing a routine to delay its execution.

That routine will be tried again after the next routine has

been done; delaying is not limited until there is nothing

waiting to be done but routines waiting for each other. As

the-Scheduling changes,- it will sometimes be necessary to

scan forward in the sentence: RUNWD is itself available at

the lower level executive, with appropriate safeguards for

handling a change of clause or change of element. The

scheduling mechanism, currently. used at less than full

flexibility, allows a function to decide at any point

that a delay is advisable; even changes in the global data

structure be automatically reversed when the delay

option is exercised.* I anticipate greater use of the

*. I wish to acknowledge a certain debt to the M.I.T.
Micro-PLANNER system <c.f. ref. 22.3; Winograd> for the
notion of complote.restoration of the environment when some
condition causes a routine to "fail". My implementation,
however, is much less complex than Micro-PLANNER.,
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complex delay feature as more complex noun phrases are

implemented. Already, as I have des,Tibed above, it forms

an important part of the pronoun searcher's strategy for

handling ambiguous matches.

A slight program trace appears on the full output

to indicate the operation of the complex delay executive.

The identifier "TEM:" followed by a function name indicates

the start, of execution of a function which has the right to

delay.



PART THREE

Error Analysis

The following sections will discuss the task of

analyzing words and structures once they have been located

and identified. After an introductory discussion of the

general philosophy of errors which I have followed, I shall

proceed to a detailed description of the analysis of

inflection and word order.
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Chapter Six

ERROR ANALYSIS: PhILOSOPHY

The operation of the program can be divided into

two areas: a "match" portion (described above) with

responsibility for finding words and constructing some of

the framework of the sentence; and the "analysis" "portion,

yet to be discussed, which follows the matching process

with checks on the correctness of the various words and

other consructions. This checking becomes particOlarly

interesting when there is an error. My'approach to grading

is. more general than a simple determination of right or

wrong. Among the many facets are disentanglement of

different errors from one another, and extraction of

information pertaining to the degree of the student's

competence with the subject. I shall expand on both my

theory. of error analysis and the way it is handled by the

program, after briefly reviewing some relevant work by

others.

Survey of Other Research

There is little formal precedent for my kind: of

analytic grading; what discussion exists in the literature

is maillLy luleicfrbstIcal -
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An experienced teacher can easily grade and analyze

a student's answer (though he probably .,will not be able to

explain how he goes about doing so). The teacher'will also

offer explanations for wrong answers: "that's feminine";

-"She used dative instead of accusative there."* In speaking

with several experienced German teachers, however, I found.

that they interpret student errors almost intuitively; that

they had considerable difficulty expressing rules of any

broad validity. I do not mean to preclude the possibility

that more thorough investigation would result in more

definite findings; for this research, I have chosen

to concentrate on emulating the grading results, indeed on

expanding them.

When one refers to the literature on foreign

language teaching, the teachers' lack of rigorous approach

to error becomes less surprising. To quote one current

researcher:

When one studies the stanaard works on the
teachingEof modern languages it comes as a
surprise to find how cursorily the authors
deal with the question of learnerserrors
and their correction. It almost seems as if
they:are dismissed as a matter. of no
particular importance, as possible annoying,
distraCting, but inevitable byprOducts of
the-proceSS-Of learning a language aboUt
which-the teacher should make as little fuss
as possible.

<ref. 4.1; Corder, 1967>

,

* The teacher may well draw conclusions which he uses,
perhaps subconsciously, to guide,his'teaching.
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A chapter heading from one of those standard works:

Foreign language habits are formed most
effectively by giving the right response, not
by making mistakes.

<ref. 13; Rivers, 1964>

Rivers goes on tCTITUote Politzer:

The real skill of the teacher lies not in
correcting and punishing wrong responses but
in creating situations in which the student
is induced to respond correctly.

<ref. 11; 1960>

(Note: I recognize that particular psychological theories

of learning have motivated some of the above comments; in

the current project, I implicitly subscribe to an alternate

view of learning.)

Yet there are examples in the literature of a

genuine concern for errors. The language teachers have

recently been wooed by Contrastive Analysis, which employs

linguistic methods to identify difficulties arising from

confusion with the student's native tongue. Independently,

researchers studying the speech of young children relied on

the presence of errors as evidence that the child was

indeed using rules:
- .

Even children who-have never. studied the
rules of grammar make use of the grammar
the language. This is seen in the mistakes
they make. When a. child says, Re goed, he is
forming a "regular" preterite on the pattern:
showed, weighed, served: "goed." His error
reveals the that he has been applying the
pattern even though he is not able to
describe it.

<ref. 8.2; Lado, 1964>
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My work attempts to apply similar reasoning to

errors found by the program in the student's second

language work. I believe that much "erroneous" behavior

can be explained as more than just as a simple error, but

as a mistaken conception about the scope of a rule, about

which rule to apply, or even about the exact formulation of

a rule.

Corder, whose introductory remarks I cited above,

has some positive contributions of great interest, stating

that: "our ingenuity should be concentrated on techniques

for dealing with errors after they have occurred."

<ref. 4.2; 1967>. He has taken the notion of error

analysis from first language learning and applied it to

second language work as well. He sets forth the view that

the speech of someone learning a second language need not

be regarded as improper formulations of that language;

rather, the speech can be considered as a language in its

own right, complete with a grammar. It is a dialect, of

course, sharing a core with the correct or "target"
410,,

language; it is usually quite individual, and also

unstable, as continuing instruction brings it more and more

into accord with the target. (Corder calls the dialect an

"idiolect".) From this point of view"mistakes" are not so

much to be taken as wrong, but rather as evidence of the

particular grammatical system of the "idiolect". Corder

challenges the-teacher to detect these rules and use the
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his understanding appropriately. <ref.5; 1971>

I share the general approach propounded by Corder,

though I have not carried it as far as he suggests. I very

deiiniVelyagreethat the t..L.Ldezit leflectc.

the state of his knowledge, and have attempted to implement

error diagnostistics on that assumption. (I would note

that Corder does not explain how to go about doing what he

proposes). That the state of the student's knowledge may

be cast as a system of grammatical rules is a conception I

am working towards, but have not yet reached.

An Explicit Error Analysis Technique

I should like to elaborate on the theory which I

have developed for practical error analysis, before

Proceeding to a detailed discussion of the actual analysis.

Requirements:

I require several interlocking characteristics in

the grading report:

1. Rule-specific reporting. The student is taught

specific rules of grammar: Whenever possible, his

performance should be related to those rules, preferably on

the level of individual rules. For instance, a report

should not read "noun form wrong" but something more like
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accusative and dative, is missing." (Bear in mind, this

report is not necessarily intended for the student, but

primarily for the teacher),.

2. Meaningful error followup. (see, partiCularly,

Corder ). A German grading prograr should be able to

interpret a form e "der Buch" o.s a-mistake in gender

(substitution of neuter for masculine), or "die Buech" are a

good try at a plural form (which should be "die Buecher").

Credit for partial correctness (a corollary of

the rule-specific requirement). If the student needs to

use two rules in a given spot and only does one correctly,

,Le should still be given acknowledgment for that much. This

dictum applies at all levels; it is, of course, part of

the reason for such detailed analysis of the sentence, the

need to separate out errors from correct performance. Even

within a single word, the notion of partial correctness

may have meaning and ,shoUld be pursued. Thus in "Der Buch

ist alt" ("The book is old"; the German should be-"Das Buch

"), I would like to credit the student for nomirativeT
ia

case-in the article (probably), even though the form of the

word "der" is not totally correct.

4. Strong and weak correct. The rule-specificview

of reporting can be extended to include correct as well as

incorrect performance. Along this line; it may alsc be

pedagogically useful to know how much of a discrimination
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instance, the article "der!" in "Der Mann ist alt" ("The man

is old') `could:: be repor*P44irectlY as a correct_ _

application of the rules for indicating gender (masculine)

and case (nominatiVe) in the definite article. In many

instanceso however, there is such overlap of forms that a

definite diagnosis is not possible. Thus the article

"das", in "Das Buch ist alt" ("The book is old") indicates

genderCOrreCiirieufer;Y; blit-in-iridicating-caae'dOb's-rfot-

discriminate between nominative and accusative. I will

term this lack of discrimination "weak correct", in that

one cannot satisfy a strong assumption of correctness.

Descriptive Framework:

In order to address the question of error in a

systematic way, I have set up a descriptive framework

describing the major steps in the sequence of-rule

applications leading to the final form of the word. I can

then use this framework gui0e the rule-specific

reporting. Meaningful error is then defined as a deviation

which can be interpreted .74:, a.failu:-e or misaplication of

a rule somewhere in the framework.

The simplest example of such a framework shows a

-intent -- result. For example,threer-step process: cue

Cue: " Mann"

Intent: masculine

Result: "der"

(nomiaative)
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the beginning of a system which takes into account the

existence of interesting mental activity between the cue

and the final-fern,. ,.in,particular,,one would 44e_tp,,,,,,

examine the ways in which the student will activate and

apply various grammatical rules.

Mere is no way to see the middle step, the intent,

directly. One can, of`course, ask the student direct

questicns about the rules he_is using, and perhaps extract

some very useful information. These-qu?stions involve
.0

interaction- with the student, however, and thus represent

teaching activity in their own right. As such, one can

evaluate the desirability for the direct questioning, but

it is outside of the realm of the present project, i.e.

extraction of information from the response alone.

If it were possible to see'inside of the student's

head, the grading method of choice might be:

cue intent

1

result

(I e., major analysis concentrating on the steps from cue

to intent, and from there_to result.) There would probably

also be a check directly from cue to result. All that is

) 1



available, however, is what is visible, and so the.nethod

must be:

cue result

(intent. inferred)

(I.e., moving directly from cue to result, and inferring

from that what the intent night have been.) If the

inference is of sufficient quality and detail, then one can

reconstruct the more desirable cue intent step as part

of the analysis. $uman teachers seem to be able to do this;

thus providing the computer with a challenge. Sonedny,

perhaps, psychology will provide a good theory of mental

functioning to explain situations like the present one.

For thn present, a blackbox approach seems to provide the

best approach. I construct an algorithmic framework which

can be presented essentially the same input as is given to

the student, and which will produce the same result. From

its performance, I then make inferences about the student's

command of the subject. To avoid any misunderstandjrg,

the analysis is not done "by synthesiS"; the program does

not blindly try to generate a. form similar to that used by

the student and then use its own actions for a diagrostic'---

report Rather it attemlts at each stage to figure out

what, the student has dnne,. using its information on what is

exTected, what the final result was, and what kinds of

error possibilities exist.
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diagnosis of what the studcvt intended. The source of the

diagnostic difficulty nay;' annticipated-Confusion an

the part of the student, which the program could riot

interpret (other than of course detecting that the form was

erroneous). Or,. in many instances, a basic ambiguity in

German grammar will form an impediment to full

interpretation; "weak correct" is a manifestation of this

latter problem. In either case: the grader program appears

to be in an advantageous position for not only reporting ma

its findings, but actliqlly pointing to ways in which the

curriculum might be altered to elicit a response t.,:lat would

shed light on the particular confusion.

The following sections will describe the specific

applications of the general theory of error analysis 'to the

specific problems of inflection and word order.
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Chapter Seven

--INFLECTIONAL-ANALYSIS_

Inflection: "The change of form that words undergo

to mark such distinctions as those of case, gender, number,

tense, person, mood, or voice." <ref. 20; Webster>

German is a highly inflected language; accordingly,

the wordmatch routines have been specifically designed not

to be sidetracked by inflectional errors. In this section,

I discuss the analytic portion of the program which is

responsible for checking inflection.

Terminology

In this discussion, the term "grammatical category"

shall denote one of the set of distinctions: cane, gender,

number, tense, or person. An inflectional change shall be

said to "indicate" the relevant category. (These two are

standard terms.) Furthermore, I use the term "value" for

the particular choice within a category. A noun, for

instance, inflects to indicate the grammatical category of

number (or more briefly, to "show number "). At a

particular instant, the appropriate value in that category

might be "singular".



In general, a particular inflectional form will

have to reflect more than one grammatical category. I use

the term "slot" to denote a specific set of categories and

their values, with which is associated a particular

inflectional form. (A form may be associated with more

than one slot.) For example, articles must show case,

number and gender; a slot will be a set of one value for

each category, :much as: nominative, singular, masculine.

- -.--The-following-abbreviations are-used.throuEllout.-

this report, as well as by the program itself:

case:

number:

gender:

nom nominative
acc accusative
dat -- dative
gen -- genitive (not implemented)

s -- singular
p -- plural

m -- masculine
n -- neuter
f -- feminine

In any category, "*6. 'may occur to indicate an absence of
discrimination: "*"_will match any value.

The slot associated with a particular inflectional

form may also.be called its "characteristic".

(ha occasion, I may regard the indication of a

category as a "constraint" on the word in question and

speak of satisfying the constraint.

I



Framework for Inflectional Analysis

The previous discussion on error philosophy and

rule framework applies most strongly to inflection.

Accordingly, I have a framework setting forth four major,

steps: f.

1. What grammatical categories must be indicated?

2. For each category, where is its value determined?

3. For each category, what is that value?

4. What is the proper orthographic form to

show all the values?

(Note that "intent" now comprises steps 1, 2 and 3;
the "result" comes from step 4.)

An example may be useful. (for simplicity, I will

omit the category Number.) Consider the definite articie,

"den", in "Ich sehe den Wagen" ("I see the car").

1. gust show: case, gender

2. Governors: case: clause syntax, verb
gender: from noun "Wagen"

3. Values: case: accusative
gender: masculine

4. Form: "den"

Step 1 is so basic it is easily forgotten. The

computer, of course, needs explicit instruction on what is

required.. Generally the student will also have been told,

s:17,,:ilar rules, which exist in his granmar book even if not
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in the material as presented by the course. If he forgets

the inflection completely, the error is comparatively easy

to spot: an attributive adjective will appear without an

ending, or a verb in the infinitive form. Pre difficult

is the situation in which one crammatical category was

forgotten, as word which indicate more thL:n one category

usually'do so with a single form, as in the above example

"den". (The alternative is illustrated by the English

pattcrn: man men man's men's which shows aural and

possessive independently.) Certain possible errors may

surgest a step. 1 *failure. The definite article, for

example, is'eften introduced as showing only gender, not

case, using its nominative form. *
Thus the student who

forgets to indicate case might well just reproduce this

nominative form; occurring where the correct case is dative

or genitive, this might point to the step 1 error.

Step 2 constitutes the formal statement of the

-"agreement" requirements (which clearly can also be phrased

as a requirement that both-words indicate the,sane values

for the relevant category.) Viewed from a slightly

different angle, this states the need for internal

consistency. The,verb, for instance, must a,s_ee with the

subject of the sentence as written; if that subject is not

the expected one, the verb still should show the interna3.

* compare the following statement from the Reference Grammar:
"The plural article for all three genders is. 'die'."
<ref. 9.2;.section C101>
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agreement. Similarly, if a preposition has been changed

from the expected one, the student must apply the case

requirements for the preposition he has actually used. Of

course, he should be credited for following these precepts.

When a substitution by the student results in a

change from the expected ;value of the word governing a

particular inflection, the grader must be sensitive to both

the expected word and/the one actually used. Agreement in

form with the expected word is a kind of step 2 error: the

. .

inflection rule requires agreement with the actual word.

Possibly, however, the substitution is only in the form of

the Fwerning word, not its intent (i.e., a step 4 error on

-,that,word),;-t_le,ctudentmight thep-be pzingh.is intended'

value as the source for the current inflection Such

guessingcarliPecomeverytricIV9buttile'expe'edvalue
represents one good hypothesis 3,loout what ni t, be

intended and is well worth checking. Another possibility,

producing much the same result, is that the student learned

the inflectional pattern by rote, but has forgotten. a

middle step, the form of the word which actually governs

part of the pattern. For example, he may recall that,"to

count on" -- "rechnen mit" -- requires a dative object, and

use dative even if he forgets which preposition to use and

substitutes one which itself.requires accusative.

There are not too many instances within the

language itself iri which the student can be expected to



make a wrong choice of governor. Several distinct

possibilities which do exist are worth noting briefly.
et

Thegender_of_a_compound_noTAn is .determined,by
the last component noun;

--The verb in the form "Das rind xxx" ("That is xxx")
agrees in number with the complement, not the
normally-singular subject "das";

.For certain neuter nouns which have "natural gender",
such as "das Maedchen", pronouns will -agree either
with" the grammatical gender or the natural gender,
depending on the physical distance between noun
and pronoun.

In all of these_ cases,, the progran.cancertainly be made

sensitive to the possitUity of step 2 errors.

-Raving reached step 3, the student just may not

know' which vc-7ue is appropriate, particularly when that

happens to be a n gender. I find the distinction

between steps 2 and 3 intriguing due to the prospect of

giving the student credit for an inflection even if he errs

at the point of determining the value for a particular

grammatical category. Notice.that an error in noun gender

is really 'a problem with the noun, even though it happens

to shbig only in the formation of the article.

At steps 3 and 4, the student must command a fairly

large amount of information to perform correctly. In some

instances, the infcrmation .constitutes a closed set, albeit

a moderately large one (e.g., adjective endings, irregular

verbs). In others, the complexity of each inflection may be

less, _but the size of-the set is unlimited (e.g., nouns,



gender and formation of plural). Lots of things to remember

means, generally, lots of possible errors. I have

accordingly dc'oted quite a bit of effort to handling step

3 and 4 errors. At the. same time, I must add that much of

the information the student needs is merely factual,_

learned by rote, which makes for rather uninteresting

errors. (I'd much prefer to chase an improperly learned

rule.) Even uninteresting errors need to be caught.

The detailed analysis of errors at steps 3 and 4

has two-ddvidends beyond the -basic necessity. of.

detection. Both lie in the direction of sharpening the

precision with which the program can diagnose just what the

student knows,

A) Proper object of error:

A real step 3 error belongs with the word which is

the source of the constraint as much as with the word

showing the improper inflection (unless, of course, they are

one and the same word). Usually, the source word will not

itself inflect to indicate the category-in question.

Thus a student who thinks that "Wagen" ("car"-).-is

feminine will say "die Wager" instead of "der Wagen" in the`

nominative singular. As the, error comes from the noun, it

will also affect other ccmstuctions like the indefinite

article and adjective endings as in "eine rote Wagen" ("a

red car"), or prcnoun gender aL; in "Hier ist eine Wagen.

Sie ist huebsch" ( "Here is a car. It is pretty").



On the other hand, the student's form "die Wagen"

might be due to a step 4 error; i.e., not knowing the

correct form of the article. Then the error indeed lies

with the article, not the noun.

In an instructional system that tries to respond to

the individual characteristics of each student, correct

placement of credit for errors carries major pedagogical

implications.

Disentanglement is correct:

As noted above, the German,inqpctional system

usually combines all the constraints into a single form at

step 4. There is no quality of the nominative masculine

ending which expresses the nominative; as distinct from

masculine in a way that might be expected to carry

through to say, a nominative feminine form. A mistake

in indicating one grammatical category will in general

produce a form in which the correct performance in other

categories is not immediately obvious, and it is only

through systematic analysis of the possible steps in the

production of the form that the grader can properly assi

credit.

For instance, the definite article:

<dat p m> -- "den"

<acc p m >-- "die"

<dat s m> -- "dem"
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A "dem" where dative plural is expected will be diagnosed

as proper case, wrong number;'"die" in the same slot, as

correct number but wrong case. But these diagnoses come

not from the orthographic form itself, but from conclusions

.gained by followingback to a point at which the various

grammatical categories can be separated. In this

circumstance, establishing meaningful interpretations of

errors serves a more important function than merely

indicating how the student failed in -one category; it

allors recognition df-a-simultaneous-correCt4'erfOrmance in--_

another category.

Unfortunately, things are not. quite so simple.

There is no a priori way of determining exactly what the

student had in:Mind(see above, Chapter 6). In particUar,

any given error might be due to step 4 (wrong form) just

as easily as step 3 (wrong value) or even lower. Each

interaction with the student provides a lit.ae window into

the state of his mind. Someday a p ,..)Eram might exist

which would record all performance and thus be able to say,

yeS; Bill thinks that "Wagen" is feminine, so expect step 3

errors and forms like "Hier 1st' die Wagen" ("Here is the

car"; correct German would be'ider Wagen"). Some of

this student history might come from grammar drills, whose

direct questions provide small but clear windoWs. The

grader's analytic capabilities might well be put to use
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even before presenting an exercise,- to determine whether it

would be likely to provide the desired nft)rmation or jUst

. -lead to a diagnositic.ambiguity.

There are quite a few posibilities relating td

errors which can be covered aleady., without,recourse

to the individual student performance history: Some are

from general errors as observed from traditional teaching,

Others from logical analysis of the grammar-and the.

rule-aPplication framework. A. [incorrect] form will ef.ther
A

be a GermanginflectiOnal pattern or-it will not. In the

latter probably less -comMon case,-there is by-definition

a step 4 error: the form,i,snot correct. Unfortunately,
.

until the program has history information available,

nothing more can,be extracted tnom-an unrecognized. form; it

is just ,wrong.
,.., .

I,

If the inflectional, form is recognized, perhaps a
7 ,

siMple.explanation can be foUnd-to explain an error. Much
/

more detail on'tnis Procedure follos below: Generalw

-principles,include the following:.

a) If the-meaningful explanation postulates an

intent too far away from the expected values, I would

ancline-away from a step 3 explanation, probaply-towards

step p4 except for the special circumstances discussed

above. I'd not ,expect, for instance a genitive form where

nominative belongs.
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b) If the governor of the inflection can be

identified as likely to cause erior,'a bias can be

introduced in favor. of'that (step 3)- explanation.

Englishspeaking students, for'instance, tend to be quite

prone to forget-noun genders.

c) If other words involved in an-inflectional group

are themselves inflected, the extra information can be used .

to throw light on what thd.student had in mind. This

situation rapiely tecomes quite complex.. see discussion

-There exists one very tad complication: the

incompleteness. of the inflectional system. (Incomplete

in a mathematical sense:) Some forms serve for more than

one value,- which results in a weak indication of the

category in question. (e.g.-, only masculine articles
.

distinguish between nominative and accusative case.) Also

some orthographic-forms appear.in Several, apparentlyC

unrelated slots. X"Der", .for instance, serves both <nom s

m>. and <dat .s f>.) The result is an inherent ambiguity in .

the process of reversing the formation rules (step 4). I

have worked out various mays of coping with the

ambiguities, ways which are valuable as illustrations even

though lacking the speckfic student data which will clearly
a

be needed to-achleye the full potential of the grader

system.
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Determining What the Student. Intended e.

4

Three ,Dlethods

I have explored 'a number of approaches to the

problem of arriving at a reg.sonable guess as to the

student's intent. Two methods have been implemented; a

third proposal may be even better. .Briefly, the first

involves built-in tables .E.,iving intent hypotheses-for all
- r

combinations of responses and expected pharacteristics;'the

second method is computational, choosing among alternative

explanations on the basis of their "distance". from the

expectation. The. third is also cOmputational, working with

conditional probabilities-related td the.student s

performance. r--

3, Tabular Method:

The first approach,, the tabular, is currently'

implemented for article-noun inflection analysis; it is

responsible for 'the comments in the 'sample runs. This

.approach employs a direct table lookup to produce an

estimate of what the student intended. The two input

parameters for the table are the expected slot and the

observed fori. For each combination, 'the table gives one

or more slots., possibilites that the student might have

intended. With, each slot is 'associated an indication of

the level of confidence I place in the particular
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pr6iiction. For example, consider the article ending

`t -er", which is- correct far-two case-gender slots, <nom s'

m> and <dat s f>. If'this ending occurs in a situation in

which the expected case,is accusative, the student'mali have

one. of three slots in mind: <nom s m>, <dat s or

perhaps even <acc s m>. Although the latter -s never

correct for "-er", it woulebe consistent with the pattern

of neuter and feminine endings.

For a masculine singular noun, the table entries

are as Allows:

<nom s m>
<acc s m>
<dat s f>

where "medium", etc.-, are

indicators for each slot,

- "medium"
- "high"

nlow"

the level of confidence

given on a rough sQale.

If the correct noun gender is feminine, still

expetting accusative, the entries are different:

<nom 8 m> "none"
<acc s rn> - "med"
<dat s f> - "high"

For masculine (expected), then, the best guess is

that the student intended <acc s m>, with "high" .confidence

in the guess. Interpreting according to the generk,

four-step scheme for inflection, this represents correc
J*

intent but incorrect form (step 4 error). For a-feminine

noun, a "high" confidence guess of <dat s f> means an error.'

in intent (step 3) combined with a correct form.

A complete :presentltioxr f the table, with further

explanation; comprises appendix
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.EValuation of method 1: As currently implemented,

the tabular meth& .56s both good and bad qualities. I
. .

.

_debired a demonsttation of how intentguessing-could aid

the grading operation. The table has been successful in.

Providing plai+ible guesses to illustrate, both parts of the

concept: immediate diagnosis. and the further analysis

possible once the data is availajple.

The table has a very ad hoc cpinlity; grammatical

facts aside, al* the plausible alternatives and

particularly the levels of confidence are my own creation.

Actual values are necessary for the demonstration;

presumably the various entries can be adjusted as

experience ggined abdutlihat students actually d0.-

The tabular apdproach has the advantage of

providing very specific control of the various

alternatives: Since each entry is given directly and

individuslly, there is-no need to juggle numbers in order

to have two "interacting slots both come Out correctly.

(See; particularly, the following method.)' Thi's

specificity is at the 'same time a most severe disadvantage..

The table does.notscbntain any, direct relation to general

.instructional parameters such as "student tends to use

feminine ins:,ead of masculine"; thus there is no obvious

way for properly incorporating feedback. Furthermore, the /

table.' is noncomputational, leaving no direct way of

expanding it to cover other variables suchas WOrd'type",

or to handle,interaction with other in ctt .:; words.

wax



To meet some of these objections, the table was

designed to'provide-more than one possiblity (intent-guess)

per entry, with varying probability/confidence levels: In

order to reflect the'influence of other criteria, the

confidence, levels could be systematically.altered. The

table itself specifies some case-gender.entries merely but

referring the other entries with directions to.diminish the

confidence levels.. No outside'use-has yet 'occurred; it is

the nature of the table to want to specify everything.

indiVidl)a.11yrather than by broad classes.

Anothei; shortdoming ofthe table stems again from

its very specificity:- information beyond that._ explicitly

present versus just not accessible. The lack is Tarticularly-

galling'when the variablesI need were themSelIjS involved

in my deliberations when setting "up- the table. The data in

the table does not suffice-for. a determination of whether a

farm is-indeed correct; that rinformatiOn would hate to be'

added, albeit at minimal cost. Some distinction between

strong and weak correct has been,incorporated in the format

of the guess specifications. If. 'a form cpvers two values of

a category, both are included in the slot specification, as

in <(nom acc) s f> for "die". But that information still

applieg only to the intent-guess, not to what actually is

correct in German grammar. The latter could aTho be added,

or even obtained computationally, once the correctness

'15

information is added.' lo

-1
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Yet another frustration occurs when the diagnosis

is either ambigUous or confused: The grading program ought

to be able to rook ati)hat has confused it, and communicate

that information to guide the teacher in producing a

modification of the exercise which will eliCt a more

informative response. _Again, the most-convenient course is

to expand the table to include the necessary: information

eicplicilly. 'Philosophically, I disagree with the general

approach of adding everything directly.to the tc..ble. If a°

°systematic procedure is involved;'better that the program,
,

should be expanded to include the,pertinent Algorithm.

2. :Distance Computation Method;

The second method, the computation of a distance

metric, is currently employed during the pronoun search. It

was also used at ,one time for article-noun inflection and

a modified form is still operational for verb ending

checks., This technique involvesnerating a metric in the

space of grammatical alternatives, so that a "closest";

alternative can bp chosen. When applied to a single

variable, this technique is very straightforward; exact.

matches are closer than mismatches. Thusu to continue the

above example's 'using, article inflection, the student might

provide "dasi when expected to produce a nominative neuter

form. This form is correct for-bothnominative and

acciisat: e; the former, being correct,-is closer and thus

chosen.
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A, finer ranking is often feasible, even with only

one variable, For instance,... -the student may use the same

*.71das".when dative case was required. Now neither case

matches exactly, but dative is "closer to accusative than

it is to nominative (both bepag object cases), and so a

-decision (guess) could-be made for'the -accusative.

This method leads to a sharp dichotomy, which was

evident in the last example. The choice of the closest of

the charagteriStics associated wih the actual response

(accusative, above) provides a guess bf.what the,student'

intended assuming that no step 4 error exists (i.e., that

the orthographic form adequately reflects the intent). The

characteristics associated with the expectation represent a

viable alternate guess, under the assumption that there is

an error in the form itself:` The program is in a somewhat

embarrassing situation -with no'way to make the choice and,

moreover, ,no way to find a middle ground. At one 'stage of

experimentation, I simply had the program carry along both

values for further processing.

When two (or more) variables are involved, the

distance metric becomes more complex, also more .

interesting. In simple examples, the number of changes

.
plays a ,principal role: the distance is directly

proportional to the niimber of variables (Or categories)

involved whose values-differ in-the to terms being

I
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compared. Thus, with an expectation of <dat n> and an
f

actual form "der" ,- <nom m> & <dat f>, the analysis is:

n> to <nom. m>°: 2 Chances case and -gender,
,

and thus

there is

changes.

<dat. n> to <dat f> : 1 change, gender

the second is closer: ,The plot thickens if

more than.?ne possibility with the same number of

Chance the example to an expected value. of <dat

<dat m> to <nom m> : 1 change, case

<dat m> to <dat f5 : 1 change, °gender

Here a system of relative weights is needed to complete the

chi:dee. Case is probably rore significant than. gender,_so

it can be given more weight a greater-distance is

involved if case must be changed)_ Then the guessed intent

in the last example will be <dat f>, chosen' because it is

closer than <nom m>.

This method is quite appeallhg. It is simple,

yet easily extensible 'to handle additional grammatical

categories; it is computational; and it makes use of general

observations of grammatical performance. Not surprisingly,

this is the technique mentioned in ,the literature iT the few

instances where error interpretationhas been considered.

HR1liday has this to

It. is important to note that a given error
can be oftenlie described'in two or three
'ways, to each of.which-corresponds a
different step that could be taken to,. correct
it. ',.1.19r example, 'he asked a new, book'` could'
be corrected either to 'he asked for a new

'
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vs!

book''.or The. retlestedsa new book'; thepe
will lead to two different analyses of'the
error,'in this case as it happens at
different levels: the one grammatical, the
other lexical. Both-analyses are valid.

Descriptively, the analysis ihich
yields a simVler correction ,will
preferred. . Asked for an 'requested' are
each minimal corrections; in the sense that
each requires only one step; but 'requested'
involves a change of register'and.might
therefore be inappropriate.

<<ref. 6; 1964>

Evaluation of method 2: 'Neither-halliday nor

anyone else gives any more specific guidelines on the

weighting of different errors. In trying to set,up,a

working version of the scheme, I encountered some severe

shortcomings. I have already mentioned the,lack of a.

middle ground, a compromise between the two extremes of

expected and actual values. By associatini- initial weights

with.each actual ending/valve pair, it shoUld.be possible'

to. introduce plausible error alternatives into the basic

data set, just as in the tabular method; the initial_

weights-would be such as tp place these alternatives at a.

disadvantage except under cer,tain error com

In the end, the sheer wei. g t of all the different

parameters involved with nouns and articles caused the

procedure to become unmanageable. As the number of

variables increasest so does the necessity of retaining

unattractive terms at intermediate Steps in the computation

on .the chance that they could later become significant.

.L.
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I found the algorithm required an excessive amount of

thrashing to accomplish even minimal goals. Either-there

would beitoo.Many final possibilities or one that I wp.9

interested in was below the cut-off pqint. Of course', this

behavior could be due to bad tuning, but then tuning itsells,

represents a major problem. The particular ,way in which

ending patterns interlock is such that mucja of the

.
sup-Josedly general analysis is really oriented towards

special cases. (.For instance, "der" is the only form

appearing in two fully separate entries, <nom m> and

<dat f >). Ilhe relative weights used for the distance

dalculations,.which were initially ad-hoc values, had to

be juggled time and again to get the special cases to

turn out as desired. With each adjustment, the parameters

'moved further'from the world of the student.

Pronourks: For pronoun checking, a more restricted

domain has led to e moderately successful implementation

of this second method. The distance metric plays a,vital'

role in the actual match/identification step, enabling the

search logic to chose which of several candidates is closer

to its target. (For a fuller, discussion of the'search

strategy, see Chapter 5.)

Pronouns iflicate five grammatical categoiies:

person, case number, gender, and type (the latter's values

.
including personal, familiar-personal, and demonstrative).
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The algorithm" assigns a metric value froM 1 to 4 to a match

tween twu slpts. Comparison is aerie: left to right in the

order -given above, discontinuing when a mismatch occurs.

Specific value assignments are

1' when -nothing ratches (mismatch on person) ;

2. when only, per-Son matches (mismatch on.-case);

3 when person and case are okay, but number, gender,
or type do not match;, 3 is' also assigned if, the
case mismatch involves an interchange of accusative
and Zative;

4 when all five"categories match correctly.

Unaer some circumstances, a second metric is needed

,to try to resolve a-distance'ambiguity, i.e., when two

-comparisons yield theme -same value by the previous algorithm.

The second metric is arrived at by checking all five

-categories and counting the number of mismatches without

,using any weighting function.

YeraLs: For checking verb inflections, the S'imple

comparision scheme has been quite satisfactory. Basically

a yesno technique, it checks two slots for intersecting.

Specifications and returns e.kther nil or thecintersection

value. A fuller discussion of its use will be found a 'bit

later on.
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Probability Computation Method:

The third method, using probabilities, represents

an attempt to incorPorate the bettrr points, of the two

previous methods. It has be

but has not yet been prograr-.

in fair detail,

following discussion

unfortunately does not have tp force of expqence other

than Ea: littlelland simulation. The technique is-grounded

in the simple three-step_ theory -of how the student .goes

11
about generating an inflectaonal foriii: he receives a cue

(expected value), derives an intended value, and from that

produces the actual form. Wfth each step, I associate a

probability measure: for a specific cue, the probability

of a specific intent; given a specific-intent, the

probabilitythat a certain ending will result. Several

useful predictions result from simple combinations of

these two basic probabilities.

Let:

P(intent[i]) 'be the probability that the student intends

a case-number-gender slotI;

--P(form[fli I intent[i]) that he Produces form[j] given

that he iriends slot I.

The product of the two' gives:

--
,
-P(form[j] & intent[1:]), the probability that he will

produce the right form for the right reason (intent):

P(form[j] & intent[i]) P(form[j]lintent[i]) * POntentfil)
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The probability of prOdpcing a form regardless of intent-is

,the sum-of all the applicablterms:

P(form[j]) = sum(all- 1) 110(form[j]lintentlip ,*'P(intent[i])}

Note that the expected, case does not fellow any

probability distribution, and so. the P(intent[i]) is not

-strictly a eonditional probability even though referred to

a given expectation. Different values will be needed,

though, for each 'expected slot. Additiongl comments on

this point will be found in appendix G, along with a.

complete listing of suggested probabilities.

In this terminology, an -intent-guesS corresponds'to'

an intent[i] given both an expectation and an- -observed

form[j]. The probability expreLsion is

P(intent[j] 1 *form[i])., It can be Calculated (with the

availatle information) using Bayes 1,aw:

P(intent[i].1 formCip, =

P(form[jY1 intent[ * P(intent[i])

sum a11 k) fP(form[j] 1 intent [k]) P(intent[k] 1

The 'program need only make the computation'forall relevan

4nten-t[i]fslOts, and 'choSe the one' with the highest

Asa, given -form[] will not have any

SignfiCant:probability,Of occurrence in any buta,few

slots, the calculations need not be excessivelylo
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Some examples may be helpful.

P(intent):
41

jf the desired case his nominative, one would hope

that the student would intendjust that, but there is also

some chance that he will chose another case. Assigning

specific probabilities his Situat.ioni-P(intent), gives

the following table. To in forming a. concrete

demonstration, I have also assigred ad. hd,c, numerical

values to each .p obability.

Ripe t: `nominative

Intent:

db.

nominative, P nomnom x.92.
accusative, ..P accnom = .05

---------dat-i-ve-,---------P -datnom . .03

P(form[j] I intent[1]):

Given an intent, what is the probability that the

student will produce a given ending? (This is a true

conditional probability.) Again associating specific

values for clarity, here is a partial table for

..
.P(formptf I ' intent[1]):

Intent: nominative masculine

"-er", P erInom-m = .10

ForMs: "-en", p enInom-m '.
" -em ", P emlnom-m = .05

Note that anticipated errors. must be included

icitlyiin the forms table.



P(form[j]):

By combining the two atove probabilities, it is'

possible to predict whether the student will come up

with a particular ending for a particulax-rgason:

P(form[j] & intent[i]) = P(form[j] [ intent[i]) * P (intent[i])

, The pr',. f be expressed for any situation..

Thus, for instance, if the expectation were accusative

masculine,-the correct ending would be "-en" the chance

that Vie student would in fact give that ending is mainly:

P( en & a.cc-m) P( en I acc-m) * P (acc )
.85 *.90
.765- _

The student's intent is not visible, in his final

performance, of course, so =the protq;bility of actua
o

\'\

producing the correct form tip]: include terms accounting

for other ways it can 'be produced raising the probability

figure'somewhat.

P(intent[i] I form[j]):

The analytic problem, 'which is .my main interest

here, just the reverse of generation. The expectation.

remains and, in addition, the student has actually done

something. The task is to arrive at an estimation of likely

intent. The Bayes,Law -fortula above permits a calculation

of exactly what is needed.
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Consi e "-er" used with an expectation of <acc m>.

The condition,: probabilities for "-er" in the masculine

are:

erinom-m
e:rlacc-m

2(erldat-m

=
=

-95
.i0
.05

Q.nd the direct probabilities.for each of the cases involved,

with <acc> intent, are:

macc -= .04
accacc = .90
datacc . .06

The calculation-of in ent :is strai tforward. First

numerator portion of the formula IS:

the

P(intent[i] I forM[j]) = P(form[j] I intent[ P(intent[i]):
I

, .

r(nom-mler :=P erInom-m * .95
lacc7--mier

P dat-mter P er4dat-m
=

11.0380
* .90 . .0900
* .06 = .0030

-1310ZUM..4.=

The denominator,of the Bayes Lawformula is t4. normalizing

factor, the sum of all the numerator terms. Carrying

out the normalizalon (divide .each by 0.1310) gives:

P(nom-miers .29
P acc-mler . .69
P dat-mler . .02

Therefore the Yost guesS is that the student

intended <acc m>, with <nom m> consider,ed somewhat less

ptobable. (The fullcelculation would 'show terms for

gender and number, and include a figure fOr <dat f>.

See appendix C for more details
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EValuatt2/12Ljulftt[1001: The numbers are still

drawn from a hat and are subject (at this stage) to minor

tweaking to mak6 things come out right. Still they seem

more closely related to plausible student behaviOr than

were the numbers in other methods.. Moreov6r, their scope

'is wider than just the intent-guessing problem. Of gene 'al

applicability, the probability 'estimates may be used in
0

.selection of curricaum as well as in grading; performance

dat4 any source can be ddrectly related.irLadjustmentS

to ,the estimates. Thenature of the variables 4s-such:that

modification thrOugh..feedback should be relatively

.straightforward. ,SIMilarly, it .will beeasy:.tO' introduce

a bias to ieflect a,chgnging curricular environment. For

instance, a discussion of dative prepoSitions may

temporarily change the relative accusative/dative 'bias,

which just means incrementing the dative probabilities at

the expense of thibse predicting accusative.

Additional Considerations: Another major benefit

inherent in the probability technique relates 'to. the

question of ambiguityof, forms: the weak correct
.

1'

performance criterion. To review, this refers to a

sitUation.in which a particular-inflectional form correctly

expresses more than one value of a particular grammatical

category. Clearly there is no way to be certain which

value 'the student had in mind whed he used the form; the
/

notion 'weak correct" indicates that he is not wrong, out
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may not be totally right either. ,An.extension of die

,probability method, provides a rather natural way to catch

these finer points. The extension is quite simple;. it--

4enters on a consideration of the symbolic as well as

nuMerical probabilities..

A weak correct situatton will be easy to identify.

-There will be, of course, the most probable value: the

program's guess at the student's iritent. There wjil

second ,term, another possibility, with two characteristics:

1. the ending probability,, P(endinaintent), will be

fairly high, indicating a correct erltry; and

2. the symbolic expression of . :probabilities will differ

in only one term from the.expresii6n,f .the selected

entry.

The ambiguity responsible for the, weakness is

precisely in ne grammatical categor4 associated with the

differing term. An example may help clerify the operation:

-e is correct for femifiine singular both
nominatiive and accusative case.

If the expected case is nominative,. the ending

probability terms P(e Inom-f) and P(e lacc-f) are both near

1.0, as they 'Z'epresent correct-, performance:

<nom s,f): -P(elnpm-f) * P P(samegen) * P(samenum)
<acc s f): P(elacc-f) *, P(accnom) * P(samegen) * P(samenum)

--only the case terms are different.
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If the expected case is accusative, exactly the same

ending probabilities appear. Again, only the case terms

will be different, but this time such as Irto bianhe

cthoi ce towards accusative:

<nom s f>: P(elnom-f) P(nomacc) * P(samegen) * Pcsamenum)
<ace s f>: P(e lacc-f) 4 4 P(accacc) * P(saregen) * P ( & )

Since P(accacc) and P(nomnom) reflect corredt

choices, they -will greatly, exceed -their counterparts

P(nomacc) and Xaccnot) which do not. As the case terms

represent the only dieference in eile second part of the

expreSsion, the ammerical values will Favor nominative if

nominative is expected,.accusative if ti-iat is expected.4
A

The change is due entirely to the, changed expectation; the

performance is precisely weak Correct and cannot be used'

in feedback as evidence that the student can correctly make

the particular distinction involved.

he full strategy for handling grammatical

ambiguity i eludes not only detection, as just outlined,

but a mechanis for suggesting :a,way out of the difficulty.

A change in the expectender, case or numbe 11 o?ten

result in an exercise ima IiilliCh the desired-grammatical

distinction can be observeth The full .algorithm performs

.both gteps, detection and recommendation._
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Throughout the following description, I will'

interpose eaampleS in brackets, taken from the followiag,

data:
s.

is correct" fear feminine sinEular, both
nowinative d accusative case.,

Jf the expected case is nominative:

<nom s f>: P(elnom=f) * P(nomnom) * P(samegen) * P(samenum)

<acc s f>: P(elacc-f) * P(accnom) * P(saregen P(samenum)

1. Represent probabilities` both symbolically andnumerically.

2. Use numerical values to select most proba)le alternative.
[ <nom s f> will win]

3.- Examine-other pozsibilities for both:

3a. high-probability for ending itself
[ P(elacc-f) = .95 '

3b. only one term of symbolic expression, for P(intent) a

different from extresion for most probable alternative.
[,P(nomnom) vs. P(accnom) ]

Consider the grammatical category represented by
the differing terms: this will. show the location.

of the ambiguity.
[ case: could be nominative or accusative

(determination of a beiter exercise)

5. take the specification for the most probable
arternative, and change the value for dgranmalical
category other than the one invalved in the
ambiguity. This forms a new specification.

[ <nom s f> : 'try changing gender to
giving<nom s m> ]

Find the most probable.ending listed under th.9 new
specification,

[ 11-obability ]

Alter the new. ,specification in exactly the same way
as involved' ail the oric-inal ambiguity.

[ :<nom s m> : becomes <acc s m>]-
(
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L.. 'Examine tbr probability for the endirc of stop
arri\ nt in zitep 7.

=

.

,

If is high, then the Same arbizuity,remains:,
,return to step 5, makii>m a differert change.

1,would happen in. neuter,
as P(psiaccn) ]

'If the endirig'probability.is not then the
alEorithms successful. 'Anew exercise conformint,
with-the new specification will yield situation
in Olich the current 'aRbiUi:ty in, he student':;
perforrancecan be cleEred,p.

[ so-next time try using; a-masculine noun. ]

General evaluation of the three rethods:

In cohcluSion, I feel: thaithe probability method

ofTers great promise o1 being the best of three methods

considered. Accordincly, I have placed its irplereetation

hirh of my list of neeed i'mprovements to the-proran.

,The following'topics, in inflectional analysis

renain tb be discussed, in ;the order given:

Word e!' as an additional grammatical Gate: P-ory

Multiple=word inflectional patterns

-- Verb ending checks (which provie a good-illustration

of the other two)°`'



Word "Type" as an'Addition Grammatical CaterrAr

A basic addition tc the program's representational

scheme for inflection is motivated by ;the existence of

varying patterns of endings for some ward classes. The

erticle'"der", as has teen noted previously, represents

both the <nom s m> and <dat s f>rslots. However, its

parent, the article/adjective ending " -er" is limited to

"dieb- words" for the <nom s m> slot; "eir- words" normally

take a 'null ending in that slot. To make the

repr sentational scheme uniform,, I have found- it usefq). to

exy d the notion of grammatical category to include aS a

category, much like case or gender, the "type" or 'class" of

the word. BySo doing, I am able to represent an

inflectional form inflectiOnal form purely by the values of

the grammatical categories It indicates-without haying to

append special conditions. Thus, in the preVious example,

the "-er" article/adjective ending ceould be considered as a

possible representation of nominative masculine for a

particular type of word. Its use On an 'ein- word" could

be considered by the error analyzer as a possibler<nom s M>

form with an error in word typel.using very sigilar logic

to that needed to detect a mismatch of case or gender.

One must, of course, be careful not to establish

categories which-do not have a parallel in what the student

knows or the computer will be mislead into analyzing

O
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patterns which dO,not. exi.t., The creation of new

categories is done when necessary to allow the
,

representation of.slotsto be clean, and orderly, but also

with care to see how the addition relates back to what the

Student is tauEht. lollowinc,r that guidelire,.1 have, set up

additional categories which IjIshall descriLe area ,y area.
tfis

The specific identifyinnumbers accompanyinn- the

%de cription are mainly for internal reference cf the

Aprogram.

Articles:

For article s, a Type category, to didkinguish

between "ein-words" and "dies - words"

1: ein-words, no ending' in .ncninative masculine,
nominative and accusative neuter.

2: .dies-words,"-er" in nominative ras ine, "-es" in:
nominative and accusative neuter

3: 'eithe {at student option

Complications (not yet implemented, except as'noted):

"-es" becomes effectively "-as" for tho definite
article <nom s n> and-<acc s n> ("das" instead
of "des") ;

ein-" takes type-2 endings in the special ,form
"was fuer ein-";-

't

iein-" has no plural *form (implemented);

sactjectivese many of the same endings, but niso
have another set, the "weak" ending8, with-rather
CoMPliCated-rules fOr-'deciding which set to Lie.

*' The actn2l numbers are really octal, corresponding to
single bits, to aflow logical - "or" cenditions on various

.tests and specifications.



Nouns:

12C--

For.nounS', a Type category to distinguish the

varying inflectional- patterns, chiefly in forpation of the

j71 oral .
J

Sometexts classify nouns according to the

Particular ending Used for the plural a means to

reremberi which-ending to'use That pl-r4ticuIar'

classification is cf no use here; in general the choice of

ending is_essen,tially arb,itiary and 4best presented to be

learned by rote. The procram may-yell note 61t the

student has ,selected a won alternative plural ending as

distinguishe from a nonexistent olie,,but 'that diagnosis

does not require a grarnatical category.

There is an interesting interaction, however,

between the particular ending and the specific kinds of

inflectional changes which will occur. For example, most

nounsmust add an "n" ending in the dative plural; but a

,noun whose plural is formed with an "n"will not show

further inflection for the dative plural. Kufncr

distinguishes some ribun classes-on these criteria <ref. 7.1>.

Even though the distinction does not appear explicitly in

common texts, it fits. right in with the, may I have,employed

grammatical categories. In order to know which inflectional

slots to associate with a particular form, the program must

know which inflectional pattern is involved (and worry about
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whether_ the student knows it too). Accordingly, i have a

type c tegory for nouns with a six-way divisioq:

(1 &2: Nouns which do not inflect at all'tc indicate plura,),
neither by umlauting the stem vowel nor adding qn-ending.
This class, incddentally, 'does not include any feminfne
nouns; since the article/adjective endings are the same
for feminine and plural, there*would be no way to
distinguish the two, if the noun_ itself did not inflect.)

No, inflection for norinatjye. plural, but add. an 1-(e)n"
for dative plural.

No'inflettion for nominative plural, and stem ends in
already so no dative plurarchangre either.

Nouns whose only change for' plural is to add'an
umlaut, and whose stems end in "-n" .so there' is no

dative plural indication.

10:. Nouns using "-(e)s" to form the plural; these nouns

also do not distinguish dative plural, and use the
same endiaE 'or genitive singular unless feminine.

20: Nouns using "-(e)n" to form the plural,,do not
distinguish datiVe plural.

40: [Masculine] nouns forming their plural with "-(e)n"
which use that form also for accusative, dative
and genitive singular:

Complications,(not yet programmed):

Nouns with very irregular plurals;

Compounds with "-mann" forming plural with eithef,
"maenner" or "leute";

Some nouns formed from adjectives; which use
adjective endings.
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Verbs:

For verbs, a Type category related to the kind of

irregularity. ;

Traditional grammars list groups of verbs with

similar vowel changes, the-seven "ablaut classes". These

could be easily included in my program if at instructor

desired. However, the emphasis in teaching seems Lest

placed on the individual verb's form rather than its ablaut

claSs, plarticul y since the classes are riddled ith

_exceptions,: so it does.not seem produetive to use these

classes in the grader program.

Definite inflectional-patterns do exist, depending

on the particUlar degree of irregularity of the verb..itFor

instance, some irregdlar verbs indicate third person singular

present with a chanhed stem vowel, others do nct. This

type of pattern, even thouEh not taught explicitly, fits

precisely the extended notion of grammatical category.

(1,2,4: no vowel change in'presenttense.)

1: regular verbs

2: weak verbs with irregularities

4: strong verbs.

(10,20,40: vowel change in,2nd and 3rd person dinblfir
present)

10:4weak irregular verbs (especially "haben")

20: normal strong verbs

40: modal auxilliaries which use the irregular
form in the 1st person sin&-ular as well,- andbhave
a null ending for both 1st and 3rd person singular
present (also wwissenr)
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Complications (not yet programmed).:'.

"sein" ("to be") fits no pattern at all in the
present;

some stems ending in "st" and "s" have
peculiarites in 2nd and 3rd.persOn present,
adding only part of the."st" erdinc, or --
.none nt all;

and many more.

Note:

Of

A

At this time, only present tense has oen

implemented, so the category has only ibeenrartlr laid out.

In particular, no distinction yet.eXists between classes 2

and 4, as their irrezularities appear Only in thepast,

participle and past terse. Other provisiora. will be needed

to handle certain characteristics of the past participle.

Evaluation of the Type Cate; dory

The patterns described above have an existence

independent of the means used to destribe,.ther. The

particular method employed for checkin inflections will

determine whether the type category is appropriate. For

method 1,- theptabular approach, noun inflectional patterns

are a Very real perturbation. The table will probably need

to separate entries for the noun .type as given. Method 2,

the distance metric, assigned a value to type,errors. It

proved difficult, however, to work the desired degree of

precision into the weiEhting scheme; emphasis on proper

&e seems to vary from slot to slott.perhaps dependin45: on
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-whether_the class requires a positive inflectional

indication or simply the lack of one.

For method 3, probabilities, :I have not.yet done

the necessary,analysis. I believe that specific

probabilities can be introdud to E,et the kind of

weiOiting I needed but could not get with method 2. For

,

verb inflection chetkin'El; the typing system have been most

useful. It allOws a facile diagnocfs of situations sucth

the gorjugation of a verb on a pattern which would be

correct if'the verb were [were not] irregular.

Multiple-Word Inflectional Patterns

Quite frequently, the inflectional check consists

not just of one actual form versus the expected

characteristic, but of several forms all -showin6 some

inflection. For example, even a simple noun phrase will

have inflection in "both the noun and the article.' The

student's intended answer plays a strong role in such

circumstances, as it finds expression in not just one but

several ;inflections.

as

Sometimes one word governs the other, as

subject-v&b; other times, both take their specification

from somewhere else, as case and number in, a noun phrase.

In either situation, the common source (step 2 in the rule
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fratework) should mean a common value for-the indicated

category, even if it is actually a wrong Value. The.

student deserves credit-for correct Terforhance under the

"internal agreement" as pet of step 2.

-A three-way comppriSon may well be inLicated. The

individual Words must. be checked against each ,other, and

the result of that comparision checked against the

e5Tectation. If there is -any disagreehent the' expectation

must be checked against ,wash word individually (Perhaps

also necessary to investigate, possible weak-correct

situations) .- One approach to the multiple-word problem

1_ies in the pairwise application of the sane comparison

-technique as for a's eform, thereby reducing thd problem

to manageable form.--For two words, say an article and' d-a

noun, several distinct possibilities exist:

11 all three agree fine, correct;

2. the inflectional characteristics associated with the
actual forms agree with each other, but not with
the values of the ex.rectedslot.-- a fairly clear
instance of "internal agreement' on an incorrect
value; .

3. the charact sties associated with the actual forms
do not agree with each other, however one of them
agrees with the expected value -- The latter form
is correct, the other, wrong, and there is no
internal agreement.

Unfortunately, because of the multiple

characteristics associated with a given fort", the following



confusing -ituation can arise

represerit an a,. Crary slot):

(using a single letter to

Expected-aot:
Worc 1 - nctual characteristics: X, Y
Word 2- actuai characteristics: I

(two slots)

In this in..ALI then= is internal agreement for

characteristics'

expected value.

matchelup we-1

characteristi7'

wtf2h is not in agreement with the

At the same time, the expected value

ins.-.7. the "X" characteristic of word 1,

shared by word 2; a situation which

could be imer7reted as a form error in word 2. To take a

concrete example,

Expect: "sie trinken" ("they drink")
Slot: <3 p *> (3rd person plural,

any gender)

Actual: "sie trinkt" ("she drink" %)

Forms used, and associated characteristics:

"sie" <3 s f>, <3 ID *.>
11tu -- <3 s *>

Diagnostic analysis:

Expected - subject agreement on <3 p 4f>

Subject - verb (internal)' agreement on <3 s f>

Overall: no overall agreement

The diagnostic picture becomes even more cloudy when

the comparisons between slots are not 'exact, 'but -must

rather be referred to something like,the closeness metric

to determine which, is less wrong. The symbolic example



might then have ,X and X', Y and Y', anti a ,ludIfert would

be needed about-how.X. 'matched Y', compr- d with how Y

matched:Y.', compared with'how ) matched -X , compared with

how X' matched Y: instant insanit-.,

Some relief is afforded by the specific;:; of German,

in that anroultipl&-inflectionsituation usually is quite

derenerate in term of what categories are definitely

indicated by which words.= MoS't often, the inflectional

forms complement one another, adding precision to what

would otherwise be ambiguous. Thus the "die"

ferinine/plural confusion is resolved by the noun ending.

the noun shows nothing of gender in its ending, and the

ambiguity of.nominative/accusativefor "die" it not resolved
. 41

in either word's inflection, The number of outright

conflicts is thus less than might be iraEired at an

theoretical inveagation.

When, Method 2 (distance Metric) was being used for

articleinflection, I put it to work on the.,corbined

infleCtion problen,,too. It was abandenedbecause'it just

didn't seem to reflect the right balance between what one

word showed alone and what 'effect it had oW the other word

(and also because of the difficulties of size and complexity
,

mentioned above). For Method 1 (tabular) to beo,used in

his context, some more information would go into the table,

or the tabular results for the two wordS might be combined

by sale other algorithm, as yet unborn. I shall be happy

if Method 3 (probabilities) allows the necessary interaction

to be expressed-in as clean. formalism.
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Subject-Verb Inflection CheckinC

Implementation of.the verb-subject check ha been .

reasonably satisfying`.. It provides a rodest illustration

of a number of the important ideas of the ,radinc program,

though circumstances have combined to makethe demonstration
1

far from domplete in many instances. I have,' so. far, only

implemented analysis of-the present tense: In that tense,

verbs have only five fcrms, shOWinE only two basic.

grammatical categories: person and nurber. If the subject

of the sentence is a:noun or, noun phrase, the available

,alternatives-are further narrowed, as only 3rd persOn is

then relevant. Pronoun subjects range over all 'Values of

perSon and number; but long before the verb analysis is

begun, the pronoun search:logic takes care of deciding which

slots are actually(pertinent..
, .

The rule governing verb inflection demands

agreement with the subject and the program .has always

concentrated or just that demand. If the subject is not

what was expected, I still base the ending check on what is
m -

actually present. In terms of the general inflectional-

theory, the checking is defective, as it lacks a comparison

with the expected value. Because so very few foris are

involved (and one of them is identical to the infinitive) ;

there didn't seem any point in going to a rore involved
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calculation. In several ways, however, a check with the

expectation does enter.into the deliberations:

1. the determination of subject characteristics is done

in consultation with-what should occur;

2. those infleCtiOnalaracteristics which depend on

the verb type (regular verbs, irregular, etc.) are checked

through a comparison with the correct type for that verb;

3. as the scope of the implementation is expanded,

Future versions will have to consider the expected tense

and mood, particularly when dealing with irteguIar verbs.

I am intrigued by the two-wayk,checking which

sometimes occurs between subject and verb ending. The

primary check is direct from subject to verb: find the

subject, figure out what its grammatical characteristics

are, and then check if the verb ending agrees. Eowever,

'there maybe some ambiguity in the grammatical attributes

of the subject; the verb ending may be able to shed some

light on the confusiion. In-particular, the verb infleCtion

shows a very clear distinction between singular and plural;

nouns and pronouns may be ambiguous in their- indication of

number. The pronoun search already contains logic to,look

at the verb ending when a. subject pronounis involved. The

noun phrase logic does not yet make a similar check, but

should. The two-way check is not without its, problems, not

the least of which are the 2nd person familar forms. But
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even in limited implementation, the verb two-way check

provides a nice example of how an examination of both parts

of a related inflectional scheme can aid the determination

of what the student had in mind.

To handle irregular verbs, it was necessary to

expand the verb,inflection logic to include a consideration

of the stem as well as the ending, and to add another

grammatical category to reflect the type -of verb. (See

above for a complete,discussion of the "type!" category.) A

modest multiple-term inflectional situation thereby exists:

subject, stem and ending. My basic strategy is to attempt

to form a composite from the stem and ending which can

represent the whole verb, and then compare that composite

with the subject. To properly diagnose errors, individual

comparisons of subject with stem or ending are often
V.

required.

The exact nature of the compaison varies slightly

from one stage to the next. Throughout, the very, simplest

comparison scheme is employed: values match or they do not,

with no half-correct measures considered. Of course, a

particular ihflectional form for stem or ending will have

several character slots associated with it. In forming the

subject-end composite, the program evaluates all possible

combinations :between the two .sets of slot. Only those in

he valuez for both person and\nutber match exactly
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are retained. Each slot includes the specification of one

or more verb types: the intersection_ofthe verb types is

formed for the composite terms. In comparisons involving

the subjectl noyerb type is relevant and the program only

need check the exact match of person and number.

By checking subject against the stem/ending

composite for an exact match; the program can tell directly

whether the inflection is proper. If there is an error in
k

the-stem, the subject/stem,comparison will bring: that out;

likewise Jbr ending error. Another possible 'diagnosis is

that of verb type; error. The program must check the verb

tYpe of the final compariSon term against the correct type
.4-

for the. verb. If..there is no match, then the inflecticnal

form_would be correct except flat 'the student has not

properly observed changes due to verb type. Other type

errors may beloCalized in the.Stem or ending, and can be

easily-spatted by a similar comparison of type8.

A full description of the verb inflection check,

along with several examples-of actual program output, can

be found in Appendix D.
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Chapter Eight

WORD ORDER ANALYSIL

Introduction and' Definition:

A iajor grrmnatical phenomenon, that known ,as

"word order", is based on the order (seouence) of words in
A

the sentence. In my work, I use an extended notion which

also covers the order of phrases and elements, and includes

the determination, of the basic clause type. Like

inflection, word'Order -as agranmatical Thenomenon appears

in differing roles: in the identification of the individual

words of the student's sentence; in deciding what the

assembled element or sentence means; and ac a number of.

grammatical Pules which, in the instructional setting; must

be checked for correctness by the grading program.

The general analysis used in this project considers

the German language at having three grammatical levels:

words, clause elements, and clauses. This tripartite

division is of particular pertinence to word order,'whose

role centers around the two- transitions: word to 4,-

clause element, and clause element to claUse.
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'From Words to Clause Element

A clause element is tuilt out of words, basically,

with perhaps a little internal structuring. The meaning

and grammatical function of the element derives mainly from.

the choice of word::, along with inflectional indicators.

Word order within the element is not very interesting. The

German language allows little or'no flexibility of order;

the rules are' there to be followed, serving perhaps a

useful function in allcwing one to group together the

consituent words of the element without being confued by

neighboring ones. Accordingly,..I use word order within the

element as a major guide in the identification process,

looking for modifier and functional words where they should

be located relative to the head word of the phrase (see

Ghapter'5). Particularly 'for the simple structures which

the program can accept at this timel'I consider

withinthe-clause word order errors unlikely, and provide

no diagnOstic facilities for them.

For reference, the current 'multi -word element

capability is as follows:

(noun phrase) : article + noun

subject or object : noun phrase [ article + noun ]

preposition + noun or Pronoun

c preposition + noun phrase
article + noun 1
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In the near future, a certain amount of flexibility

will be reouired due to a planned expansion in the

complexity o' phrases. For instance, I will include

aces with two nouns, as in "eine Tasse K6,ffee" ("a cup

of coffee"). The search routines already have the needed

floxibility;vwhat is lacking is the error checking and

interpretation.

From Clause Element to Clause

A clause is constructed out of clause elements: By

careful design, the word orderr analysis of a clause is

deferred until all the constituent words have-been grouped_

together ilfto elements. As remarked above (Chapter :5), word

order (at the elcment level) is not used-in searching for

elements, neither in identifying them nor in detervining

grammatical function. This follows from my general

philosophy concerning errors, that nothing which the

-Student might do wrong should tidy- an important role in

identifying his response; also from the inherent"flexiblity

of the German language regarding the'ordering of elements,

which tends to preclude any prediction as to what element

will come next (particularly among sentence field elements,

where help is most. needed).

-Two Tasks: The task of the word order portion of

the program is twofold. The program must 'check the order
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of the clause elements for conformity with rules of grammar

and with the. shade of meaning-incorporated in the expected

sentence. Furthermore, the program must determine, by

analysiI of the actual student response, what type of clause

has been created (main or subordinate; statement or

question), and give an interesting diagnostic report on

its findings. The clause type determination-is done first,

as some parameters of element ordering depend on the type

of clause.

Clause Type Determination:

41he clause type determination subscribes, in

theory, to the three-step model:' cue, intent, actual

response. Howeveri- there are only a few forms, far less

than for inflection. Also,' the nature of the verb

placement rules is such as to leaye little ambiguity as to

what was intended. Most likely, the ,student will err

either in a: wrong intent or in partial diStortion of the

execution step; in either case, hiSintent will show quite

clearly.

The first step, then, is to determine what he seems

'Ito have done. Then, if that is,not correct, considerations

of totivation will be in order. Errors in execution may

confuse this initial determination. It may even become

clear that the student does not know the applicable German

word-order rules at all, in which.case a diagnosis 'CI

"Confused" will be returned.



For reference, here areJ,he clause types currently

included in the program's German grammar competence. For

each type, i list the identifying. characteristics:.

TYPE CHARACTERISTICS

Statement FV-2: Finite verb in second position,
i.e. at front of clause preceeded,by
exactly one clause-element.

Information Question ("Who is that?")
FV-2: same verb position as statement.
Initial elem.3nt will be the question word.

Yes-no question ("Are you coming?")
FV-1: Finite vcrb.is at the very front
of the clause.

rependent'clause
FV-L: Finite verb is Last, at the end
of the clause, following even a dependent
infinitive or past participle. The initial
element will be4a relative or subordinating
word.

(The "finite verb" is the inflected verb, PE distinguished

from an infinitive or past participle. The "FV-n" notation

refers to the finite verb position, and is borrowed from

Kufner <ref. 7.2>..)

As hown in the chart, verb position and

introductOry words are the main factors distinguishing

different clause types. There are several other

differences: the dependent clause FV-L configuration is the

only one in which an infinitive can precede the finite

4 Or occasionally it may comer second; see <ref. 9.3;

Reference.Grammar, B786.
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verb; a separable prefix will not be detached from a finite.

verb in FV L. The program also relies on its knowledge of

the expected type,. particularly:.

I. when an error results in conflicting indications (i.e.,

an initial relative w9rd, but no. FV .L)<'

.2. when a clause he.. so few elements that a clear

determination is hard to. make;

3. to decide,between command and yes-7m question not yet

implemented).

Type Determination Algorithm:. The'clause type

determination algorithr beginsby- breaking the nonverbal

elements of the clause, into three Eroups: those ,before the

verb, those between the two verbs and those following the

second verb. (If there is.only one verb, the last category

is null.) It can then make the following pattern tests:

( "FV" denotes Finite Verb,."DI" Dependent Infinitive)

no elements.before FV means FV-1 forinat;

-- no elements .after FV probably means FVL format,
particularly in DI precedes it and/or there
is a Rel. Word present. However, the simple
form <subject + EV> is EV-2, a statement;

-- one element 15efore FV is a statement, FV: 2.

To handle erroneous formations-, the actual patterns

are somewhat broader than the above, to wit:

-- DI preceeding FV probably indicates a dependent clause
(FV L); corifidence diminished if no Rel. Word, or
if FV position is too far from end of clause;
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FV last position can indicate a dependent clause even
if the explicit Relative Word is missing;

FV last position can indicate a dependent clause even
if the initial word. is. a Question Word (unless
there is nothing else before the verb);

FV in the Middle of the _.phrase is tentatively
°identified as FV-2, particularly if a DI is present
and' 'follows the FV.

Various grammatical -checks must be made:

for FV-1 & FV--2, if a DI is present it must come at the
very end of the clause; DI following immediately
alter FV is taken as a specific Mistake, perhaps an
indication of an English pattern;

for TV-1, DI (if present) must be at the end of the
clause but.preceeding IV;

,

for FV -2, FV must really be the second lement;

separable prefixes associated with DI must always be
attached;

separable prefixes associated"" pith FV must be detached
except- for FV-I.

The type determination is accompanied by a level of

confidence, evolved dynamically during the course of the

analysis. The initial guess 11 usonl ly have "high" or

"veryh confidence. Errors will cause the program to

successively lose confidence in its diagnosis; if a level

"none" is reached, the determination will cease with a.

value 'confused". Likewise, certain observations may boost

the confidence luvel; correct performance in placing a

separable prefix is a notable example.

A full description of the Qlgorithm is given
P

appendix E, followed by examples of its operation on more

than a dozen sentences in appendix F.
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Diagnostic Interpretation: Interpretation of the

clause-type findings requires additional analysis. The

three-step model will be most useful: cue (expectation),

intent, and execution (actual form).

The student must maketwo decisions in deciding on

a clause type: first, whether it will be a main or

subordinate clause; secon, if a main clause, whether a

statement or question form is required. I shal1 first

consider .the determination of type for a main clause.

The decision'as to statement or question is based %

primarily on semantic criteria, what the sentence is to

,Asay. An'errori, then, is not .so much a violation, of a

.grannatical rule as it is the production of a different

sentence.. I do not consider such interchanr:e error very

likely, other than due to the student misunderstanding

instructions. I find it hard to say whether an error would

be due to improper intent or faulty execution, as the

required execution is fairly straightforward and natural

for an English-speaking student.,

Specifically:

1. statement becor Yes-no quest.icn: probably
intentional (no EhElish pattern beginning a statement with

a verb);

2. statement becoMes FV-2 Information question, or
vide-versa: probably intentional; as the use and meaning
of the introductory question word is quite clean;

3. FV-1 Yes-no questionbecomes FV-2 statement:
Possibly intent wrong, or possibly execution confusion on
an English pattern ("Today is anyone lonely?").



The choice between main and subordinate clause is

determined on a 7urely grammatical basis-Y-om the structure

af tw sentence: one main clause, all others subordinate

(i-ft the usual exceptions that prove the rule, particularly

c se, ion). I anticipate many errors just at this point,

if only because English allows one to use subordinate

clauses. without being aware of so doing and without the
o

subordinating word. The clause type determination takes

into account that, the Student may use some of the trappings

of a dependent clause, particularly,Ahe subordinating word,

without realizing (and thus without intending) the

subordination. Or, conversely, he may consciously produce

a dependent clause. without a subordinating word.

There is no way to be certain wheiher'the error is

in intent or execution, though some guesses can be ppt

forward on the basis of available data. For demonstation

purposes, I have set up a decision network to handle the

guessing. It is guided primarily by the two main markers

of dependent clauses, the subdrdinating word and the finite

verb -tIast position. The conclusions m are as follows:

-performance

Sub. -vat.
prestimme

ok

-ok

diagnostic interpretation

FV-LT Intent-

ok correct

no maybe
(either

missing ok prob. ok

missing no wrong

correct

0

or -- maybe
.one right, ,other wrong)

erroi-, missing word

must be referred to

what was done instead
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-The.. aboVechart, which has been implementedcould

be augmented by information from the placement of-xlependent

infinitives ans separable prefixes.. At this, time, they are

used the basic type determination but not in this secondary

analysis.

checking of Clause-Level Word Order:

Having decided on which type of clause is present,

the analyzeris ready to deal with"the element word order

of that clause. All pre ary work is out of the way:

the clause limits have been:Adefined, all the constituent

elements have been formed from the individual words and

-analyzed;:any information needed from the actupl

performanCeSuch as the determination'of-clause type,

been done; and,. of course, therqv:isthe information on what

is'"5pected.'f

-Clause-word order is governed by various kinds cif

rules: some, like the verb placement rules encountered

above, are very strict, closely prescribed, and.of

primarily grammatical import. Other positional decisions

can be made more flexibly, with word order determined by

t4e desired meaning or influenced.by the particular,

emphasis-d6sired.

Meaning determinations are connected with the need

to establish grammatical identity for each element. For

example, the "distinction betweea subject and

sometimes made on purely positional

_

object is

grounds. Or meaning may
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figure into - word.. order because of the varying modification

involved in different positions. The negative adyerb

"nicht" for example; has a different interpretation.

.depending on where in the clause it 'occurs. Emphatic

shifts occur as certain elements are placed in different

orddr. This applies especially to the choice of the initial

element, but also to other ordering considerations. (This

kind of emphasis is familiar in EngliSh mainly as stressed

words when speaking: "Hans will buy the book".versus "Hans

will buy-the book"; in perman word order is a common

factor; as incthe'less common English example "Over the

house the little airplane flew.")

The various word order rule checks are best

described one category at a time.

Verb Placement: Verb: position is very closely

prescribed. The dependent iikfinitive-(or rarticiPle) will

usually be at the end of the clause, followed only by the

finite verb if a.relative clause, and an end field if there

is one.* The finite verb must be e±ther first, second or

last depending on the-clause type. ((Thee program will

accept a statement; EV-, wtillha dependent infinitive

in the_front field.) Verb position is not only a rigidly

,specified item, it is central to the whole element word

order of the clause. The program accepts certain
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distortions of the correct pattern as reasonable mistakes.

If the student's performance is worse than these limits, I

merely assume that he does not know German word order at

all. .The following account of the program's specific case

handling does not include a category of "elsewhere' A

verb position other than those listed will usually cause

either a failure of-the- clause type determination, or a

,verdict of "no confidence' in that determination; in either

event, further word order checking will be discontinued.

(The following Algorithm is part of the PHRASEDIVIDER /

PERASETYPEREPORT- complex; see app,endix E for full

description.)

Finm position for a statement:

position 1 not recognized as statement

position 2 correct

:position 3 incorrect - "front field error"
but tolerated. In.the presence of
this error, no checking is done on
the front field (see below).

Finite verb position for a dependea clause:

at very end --- correct

followed by one,element correct if that element
can be an end field; otherwise,
clause'maY..not be recognized as
dependent.^ _if so recognized,
tolerated as incorrect, and offending
word .identified an illegal end field.

401 ,

Recognized only if a dependent infinitive preceed's or if
there' is relative word and some other element before the verb.
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Dependent-. infinitive position in main clause:

at very end otreet

followed by one element --- correct if that element
can be an end field; otherwise,
incorrect but tolerated. The offending
element is identified as an illegal
end field.

neither, but immediately following finite verb ---
incorrect - "possible English pattern",-
but tole'rated. (Commare English "I can-
buy a new car today_ii)

,Dependent infinitive position, in a dependent clause:.

ollowing finite verb 7-- incorrect - "finite verb must
fallow infinitive im dependent clause"

immediately preceeding finite verb correct,

elsewhere --- incorrect - urpo4dor- poFltioning"
rat tolerated but if ffnite verb
Iczition is okay proczsinc will
;c time, ignc ring the position of

infinitive.

Sentence Field: The "sentence fie3s1" elements

include the objects, mbdifiers, and many. predicate

complements; in short, just about everything... except the

-verbs themselves. In a statement, exactly one of the

sentence field elements is placed in frontof the finite

verb, in the "front field".

A brief presentation of the relevant definitions
o

and rules of,. German grammar is available in ar.Tendix A.



Clause word order is mainly a question of the

ordering of the sentence field elements and the selectic-1

of one element for the front field. As the front field

element, if it even exists, is simply removed from the

sentence field, the program is designed to handle word

order`,fo sentencer the _full sentence field. If an-element
\

removed to the,. front field, its absence is easily noted Ai'

the student selects' a different front field element than

the expected one, the word order analysis can still 'pr

directly.

/Word order within the sentence field tends -tc

specified in rather vague terms,_even by the Reference

Grammar; various: rules are offered to the students, mu."!'

certain reliance is placed on what sounds right.. The

program can be given the ex ecthd word order for the

Sentence and compare that against what it receives fra7

the student: Not only would I. like- the, program to be
, .

more self-sufficient; a, greater internal knowledge

essential to be able to produce reasonable error mes

The most important ordering rule is that callee

'news value.".When this, is invoked:over other convent

the,program is totally at the mercy of the expect at

ormation. The other conventions available to

rogram arc assembled in a "normal word.order".

Possible, I have had the program check adherence

guide the

Where

to the

t;
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normal word order rules:

1. pronoun elements (subject or object) must preceed noun
elements in the inner field. They cannot be shifted to the
end of that field for added. stress;

2. pronoun subject must preceed a pronoun object;

3: noun-phrase object with an indefinite article follows
One with a deTinite artible. (Not yet implemented; given
in 6ext only through examples,. not as explicit rule).

I am not certain how best to approach the rest of

the checking. The following .considerations apply:

1. A way is needed to compare two orderings', such

as the expected With-the student's. Simply cauntingthe

number of permutations is probably not optimal from

eduCational vieWpoint; although some errors are simply due

to confusion, others are doubtless more systematic and

should be so eXplained. I have done some preliminary

investigation into an appropriate algorithm, but not enough

toIrdport here.

2: Since there does exist a normal word order,

the student's performance will have to be compared with

that as well as with the expectation in order (to catch

errors of omission as wellIaz cbmission. That is, the

expected may differ fi-om,norms1 in one. way, but the

student produces sentence withoui that deviation, rather

, -

some other. Without reference-to-the norm, the program

would be forced to diagnose'an.interchange of elements,

rather than a "you did this instead 'of that" report. For

'-.

7-7
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example, let normal be "A B C D E " ,.expected be "A B D E

C" and the student's clause stand "A C D E B", assuming (as

is the case) that there is an applicable rule governing the

moving of an element to the end. The student, clearly,

moved "B" instead of "C", but a pure comparison of his with

the expectation ,will say, that "B" and "C ", are exchanged.

Sentence field word,ordei may have direct

grammatical role under some circumstances. Ordinarily,
0

inflectional changes are sufficient to tistinguish between

subject and object; or the semantics are'sufficiently

unambiguous (e.g. houses do-not buy people). If neither

indication suffices,.then the sentence must adhere to

normal word oi-der in order to be unambiguous; that is, them-

subject preoeding the object. (This check is not yet

implemented.)

Front Field Choice: If the clause is to be a

statement, it must have one element preceding the finite

verb, in the "front field'!'slot. This element is taken

from the sentence field, as noted above. If the front .

field contains more than one element, the program will

declare a verb position error, as noted in the chart above.

Since' the student-is obviously confused about the defintion

of the front field in that case, no analysis is done on its

constituents. If the front.field is correctly formed, the

program must decide by reference to the expect_ ed sentence

whether the correct element ha.been chosen. The choice is
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purely semantic, so there is little the program can say

other than to report correct or incorrect. (The size check

is currently implemented, the choice of-element not.)

irsaLtEigith_Qz_s: If a clause

element consists of a dependent clause, it Lust be placed-
.

in either the.front or end field. (The "end field" follows

everything, even dependent infinithe program can

easily check this rale, as well 'as referring to the

expectation information for.what might have been dome.

(Placement check is implemented; reference to what was

expected, not yet.)

eb

Separable Prefix: The separable prefix which

characterizes many (fie man verbs falls under rather definite

positioning rules: it is separated from a finite verb in a

FV-1 or FV-2 Clause, otherwise it must be attached. The

program currently goes to a lot of trouble on account of

these prefixes, partly because it checks the disposition of

the=prefix as part of the clause type determination even

though it is not until that determination has been made

that the prefix' Check can be, done properly. If the prefix'

location is inconsipt nt with the clause type as,decided,

the confidence level In the .type determination is reduced.

In reporting the prefix. position,. the program

distinguishes infinitives, for which the, prefix must



never separate, from finite verbs. Four categories of

placement are detected: attached; detached but iminedi6tely

preceding the verb, which is treated attached with an

orthographic probIem;,detached and at the end'of the

clause; and detached in some random location. The attached
%

and detached-(proper location) cases are then, compared with

what is proper and messages are generated accOrdingly.

The detached-(random position) case should _receive

more attention, as it may actually indicate a different

confusion. The separable prefixes are homographic with

prepositions., Since many verbs take prepositionaa

objects, the student may indeed have a valid confuSion.

Introductory Words: Question words and

subordinating words must be found at the very beEinning 'of

the clause. There is a possibility of confusion from an

English pattern, which allows a precedingadverb:

uWhb's on first. now?"

"Now what'll' we do?"

as well as the less cOmmon contrastive:'

"He'went Where?"

The program takes, some cognizance of these:error

possibilities,' it can analyze a question clause even though

the question word is not first, and CoMplainlater about,,

the poSition error
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"Nicht" (not yet implemented): The adverb of

negation, "nicht", presents.some special positional

problems. Placed at the end of the inner field, it negates

the wholeslause; placed elsewhere, it negates only one

element or conveys a different emphasis. The' program will

have to check for legal positions as well as explain any

variation from the expected. position.

Negative sentences pose another, related problem,

particularly when only one element, is to be negated. The

student may.use a negative article "kein--" instead of

"nicht"; or, more pertinent to word ordering, he may place

the element to be negated in the front field, complicating

the positioning problems for "nicht".

Particles: German has a class of words known as

particles or intensifiers. These do not count as clause

elements, and can appear almostanywhere between elements.

A simple check with the expected sentence is about all that

can be done here. (The current implementation does not

check what was expected.)



PART FOUR

Conclusion

and

Recommendations for Future Work
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Chapter Nine

CONCLUSION

This dissertation originated in a desire to fashion

the computer into a tool for performing sophisticated answer

analysis, i.e., grading of student responses. I have

provided a working progran which, while still modest, does

represent a successful demonstration of my principal ideas.

In the course of the research, haVe developed

algorithms to perform many different tasks. Some of these

algorithmL are noteworthy in their own right. Of equI.

impbrtance from a technical viewpoint, I believe, is the

assemblage of many routines into an integrated whole. The

interrelationshiptof they various parts allows the program

as-a whole to surpass its individiLtil components and, in so

doing, provide indication of the more refined performance

which will be available simply by upgrading the various

constituent routines.

As another achievement, I claim a good beginning of
41

a sound theoretical base for the analysis and explication

of errors. My theory provides guidelines pertaining both

to the process of pinpointing an error and identifyinE its

probable cause.

In all honesty, several aspects of the current

implementation represent but a modest success. For one

thing,'the program'can presently accept only a very, limited
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However, the limitation is due largely

of time and effort on the part of the

no major obstacle in the path of

increasing the grammatical complexity significantly while

retaining the program's present. structure,

The program lacks a formal grammar, making

assertions about the

grammatical checking

that .a great many Of

language may be most

of special cases; if

state oftompleteness of. the

very difficult. `Yet I would venture

the.interesting features of natural

profitably considered as a collection

this be so, a flexible approach,

capable of easy accomodation of any special case checking,

is indeed approprjate. The issue of completeness can be

settled by the Reference Grammar, by simply insuring that

checks have been programmed for all the appropriate rules.

A serious shortcoming lies in the'limitation of the

prograh to a single,. specified sentence. This difficulty.

is rooted in, the basic design of the analyzer; even so,

there are several ways .in which the program can be improved

to soften the impact of the limitation. For specific

educational applications, Ihe limitation is not always

-terribly unnatura31, one. In sum,this difficulty represents

but.one;cf marfrasp6cts of the program; it is not an

overriding failing, but

with the other positive

must.be weighed in,the balance

and negative features.
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The text of this disseitation hasedetaid many

positive contributions. I might list a few here in summary:
o

the ability to analyze entire sentences, i.e., complex

structured responses; the production of detailederror

reports; the ability to cope with multiple independent

errors; the assignment of proper credit to each aspect of

performance even in the presence of related errors. Most

important, I have aimed at construction of a grader which

would not be a liability to an instructional program, but

rather would be able to lead the way to more imaginative

teaching through its-ability to gather large quantities of

information on what the student has done. I am

particularly proud of.the program's ability to

simultaneously follow diverse aspects of the student's

general performance.
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Chapter Ten

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

There is no shortage of ,possibilities for future,

development of this project. The capatilities of the

analyzer can clearly be increa.E.ed markedly on a number of

fronts. The educational promise of the grader can be,

realized by ocinstructinE an instructional program to

utilize the information extracted by the grader. And on a

broader .scale, mangy of the general principles I have

elucidated, as well as some-of the specific techniques,

could be'applied to ComputerAssisted Instruction in other

subject 'areas.

Dctensions of the Existing Algorithms

The program has many loose ends. Some, like the

.restriction to present tense veriz, are the result of

simple constraints of time and effort in any particular
.

area.; In other instances, .such .as wordorder checking, the

incomplete state of the grammatical analysis also reflects

my need to have something to show for the overall

deionstration of the sTader. In, the latter case, upgrading

the program's capabilities will probably entail some local

rebuilding.,
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Overall; the program is in fairly gOod shape

concerning extendability, as some' o the more recent

additions testify. The addition of facilities to handle
,

preposItibnsl-for instance, was quite straightforward and

simple, 'A characteristic function Was created-to determine

a word's membership in the set of prepositions, implemented

trivially using the LISP property-list feature. A simple

function, :modeled, on those. used for noun phrases,

established a structural context for the analysis of the

prepositional-phraz,e; the mechanics of scanning back ffom

the phrase to claim the preposition was already contained

within the general executive routines.

In ...nother instance, I once decided to haVe the

program automatically adapt te'the paraphrase of a noun

phrase by an eouivalent personal pronoun, At the point

where the program noted the absence of the head noun, all

of the information was already available to specify the

pronoun, relying on the program's internal knowledge to

determine the orthographic form as well. There was no

difficulty fabricating the-necessary search command, by

duplicatiAg.the equivalent Phase One activity; the

mechanism for carryiAg out the search is precisely the

routine a7 ready used for pronoyns.

* The paraphrase feature was removed during a.- subsequent
reorganiation. It is easily reintroduced as a special
case,. but.I have preferred to, delay until I could make it a
part of a more comprehensive check on-extra and missing
words.
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Here are some of the ways in which the program might

be improved.

Additions to. the Grammatical Capabilities:

There is no limit close at hand on the expansion of

the program's gramatical, routines, even restricting

consideration to the needs of a first or second year

languace course. The improvements sugested here represent

those that seem the most immediate candidates at this time.

Verb tense expansion, especially to past and perfect

tense: This requires that the, program have the ability to

distinguish the conjugatiOnnl patterns of verbs in the past

Aense,..not too great an extenSiop from:the current state.

The formation of past:participles is more complex, due

t6, interferende from pf.efixes and,'the preposition "Zu".

Furthermore, the..diotionary inforMation associated with

each verb would need to specify which auxiliary is required

,to form the perfect tense. More complex.checks are

required to automatically detect the sub.stitution-of one

tense for another,. particularly with the perfect where an

extra word is involved. (Note that.the.Verb analysis is

already designed.to:delay-its,decision whether\a-particular

verb is indeed the finite verb of the clause, precisely

to handle-the..case of an unexpected (or missing) aiaXiliary.)

A rather significaVit effort is required to assign a semantic

interpretation to a interchange of tense once it is

detected.
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Articles and Pronouns: Some of my more recent ideas

in error -theory need' to be applied to the pronoun analysis,

particular those dealing ith the representation of strong

and weak correct. 'Similarly, the probability method for

checking article inflections should be implemented and

tested. More mundane topics include article substitution

analysis, whiCh needs considerable refinement, including

some semantic consideration for certain cases and pronoun

forms relating to-the second person familiar

handled, bettr.

which mast be

Negation: program should be able to handle

negative sentences, preferably through an automatic

mechanism. It should have internal knowledge of how

to negate an arbitrary sentence; as well as diagnostic

capability. This will involve position criteria fbr the

adverb "nicht" and rules relating to the use of the

negative article "kein-".

Word order: The check on the order of the Vsentence

'field elements must be implemented, comparing against both

no word order and the expected ordering. !have
.J

addressed this topic to a certain extent in the main

discussion of word order (Chapter 8). The problem is very

difficult, involving a number of loosely formulnted-rules

* and appeals to semantic criteria; it may well require that

additional information be provided as part of the sentence

description.
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Inflected Adjectives: These will provide a profitable

area for further work in complex error analysis. The

programming will invOlv.irig attempts to match up the

inflectional patterns shown by the adjectivewith those of

the noun and article, and all that against both what j,

expected and what is grammationlly correct.

Additions to the General Analytic Capabilities:

Detection and,recovery from misSpellings constitute

an essential part of further developaent- I am

work on missTlell, in Etz:L21-1 <ref. 18, Syr,Dinds,

and French <ref. 14.3; Scholl,"1972> involving consonant

substitution and vowel-elimination as partof the matching

algbrithm. Quite possibly similex effcrts exist f4

Gel-man. I thick tbk,Alt a moderate approach would probably

suffice for this project, to catch such difficulties as the

"sch" Thoneme, or the "igt-nich" suffix interchange.

Clearly some discussion with experienced German teachers is

indicated. In terms of the program, however, I insist on

attempting a maximum separation between inflectional

changeS and misspellings; j will not have the misspelling
U

routines interfering with the grammatical analytis, nor a

grammar error detected only as a misspelling.

Logic to-deal with the capitalization of nouns,and
]

some pronouns would represent a gOod addition. Some

convention is needed for conveying the upper and lower case
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distinction an a teletype, of bourse; the search functions

would need modification so as,ncit to be distracted by the

case -shift indicator. As far as'checking is concerned, all

the word analysis routines already call on a common

termination function; that function could easily be

expanded to do the necessary checking.

Curriculum recommendations stemming,iiirectly from the

analytic proces.7., should be made available. To clarify this

nvtion, consider that the major portion of a grading

an4ysis report concerns what the student knows and does

not know, information of direct interest to a teacher who

must decide which curriculum to present. There is another

area in which the operation of the grader is, pedagogically

interesting,-to wit, the limitations which two obstacles

impose on the grader's ability to gather'information:hthe
A

inherent ambiguities in Germ k1,1 grammar and the shortc:onings

of the prograr's guidelines for the interpretation of

errors.

The program is uniquely able to detect when it is in

trouble; what it does with that information is another

matter, clearly indicating an area for fUture research.

Currently, the weak correct diagnosis is the major,

current manifestation that the program has encountered a

grammatical ambiguity; butjiot all of the inflectiOnal

checks (and none:of the word order checks) correctly detect'

Weak correct situations.. In addltiOn to merely,repOrting

\-!
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that a weak discrimination occurs, the program ought to be

able to point out how a different formulation of the

expected sentence would have avoided, the particular

indeterminacy.

Consider a simple example, taken from inflection

checking. The student is to produce a dative neuter

article, i.e., "dem", but instead has written "drift. his

mistake can be interpreted in two ways, either .as an

accusative neuter (not a bad guess if dative is correct): or

-a-nominative/caseless neuter. As both have the same
-

form, there is noway for the_program°.to be at all sure

What the student had innind. However, if the sentence had

been such, that a masculine article was required, the

.particular inability-to distinguish nominative fx(orn

accusative would not occur. For. the program.t0 make a

Comment.to that effect-, such as "try a masculine noun in

order'tb.clear up this particular ambiguity," should nOt-
,_

require a very great addition to its grammatical

capabilities.

In the discussions of various technioues of error'

inteipretation for inflection, I described an algorithm

which would have the ability to figure out the appropriate

cur'icular recommendations to get around grammatical

ambiguities.* Implementation of that algo thm would seem

a, good place to begin. For word order, 3 ve not yet

really addressed the problem of reporting. analytic ambiguity

-See Chapter 47, description of probability method,
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and the ways to avoid it. The level of confidence given by

the PHRASEDIVIDER. package reflects analytic troubles, but

those due to grammatical ambiguity are not separated from

general confusion by the student. ,I haVe a few general

ideas of-how to proceed with the necessary work; S am

confident, again, that ,the additional capability will

represent a fairly natural extension of the existing

procran,

Additions to Increase the Program's General Awareness:

'TIA search function's, should, pay more attention to

,
conteict.. -Pon instance, they should consider whether .a:

.prepOsition'been seen, or if an expected combination of
A.

/

adjective and noun is present.* To achieve such increased

attention will require more elaborate preprocessing

operations during Phase One of the 'analysis. For the

program to be aware of the varipukpontextual considerations

which will be,needed, a number of to structures will have

to be set up for a specific sentence.,) Furthermore, each of

a
the search routines will need modification to provide for

handling additional parameters, and to introduce a certain

amount of intercommunication between the individual 'search

functions.

* See: discussion of limitations in the word match
algorithm, Chapter 3.
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.

Dependent clause analysis is currently hampered by a

certainvagueness'in the. setting of clauge-,boundaries.

Some ,of the difficulty stems from the deferral Of the
7 2

pronoun search until the very-end of the search;

ther.e4uIar scanning of a Clause, a Correct.instance of ,an

expectedpronoun should bp:immediateiy claimed by the

:appropriate function, just as is'done for nouns and other

major words. In' any event, even when deferral is

necessary, the -program should begenerally aware of the
,

,

.-existence of unclaimed pronouns in the interior of the
.

.

clauSg, 'so that it can tell whether to proceed past the

last major _word of a clause during the prdnoun search.

'Note that if the,: student's syntax is correct, there's no

prOblem determining the4dlause boundaryV the dependent

clauseillbe,delimited on the frpnt by the subordinatin8

word andat the end `:by the'finite Arerb.- But the student

may not be'Correct; in which' case a pronoun maybe the last

Word of the clause he Creates.

A major area for additional' work-concerns-the

omission of

expected words, addition'ofunexpgcted 'extra words,. ors'

arialyzer's response to word.., presence errors:

substitution of one word for another. _This.topic is a
. .

,1°8-ndora'S'Box as it quiCkly turns into'_a. question of

analysis of arbitrary natural language, a problem I d

-,,rather stay away from at this point. :Nonetheless', there is

quite a bit of room for improvement even within the general

constraints of the present research.
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Pure omission is probably the easiest of the three to

handle, as there is no need to .cope with unknown words and

their structures; yet a meaningful interpretation of the

omision may be somewhat tricky, particularly if what the

studeht has produced does have an interpretation in correct

German. Pure addition of words, on ti4e other hand; most

quickly becomes unmanageable. Given access to a

dictionary, the program might be able to identify some

unanticipated words and deal'with them using a small set of

heuristics.

Substitution is pei.naps the most interesting of the

three types of presence error. It is strongly related to

both omission and addition. When a-substitution occurs,

the expected word will not appear, an omission; an extra one

will- be present instead, an addition. I there' is any logic

behind the subsiitutiOn, the information about the expected

word will still be partly applicable; e.g., noun, head word'

of an accusative object, etc. Pronoun paraphrase is

probably best treated as a special case of substitution.

When changes from the expected occur in the actual

lexical words the student emplOyss the program must be

prepared to respond with some diagnostic comment on the

resulting semantic implications.' This again is a wide open

subject. Two observations, however., First, if the program

can identify the 'unexpected word, using a dictionary, then

it can perform the normal inflectional checks relating to
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that word even without knowing the meaning.*, Secondly, the

task at hand has teen defined as the teaching of German

grammar, and detailed discussion of finer semantic points

might well be deferred to another time.

The program currently,detects missing words in one of

twq ways. If a major word is missing, its WDLIST entry

will remain even when the end of the clause has been

reached, The absence of function and other words which are

the subject of directed search will be noted at the time of

that search. The absence of major words, is currently noted

in a mce,, cursory manner; an obvious expansion would be to

follow the cross-reference pointer to the corresponding

SDLIST entry so the program could at least refer to the

entire clause in making its complaint. That point would

also be the time to consider whether a substitution may

have occurred; most likely the program will have to maintafn

a list-of unrecognized words from the main scan for

reference at this point.

All the SDLIST functions, at least those

corresponding to top-level clause elements, would have, to be

made sensitive to the prospect of being activated on a

major-word missing basis, as well as the current major-word

found condition. The'case of pronourvaraphrase is an

example of the kind of complexity that must .be handled: the

* The inevitable special case,'in which either the new or
old word has some grammatical anormly, should be noted in
that word's dictionary entry.
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SDLIST element would be _activated first for the missing

noun. hater,, if the pronoun were found, At would be entered

in'as part of -the pronoun analysis. if the pronoun were

nOt4resent, then action appropriate to the omission of the

original noun would be necessary. Other substitution

analyses will be equally,-if nOt more, complex.

For those words whose omission is noted during a

directed:search, a different strategy is needed. There As,

of course, no problem detecting the absence. But beCause

part of the ,clause element will be present in this case,

the error interpretation may well be more inVolVed thaA

merely stating that such and such is absent. For instance,

if both the'Article and adjective are missing from amoun

phrase, tat absence. should probably be treated as a single

event, not as two isolated errors. The solutiOn seems to

require that the [SDLIST] analytic functions do nore than

just activate ower level analyters when the lower level

work is done, the calling function must'delve'into the

resulting data structure and determine. what has taken

place, assign an interpretation to it, and so forth. For

example, the Noun Phrase function currently just sets up a

context'for'inflectional checking. Under the proposed

improvement,this functions would haVe the responsibility to

notice other features pertaining to the noun phrase as a

whole. For instance, if.an expected article is not

present, the noun phrase function would decide why th4

article was needed in the first place and produce an

appropriate comment relating to its absence.
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The same functions would appear to be the appropriate

location for heuristics to handle detection sand analysis of

extra words: The middle of a noun phrase is a good legal'

place for an adjective, fore example, and the Noun Phrase

function should do its best to accommodate the student who

insists on/doing more than he is told., Perhaps the program

should be sens7ve to certain probable errors, much. .as.

p.

this runs against my general philosophy of not looking for

specific anticipated errors in the grading, process. Thus

in/a construction in which one 'noun modifies another, the

ish.pattern may gain the .,;.pper "Eringen Sie.rir

/ein Glas von Bier" ("Bring me a s made out, of beer"!)

<ref. 7.3; Kufner>. An extra preposition might well be
,z

anticipated` in' this and several other environments.

:Creation of an Instructional Program

1grader des'igned for use by anenlightened

computer tutor. Although the project is stillvel7y limited

in scope, the essential characteristics are now fairly

.

-clear, enough:to allow research to begin on an

instructional system which irOuld use the' graders special

analyticcapabildties. I am not entirely sure what form

such a, system would take. One of the design criteria was

to provide a grader which would be an asset to a variety of

instructional systems, rather than one rigidly linked to

specific instructional philosophy.
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I see the [computer] teacher as being quite

responsive tlio the individual stUdent. A bas'ic prerequisite

of indiiridusJization is that the teacher have specific

knowledge about the student; probably the more the

individualization, the greate the amount of information

needed. My grader handles large response's not just bebause

they are pedagogicPlly desirable, bUt also.specit'ically to

speed up the flow of information from the student to the

teacher: In this context, the- vast* amount of dIllamostic'

iirormation takes On a new usefulness; rather than
.

representing absolute verdicts for immediate (or nearly

ediate) action by the teacher, the. grader reports may

just produce, minor adjustments of the various parameters in

a model the teacher might maintain to reflect the stUdent's

understanding. Curricular attention could be directed t'o a

difficulty as "necessary" (an arbitrarily complempbondi.tion):

perhaps,after a series of small errors, or a pattern of

scattered errors with one final straw clinchinE, a hypothesis.

~dearly a great ciai of developmental effort will precede

the appearance of an operational instructor. I would hope

that the resultant proEram would have sufficient diversity

and to pose an answer to the following eloquent

criticism of mechanized instruction:

The skilled teacher has many objectives to
work from.. She is not concerned about
getting them all done ...[She can] seize the
opportunity to do Partial objectives well.-
They will reassign goals on the spot. The
reconsideration of pribrities is the
important purchase that we make when we chose
skilled teachers rather than programmed
material. <ref. 16; Stake, 1967>

-0
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Applications in Other Areas

6

Close to home, the anal,ytic techniques.of this

program should be applicable to the grading of other

...1,9. natural languages. As noted in the introduction, this

project is very intimately involved with, the specifics of

the German language. Nevertheless, many of the general

principles used by the grader have wirer applicability.

Special consideration will be necessary, of course, to

handle the particular features of each language; but much

ofthe underlying architecture may be useable. Thus, for

instance, French articles must agree with the noun in

number and gender. Although forms and patterns are

different. from German, the general notion of. guessing what
,.;

the stduent in mind is still valid.- Specifically, one

of three me hods (see Chapter 7) would probably ppedirectly

applicable albeit with a different set of parameters.

Other Subjects

In other subject domains, the grammatical analysis

capabiii will be less pertinent than the general

1
philosoph of my approach to,grading Language teaching

has no morlepoy on the notion that grading should be done

via ogram that is competent in the subject domain, that

coinsideration must be given to questions of partial credit

and "multiple errorand that reasonable explanations may

exist to account for the students er=rors.
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For a simple example, consider a problem that arises

in elementary music theory courses: a short series of notes

is played for the student, who, must write them down. The

student is not expected to have absolute pitch, only
A

relative pitch; the object of the exercise is to train his

recognition of intervals and transitions between notes.

Therefore I would, expect a grader program to have at least

a minipial ability to transform a response to a different

key. I(For instance, if the sequence "C G D" were
)

presented, the grader Must be able to recognize as

equivalent "A E B", "G C# A" and many others.)

IND continue into the problem more deeply, consider,

the following difficulty. For simplicity, I will assume

for the moment that the student's first note will always be

considered as correct (and use it to indicate to the grader

the required transposition of the whole response). The

student may specify the second note incorrectly, but get..

the third one right. Clearly, a theory of how, he is going

about his task is needed If he is merely recording the

interval between successive ncbtes, then he has made two

errors: first p to second, and, second to third.

Alternatively, if he is also functioning in some global

context in which individual notes are related to all that

comes before, then perhaps 116 has committed but a

error: the improper specification of the second note.

Notice the associated questions of whether a single error,

should provoke a transposition of the-remainder of the
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response, and indeed whether there might be an error

idealized to the first note which.- would also affect the

particular transposition performed-

Continuing the analysis a bit further, one might

consider the conceptual underpinnings of the problem.

Perhaps the seouence cf notes is somehow related to specific

harmonic intervals. In that case, it would be worthwhile to

Check whether a wrong response could beLcoounted for by

the hypothesis that the Student has chosen a different but

still appropriate interval. ,Other'errors right be traced
,

to the student not knowing the correct formulation of a

particular interval.

In ,sum, cldarly competence in the subject domain is

,necessary but not sufficient. A comprehensive approach to

grading requires two other components: attention to various

.aspects of error analysis, and a way of integrating

information,about the exp)ected.response with the `ability to

I

analyze the material standing alone. I have provided a

working example of a grader for German .grammar.instruction,

and hope that other projects will :come. to apply, what I have

learned-for th6ir own subject areas.
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Appendix A

A Brief Presentation of Some Portions of. Standard

German Grammar, with Particular Import

for Word Order,Analysis

The Reference G.r of the., German ?nee
<ref. 9.4; Ledarer-Schulz-Griesbach> gives a quite

straightforward discussion ofithe basic structure of a

Sentence:

The PREDICATE is the most essential
functional 'unit' of a sentence, and includes
all verbal...forms of the .sehtence as well as
many verbal complements. It ... forms the
SENTENCE CORE.

<ref. 9.5; sec. H110>

Sentences consist of one or-nore
CLAUSES, each of which contains SENTENTCE
UNITS (words or phases) which can be
recognised as constituent members of the
sentence. These sentence ,units are placed
into a grammatical and logical relationship
tai oaf another by means of a predicate... '

<refv 9 6; sec H002>

The n_predicate" consists of the verb and certain

closely associated complements.. All other parts of the

sentence; including objects, (which in English are usually

part of the predicate) the subject,° and various modifiers

are considered under the clasSification of "sentence

units" They ai4 groupeditogether into something called
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the "Sentence Field ", which is most strongly identified as

a description of physical location within,the clause. The

sentence field is delimited on both ends [by the split

predicate (whose parts are labeled Vi and V2), as shown:

.Anteriorlimit Posterior- limit

sentence field

Vi. . O o a OOOOO OOOOOOOO i

"Hasa du das Buch gelesen"

.

<from iref. 9.7;

I

sec. -H022>

The full declarative sentence has two other, slots,

an end field following the second part of the predicate,
i

and a front or' prefield before the first part. The end

field-contains one .sentence unit .whi;ch must be one of

certain special types: The pre-field is usually assigried

excessive importance by nonGermans becauseof our strong
r

association of the position,beforeithe verb with the

grammatical subject of the sentence. In German, the

pre-field has very little syntagtic importance; it does not

even exist in'many.types of clauses. When it is present,

its function is mainly semantic (a link to what has come

before); syntactically, it is treated as a trivial

positional..transformation:

XEUAARATIVE STATMENTS normally have one
sentence unit preceding theifirst part of, the
predicate. This unit in the prefield of the
sentence fulfills the function of a contact
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menber,with the preced-ing sentence of a
connected Utterance or discourse, or serves
to arouse interest_by referring to a
particular concept. It neither loses its
grammatical and logical function within the
sentence, nor its claim .to its nOrmal
position within the sentende field, to which
it 'reverts if the sentence assumes a
different form.

<ref. 9.8; sec. H051>

The movement of Vi to the position follOtving VL

(the famous verb-last order of relative clauses)

sinilarly treated as- a simple positional transformation.

with no further_SignifiCance on the-sentence structure.*-

I have one change in the Lederer-Schulz-GrieSbach

scheme, in their particular distinction between predicate

complement and predicate ;modifier. I will not deny that

the notion of predica:te complement is valid for the German

language; nor the right of the teacher to present this

concept as he chooses. For the grading purposes of the

program, however, I would observe:

1. The distinction is subtle, and thus one ray expect

that a student will fail to make it properly.

2. Because the distiAction- is subtle, it is easy to add

it as a special extra consideration fore checking

clause-element positioning. (Even the Reference Grammar

*. This is not quite accurate; as there is Sometimes
interaction between V1 and parts of V2, but that is a minor
consideration entirely internaito the predicate.
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tends to consider predicate complements along with sentence

elements when discussing word order <ref. 9.9; sec.

H233>. )

Some complements er definitely tied to the verb,,

and appear with it in a dictionary; the "separable

prefixes" are a good example. They are further

distinguished in that they cannot appear in the prefield;

the example s20a is not possible in correct German:

s20. Der Zug faengt an. (The train starts up)

's20a. * An,faengt der Zug.

( "*" inarks an incorrect sentence)

These complements clearly do belong with V2, as

they are quite closely tied to,it structurally. A large

number of the predicate complements, however, are less

strongly attached.

Hans wohnt in Berlin.s21.

s21a.-

s22.

s22a.

s23:.

s24.

* Hans wohnt.

Hans arbeitet in Berlin.

Hans arbeitet.

In Berlin Wohnt er.

In Berlinarbeitet er.

(Hans resides in Berlin.)

(Hans resides..)

(Hans works in Berlin.)

(Hans works.)

,(He resides in Berlin.

(He works in. Berlin.),

S21a is not a complete clause, and so the prepositional

phrase."in Berlin" is formally considered a predicate
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complement, S22a, on the other hand, is complete, and so

the same phrase "in Berlin" is considered to add

"non-essential" information and is considered a,predicate
,g.

modifier, which j.s part of the sentence field. Both s23

and,s24 are grammatically correct, however.. (s24 may be a

bit unusual, but it is grammatical.) 'Following Kufner

-<ref. 7.4>; I would like to use an extended notion to apply

to both sentenc, elements and loosely-bound predicate '

complements,

The part.icular predicate complements Which I want

to classIiy as clause elements can easily be confused Witfl

the modifiers. The Reference Grammar actually-adMiis the

narrowness of the dividing line, and offers as a test the

criterion of necessity (as. discussed above, s21 vs s22)

<r61. 9.10; sec, 11233>. The predicate complement is.by no

means the only required element in the sentence; the

primary object is equally indispeisible:

625: Ich kaufe ein Auto. (I buy a car.)

s25a: * Ich kaufe. (I buy..)

s26: Ich 14tte um dos brot. (I ask for some bread.)

s26a: Ich bitte: (I ask .. )

S25a and s26a are not complete clauses, because they lack

objects. Since an object may be a prepositional phrase in

German, tie distinguished position of the predicate
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complement becomes further eroded. Compare the three

examples given so far:

s21: .
.Hans wohnt in BerlirJ (Hans resides in Berlin.)

s22: Hans arbeitet in Berlin. (Hans works in ierlin.)

s26: Ich bitte- um dns Brot... (I ask for some bread.)

Based on the above discussion, I claim that the

distinction of predicate complement is not a major

structural one. The disnr-,ishinE features are ti;huous

even for a formal theory; expect a clear distinction

from students in an elementary course is unrealistic. I

feel that incorporating a complexity which is not reflected,

in the behavior of the student represents a hindrance to

the error-oriented analysis.

I have, therefore; adopted 9, simpler scheme than

that of the Reference Grammar. I u 4 lner's term,

"clause element!' _which he defines ,s any constituent that

can occupy the prefield <ref. 7.5>li In particular, clause

elements include all the Reference Grammar "s sentence

elements, as well as the less clo ely bound predicate

complement. I make up for the ch.nge by insisting that the

distinction between predicate con lementiand predicate

modifier be kept for determining the proper word order:
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Appendix B

Table Used in Inflectional Analysis
for Intent-guessing Method 1

Input: Article ending + noun inflection + expected value.
Values: Intent-guess, with confidence level.

4

Descrintion:

Data which will come from the student's response:

actual article ending "ending"

noun stem/ending "noun:' + "s" or II

"s" - (singular) no change fror stem form
"p" - stem and/or ending changes, which:

"P (-n)" include ending
"p other" - no '-11" ending

Data which will come
to the program:

proper case

proper gender

proper number

from descriptive information supplied

ftwonma "expected case"

-- (just indicated as "m", "n", "f";
or "*" if no discrimination is needed

not considered in this table
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Data inherent in the table:

from grammar and past performance:

slots for which the endinL, is correct

* **

-- given following the .ending. Forma :

< case number gender >

"*" is used when any value will do, as
in plural where there is no gender
discrimination.

a list is used if more than one value
is appropriate, as "(nom acc)" for
either nominative or accusative.

combinations which the student may have intended;
includes all correct slots, plus plausible
additions to accomodate likely errors:

"possibillties" for each case heading

probability/con2idence that a given-combination does
indeed represent the student's intent, as
shown by his performance

entries in the chart, given as:
"veryhigh"
"high"
"med" (medium)
"low"

blank for 'none"

_Actual Table:

On following pages, arranged by ending.
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ending: -er as in "der", "dieSr", ''4 finer"

correct for: <nom s m> <dat.s f>
("ein-" forms'only correct for <dat s f;
included here,,will be checked separately)

.xlected case: Nominative

Possibilities: <nom s m>
noun: s

veryhigh
high

f high
noun: p

med
n med

med

<nom p *>

med
med
med

Expected case: Accusative

Possibilities: <nom s n>
noun: s

med

<acc .s' n>

high

<dat s f>

low

<dat p *>

low

noun: p
m

med
med

med

low
high

low med.
med low med
low med med

E;cpected case: Dative

/Possibilities: <nom s m>
noun: s

. m

<acc s m>

med

<dat sf> <dat p *>

high
n

noun: p (-p)

n

low

low

high
veryhigh

low
low
med

low

med
med
high

noun: p (other)
use accusative p entries

Comment: The ,<acc s m> category probably should have been'
<(nor acc) s m>, to indicate blurring of the case distinctior.



ending: -es as in "das", "diesel"

correct for: <(nom acc) s n>

Expected case: Nominative

possibilite81-
noun: s

m.
n
f

noun: P
m

<(nom acc)

high
veryhigh
high

med
med
med

Expected case: Accusative

noun: s
use nominativc

nouh: p
use nominative

entries

entries

Expected case: Dative

s n> .<(nom acc

med
med
med

COMM

P41>

noun: s
use accusative entries, with diminished confideLce

noun: p
use accusative entries, with diminished confidence
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ending: -e as in Niten, "eine"

correct f9r: <(nom ace) s I) <(nom ace) p If>

Expected case: Nominative

possibilites: <(acc how) s f> <(acc nom) p *>

noun: s

noun: p.

f

high
high

veryhigh

low
low
med

expectedcase: Accusative

noun: s
use nominative entries

noun: p
use nominative entries

Expected cas%:: Dative

noun: s
use accusative entries,

noun: p
use accusative entries, with diminished

med
med
med,

ti

veryhigh
veryhigh
high

with diminished confidence

cnnfidencv.

4

Comment built-in bias for plural will Miss those nouns
which do not have,a special plural inflection.
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ending: -en as in "den", Heinen"

correct for: <acc s m> <dat p *>

Expected case: Nominative

"tonfUsed"

Expected case: Accusative
possibilities: <acc s m> <dat p *> <dat s

noun:

,n

f

noun: p (-n
ml

m2
n
f

noun: p (other

n,
f

veryhigh
high
high

high
veryhigh
164
low

low
low

red
low
high
high

med\
med
red

low

<acc p *>

zed
med
filed

Expecthd case: Dative-
possibilities: <acc s m> <dat p *> <dat s (!- n)> <acc p *>

noun:

noun:

m.

n

p (-n)
m1

m2

f -

p (other

mn,

high
med
med

low
med

low
low
med

veryhigh
high
veryhi
veryhigh

med
high
high

med
bed
low

low
low
low
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ending: em as in "dem", "einem"
correct for: <dat s (m n)>

Expected case: Nominative
"confused"

Expected case: Accusative
possibilities: <dat s (m n)>

noun: s

n
high
high
med

noun: p (n)
use dative entries

noun: p (other)
use dative entries

<acc s

med,

EXpected case: dative
possibilities: <dat s (m n)> <dat p

noun: s

noun: p (n)

nsoun: p (other

f

veryhigh
veryhigh
high

low
low

med
med
law

low
low
med
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ending: nil as 4ein"

correct for: <(nom acc) s n> <nom s m>

'Expected case: Nominative
possibiliti9s: <(nom acc) s' n>

noun: s
low

<nom s

veryhigh

n)> <(nom acc) s f>

n veryhigh low

f

noun: p

)low med low

<(nom acc) p *>

low low med

n low low med

f low low Led

Expected case: Accusative

noun: s
use nominative entries

noun: p
use nominative entries

Expected case: Dative

noun: s . .

use accusative .entries,

noun: p
use accusative entries,

With diminished,

with diminished

,confidence

confidence
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Appendix C

FULL CHART OF PROBABILITTES, IRTENT-GUESSIVG METHOD 3

Chart of P(intent[i]) for Pll case- number - gender
combinations.

Char is of P(form[j] I intent[i]) for a<L plausible
endings, for all case-number-gender combinations.

Introductory comments:
1

All probabilities are referred to the actual expedted,

slot. Because the xpectation cannot be usefully described-as
o

a probability distribution, there is not a true conditional
2

probability for intent; i.e. it is not correct to consider

P(intent[i] I expectation[k]). The actual situation is quite

close, however. For purposes of this analysis, the proper

approach is a.o consider that the case-number-gendei expectation

specifies; one page (a.n a tabulation of probabilities) on which

the relevant intent[i] probabilities can be found. A separate

page must exist for each possible cane-number-gender

combination. I make two assumptions wh,,ch simplify the

construction of the table:

1. The conditionPl probabilities, P(form[i] Iintent[j]),

for the various orthographic forms do not depend on the

expectation. In other words, although P(intent[i]) depends

on the expected values, P(forn[j] I intent[i] ) does not.

2or instance, if the student actually intends <acc s m>, the

probability that he will use "-en" is the same regardless of

whether tha.4 intent` is correct. Therefore, only one set of

form[j] probabilities, P(form[j] I intent[i]), is necessary.
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2. The student's Terformance on each grammatical

category will-be independent; i.e., whether he can use

the correct gender for a noun does not depend on the case

in which it will be used. 'Mils assumption allows the .

intent probabilities to be constructed.simply as a product of

terms for each grammaticafIcategory. For example, to

compute P(<acc s m>)_with an expectation of <nom s m>,

simply.calculate the produdt of the terms for the individual

grammatical categories.

-77 case: should be nom, intent is
n'Inber: -should be s, intert is
gender: should be m, intent is

So P(<acc s m>) = P(addnom)

for the expected <non s m>.

nom; use P(accnom)
s; use P(samenum)
m; use P(Sanerren)

* P(sanenum) * P(samegen)

The following.is the complete chart of probabilities needed

for the analysis: I have given both symbolic terms and ad-hoc

.estimates of reasona numerical values:

P(intent) for s cific values:

CASE:
.E.Tected
nominative

accusative

dative

Intended '

nom: P no om = .92
acc: P acc om = .05
dat: 'P dat om = .03

nom: P
acc: ad
dat: ,P da

acc = .04
acc = .90
acc = :06

acc: P accdat
dat: P datdat

.05
. .01
= .85



GENDER:
intent
dntent

NUMBER':
intent
intent

sameas expected:
different:
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P(samegen)
P(diffEen)

.7

.15

:same as expected: I'(samenumb)
difParent: P(diffnumb) = .15

P(formlintent) for case-

INTENT
nominative

mast
neuter
fem
plural

accusative
mast
neuter
fem
plural

dative
MSC
neuter
fem
plural,

ender - .umber combinations:
no gender distin tion in plural)

FORE & PROBABILITY

er,
es,
.e,
e,

en,
es,
e,
e,

em,
em,
er,
en,

.9

.95

.95

.85

.95
-95
.98

.85

.90

.95

.85

ep,- .10' em, .05

en,
en,
e,
em,

.10 er, .05.

.10

.05

.10 ,e, .05

(In a number of instances, I could not cone up with a plausible

wrong form for a particular line of the table, even though

there is clearly a finite probability that the ttudent will

produce a wrong answer. It is for this reason that the sump

of the probabilities is not always 1.0, to acknowledge the

existence of an unspecified "other" form.)
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DetaileeTescritpion of Verb Inflection Analysis

Verb endinE analysis includes three inflections:

,subject, verb stem, and verb endini. The analytic

strategy must first determine the Erammatical slats

represented,by'each inflection; then, various

comparisons can be madc,

Stem:
The tem inflection is compoSed of the forrs

taken by the stem Vowel and stem consonant. The

characterization is based on Lie followinE scheme:

"1" - if the form is the same as the infinitive
form of the verb;

"s23" - if the form is the same as that taken
by the verb in 2nd & 3rd person present;

II*11 - if the forM is the same as the infinitive
and the verb doe not normally show a
distinction in this category for s23;

"X" otherwise.

Having arrived at a characterization on this scheme,/

the program follows a simple decision tree to arrive at
7

a composite 'Specification for the stem as a whole:

"*" - if both stem consonant and stem yowel are "*";/,
r nitiFt

in;
"X":

"I" - it both are "I", or one is "I" mid oth
or stem vovel is "X" and stem consonan

"s23' - if at least one.is'"S23" and neither
"C" - (Confused) otherwise,

Froal tho composite specificatiopl.the 'next step

is a A table reference to obtain the corresponding
4 .

set of slots. Verb types are specified.by single-bit
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numbers (in octal); if more than one type applies,

the corresponding bits are "OR"ed together -. Por multiple

:possibilitieS other than type,, sepprate slot terms are

employed.

* - <*.* 7 >. (all categories, verb types 1,2-and 4);
I --* p 77>, plural, all verb types),

<1 s 37>, 1st Singular,,PC11 types except. 40),..
. <2 s 7>, 2nd & 3rd person singular, verb types

<3 s 7> 1, 2 and 4);
.

s23 - <1 s 40>, (1st person singular, type 40 / modals),
<2 s 70>, (2nd & 3rd person sinEular, verb. types
-<3 s 70> 10, 20 & 40 / s13 those that change) .

ENDING:

The ending, if recognizeable represents grammatical-

slots of the saneocomposition as the stem. Again, multiple

verb types are given as,a union of bitS. The only verb type

distinction really present here is whether coverage includes

'modal auxiliaries (type 40). The ending table is

Null ending <1,s 40>, <3 s 40>
"-e" 1- <1 s37>
-t" -- <3 s 37>, <2.P 77>
"-en" <1 p 77>, <3 p 77>

-COM,PPaRISON_QPERATIONS:

The first comparison operation constructs the

sten/ending specification. The program evaluates all

pairwise _comparisons between,the set of stem slots and the

set of en4Iiirslots. If the values of,hoth person and
\

number of 'the two-slots match exactly, a resultant term

is generated with those two values and ah intersection

figure for verb type. The latter is the log cal 'AND"



of the;two figures,.representing,a set intersection as

the type.numbert are associatedWith individual bits.

For the resultant person and number terms, "*" is eliminated

f possible. For example:,

<2 s 70> with <2 s 77> gives <2. s 70>.
(person, number match; 70 P-AND" 77 =. 70).

<2 s 70> with <3 s 77>' gives
(person mismatch)

* * 7> with <1 s 40> gives <1 s'0>
person okay -- "*"-matches anything, use
non* value a-s result. Ditto fOr number.
Type, 7 "AND" 40 = 0 [null] )

The last example shows a resultant'slot which appliWto

a null verb type. It is carried along to Introduce

slight greater flexibility into the diagnosis.

The subject characteristics are reduced to a

single slot, if necessary, by a quick check with the

verb ending. Then three comparison terms are.generated,

matching the subject against the two verb characteristics

independently and against the composite of both:

sUbject/stem, subject /ending, and subject/stem/ending.

The match criteria are the same as above: exact match'

for person and number: (No verb type is associated with
4

the subject characteristic, so there i's no screening on

that term at this step.)

Rased on the various composite characteristies,

the progran can make quite detailed-error comments.

Here are a few examples of output from the program:'



RUN 1

2GC

(abbreviLted)

Descri tion generated by, human expert:
(STMT SJ ICH) (VERB SEHEN))

SMENCE INPUT
ICH SEHE

NOW PROCEEDING

BY STUDENT ..

a

WITH ANALYSIS

Verb ,ending check... OK!

Phrase division done, sentence ,type report
Final verdict is FV-2 , level of confidence: VERY.FLIGE

Summary Comments
Clause type correct (FV-2)

END OF RUN

RUN 2 (abbreviated)

Description generated by human expert:
(STET .(SJ ICH) (VERB SEHEN) )

SENTENCE INPUT 14,,STUDENT
'ICH SIEH

.......... VERB SEHEN APPEARS AS
.VERB DOES-NOT SHOW THIS IRREG
ERROR IS IN STEM
ERROR IS IN ENDING Should be

Summary. Comments
Clause type correct (FV-2)

,

END OF RUN

SIEH
ULARITY, Should be 20 isC46

E is q*
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RUN.3 (abbreviated)

nEescriptior generated by human expert
(STET (SJ ICH) (VERB SEEM)

SENTENCE INPUT BY STUDENT
SER SEEEN,

PN SUBSTITUTION.. Should be (1( NOM S *. PER)

-is ((3 NON S E PER) (WORD ER)

VERB SEHEN .. APPEARS AS SEHEN
'INFINITIVE FORM USED

Summary Comments
Clause type correct (FV-2)

END OF RUE

RUN 4 , (abbreviated)
[note change in expected sentence]

Description generated by human expert :.
(STET (Sci. ER, (VERB SEHEN))

.SENTENCE INPUT.Bi STUDENT
SIE SEHEN.

PN SUBSTITUTION Should be (3 NOM. S N PFR)
is ((3,NOM, P -* PER) (WORD SIE)

a

Verb ending check... OK!

Summary Comments.
Clause type correct (FV-2) 4

END OF RUN
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OE

The,followinr table gives a ,fairly comclae presentation

of the final analy.sis ailgorithp: which kinds of errors

are .,covered and- how they are detected. To save space,

I,have pmployed a few abbreviations in the table:

SE - stem/ending characteristic slot..
subject/stem

.- subject/ending
JSE subject /stem /ending
SC - stem .consonant
SV -.stem-vowel

(verb type:s associated `with specific.,p4aracteristics):
JStype, JEtype, JSEtype, Ctype (Correct type).

"bad XXtype" means that the logical
with the *Correct type, yields. zero.

ERROR TYPE 4' INDICATION

general

wrong type
) verb

stem error

ending error

JSE null, --or
JSEtype = 0

bad'JSEtype

JS null, or
bad JEtype

stem -spec "C"

SG-spe6 = "X"
SV-spec "X!'

JE null, or
bad JEtype

"AND" of that type

COMMENTS

'verb form errdr"

"missed an irreEularit "
or "extra irregularity".

"error is in stem"

if stem --spec = "C ", then add
"stem typ6 'confused', -maybe
improper formation"

"stem confusion,' though
grammatically correct if
assumed to be s23"
"incorrect formation of SC't
"incorrect formation of SV"

"error is in ending"

no errors no error flag "verb ending-check ,OK"
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Appendix E

Exact Flow of PHRASEDIVIDiM,

the AlEorithm Which Determines Clause Type
4

The presentation of'multiplycascaded conditionals

can be difficult to follow. I have chosen an informal

scheme in which jndentation is. used to indicate. the scope

of the condition. Furthermore, the condition is given.by

merely stating ,;the bobleam. condition, (which may be a

ingle variable). I have tried to Avoid.if then else

if then else type structures, rather repeating some

the condition each time; parentheses are sometimes used

when a condition appears which the proEram actually

expresses by the structure of the conditional rather than

an explicit check.

The innermost of the conditions is followed by a

colon; the text after that refers to the conclusions

appropriate at that'point.
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PREL12. IARY P4OCESSING:

The clause is divided into sections delimited

by the verbs:

one verb:

two verbs:

set

set

"A" --
,,B":

"ZIODI"

elements before verb
elements after verb
indicator set "true"

"A" .elements before .first verb
I "B" -- elements between two verbs

"C" -- elements after second :verb
"FVDI" indicator "true" if finite verb

preceeds dependent infinitive.
"DIFV",indicator "true" if dependent

infinitive preceeds finite verb

"LA" to :the number of elements in 'section "A"
_(mnemonic: Length of A)

end "LC" likewise (LC 0,if C is empty)Ir L.B11

MAIN _CLOW:

1. (FY-1 categories)
LA = 0 (finite verb is very first element in clause)

then: Conclude FV-1 with confidence "very hi "

..
(henceforth written. 'FV-1, 'very high" )

Go to "check"-step.
/ .

2. (FV -L categories....first
conditional;

DIFV.
or 110DI and LB = 0

or FVDI and LE = LC =0

or Rel. Word present and
NODI and LB 1

or FVDI and LB = 0
and LC =1

a general, al l-- encompassing,
then specific checks

inverted verb order, or
finite verb only-and at

end of clause, or
(non-inverted verb order

but both verbs together ,

at end of clause,. or
special category for slightly
distorted forms that may ,.
Still be relative clauses:
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.then ' (now disvitangle
4 Rel. Word missing.

DIFV
LA = 1:
LA > 1:

not DIFV
LA 1:

LA . 2:
LA > 2:

DIFV and Rel. Word
LA . 1:
LA >1:

(or else)

various possitilites)

FVL,
FVL,

FV-2,
FV-2,

"ciedium"
"high"

"high"
"medium"
"medium"

Or Question. Word present
FVL, "high"
FVL, "veryhigh"

Rel. Word present (NODI or MI)
LA = 1: , FV-1, "high"
LA > I: FV1, "veryhigh"

.\.

.Question word preserkt (NODI or FVDI, verbs at end)
LA.= 1: FV-2, "high"
LA-7 1:- 17L, "high"

(no Rel. Word or Question Word, and),
DIFV. and 1.13 = 0 and LC nea 0: (possible DI in

. Front Field, FV-2)
Add DI to Front Field members ("A")
Increment LA by :1
Go to step 3, FV-2 processing.

otherwise (DIFV, no Rel.: Word, odd placement)
LA = FVL, "low"
LA > 1: "med"

3. (FV-2 forms)
(no check, include everything not already claimed)

conclude: FY-2, "veryhigh"
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CHECKING OPERATIONS (QuOted material here represents
diagnostic messages)

End field check-, check for either null or cccupied by.a

side eThment Which qualifies for that position. First

decide 'which field--
hODI and type = Fu-L: Check 4.11 be .on "IP field
FVDI: Check will be on "C" field.
DIFV AND TYPE = FV-2: Check wil te.on "c" field

Let "E" be the' End field ("B" or "C") and "LE" its length:

LE = 0: "Tine
LE = 1 and :'!E" element
, can be in end field: fine.

otherwise: Set "CERR" indicator ("C-error"), for
later reference; also,

if FVD1 & LB-= 0 Record "DI position error, not
separate, from Fr)

else
if LB = 1 & "B" element

is Subject & either
type = FV-1 or
type = FV-2 & Question
;Word is present: decrease confidence two

-steps, "E.I'. error (English?)
else if LE . 1: decrease confidence,

"'end field error"
else if FVDI & LB = 0: decrease confidence;

"DI not separated"

otherwise: Record "not German"
declare no confidence,

"End-field too big"*



GENERAL CHECKING,

if type 7 FV-L,
DIFV & LB neq 0:

FVDI:

-- 207

CONTINUED,

decrease confidence
"eletents between DI and FV"

decrease confidence, "FV preceeds
infinitive in FV-Lq-

if type = Fv-2,
Rel. Word present: decrease confidence, "Rel word, present"
check LA (statement should have exactly 'one element

in front field),
LA . -Tine
LA .>1 & DIFV: declare no confidence,

"Front Field too big
for DI' in' F. T. FV-2"

LA > 1 & not,DIFV, Front Field error indicator set
LA- =2 & not CERR: decrease confidence, "twe `

member front field"

LA > 2 or CERR: decrease confidence two eteps
"F.F. overly- large"

LA > 1 and not DIFV
and Subject ,in !t,"
and no Object in "A": decrease confiderice ,

."Poisible.Endist.
pattern in F.F. error"

SEPARAPLE PREFIX CHECKS
(omitted if confidence level

Prefix position confused:
type = FV-L

Prefix detached:
Prefix attached:

type = FV -2
Prefix attached:
Prefix detached:

is "none")

Aedrease
#

decrease
increase

decrease
increase

confidence

confidence
confidence

confidenCe
confidence

end of PHRASEDIVIDER .

S
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Examples of PHASEDIVIDEh Operation

The following represents direct output from the

two main word order functions;, PHRASEDIVIDER and

PHRAStlYPEREPORT. To facilitate a demonstration using

mare different .sentence fOrms,. I created a short test

program, which allows a shbrthand.specification of a
47)

sentence merely as a list of clause-element names.

The partibular abbreviations. used are:

S subject'
FV v
RW - relative

.

0 - object M - verb modifier
erb, DI - dependent infiriitive
word (subordinating conjunction,

, relative pronoun..) .

- . s

QW - question word

The following-additional abbre;.idations are aJittle

less transparent. They specify'separable prefixes, and
,

must indicate which verb is involved, as well as whether.

the prefix is really to be considered as attach0 *(a difficulty

created by the shorthand representation). The folloWing

lipt be-augmented by explanatory comments immediately
,

preceeding each example in which a prefix abbreviation occurs,

FVPFX- - fini _verb' prefix,' separated
FVAPFX - finite verb ..prefix, . attached
DIPFX 7,dependentc0finite prefix, Separated
DIAPFX,- dependent' infinitive prefix,. attached. -

A last note:. some error messages attempt to identify
the, text of the offending. word. Because of the shorthand
used here,_no text is available, so the symbol "TEXT" will
appear instead.



SENTENCE: (8 DI FV 0 N) EXPECTED TYPE: A-2
/.

Phrase divisicin done, sentence type repOrt:
No confidence in sentence type, probably confused

straw. was:. E.F. .-too big for 121 in Tlf-2

Play bL,
Due to:

Due to:

Play account of analysis:
INITIAL HYPOTHESIS FVT seI to FV-2
COnfidence.in PVT -setting-is: VERYHIGH
F.F. too big for DI in F.F.-- 11/..-2
Confidence in FVT setting is: NONE.

PD VALUE: CONFUSED

SENTENCE: (S 0 TV) EXPECTED TYPE: A-72

Phrase division done, sentence type report:.,
Final verdict is FV-2 , level of confidence: I4ED

Play by Play account of analysis
Due tol-INITIAL HYPOTHESIS , FVT set to FV-2

Confidence in "VT setting. is: VERYHIGH
Diae to: TWO MEMUR FRONT FIELD.' -

.Confidence'in FVT.settinc;is: HIGH-
Due tp:.Possible English pattern in F.F, error,

Confidence in FVT setting is: LIFT.
other commentS: _

Front-field error (FV- ): 2 elements in F,F

Summary Comments
Clause type correct (FV-2

PD VALUE: FV-2

SENTENCE: (S FV 0) EXPECTED TYPE FV-2

Phrase division ,done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV-2 , level of confidence: VERYHIGH

Play by Play accounti of analysis:
Due HYPOTHESIS FVT set to FV-2

Confidence in FVT setting is: VERYHIGH

--SUmpary-Comments
Clause typecorrdbt .(FV-2)

PD VALUE: FV-2
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O . .... eg

o

SELTENCE: (RW FV 0 14) EAPECaFT? TYPE:

P
Final

ase division done, sentence type report:
verdict is FV-2 of confidence: HIGH

Play account of analysis:
JNITIAL HYPOTHESIS , FVT set =to FV-2
Confidence ,in -FVT settingis: VER.YHIGH
REL-WORD PRF!SELT
Confidence in INT setting is: SIGH

Play by
Due ,to:

Due to:

Surmary Comments
Relative clause failure...

Mb Riot-word, probably not correct intent

PD VALUE: FV -2

SEVTEVCE: (QW S 0 FV) ExacaEn TYPE: TN-2

Phrase division donel.sentence type report:
Final verdict is'FV-L , level of confidence: HIGH

Play Play account of analysis
Due o: INITIAL HYPOTHESIS , FVT set to FV-L

Confidence in FVT setting is;. HIGH

Summary Comments
Apparent shift to FV-L / REL form for WORD question

P

PD VALUE: FV-L

SENTENCE: (FV S 14 Di) EXPECTED TYPE: FV-1

Phrase division done, sentence.typeireport:
Final verdict is FV-1 , level of confidence: V.ERYHIGE

Play by Play account of analysis:
Due to: INITIAL HYPOTHESIS FVT set' to FV-1

Confidence in FVT setting is: VERYHIGH

Summary Comments
Clouse type correct (FV -1)

PD VALUE: FV-1
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SENTENCE: (M. FV. 0 n' DI) EXPECTED TYPE: FV-2

.

F.

Phrase ,division done, sentence type report:
Final verdict 'is FV-2 ; level of confidence : MED

Play by ,i5lay account of am-7
Due to: INITIAL HYPOTHEST'

Confidence in H
Due:to: TWO MEMBER' FRONT

Confidence' in /TVT
Due to: Possible' Enysh pat

. Confidence' At), FYT,se
,. other comments:'W
Fiont field error (0-2)'. *2

.1

SuMmary. Corments
Clause type corect-(FV-2

PD VALUE: FV`-2

ut-Int; is:
tern in F
ttin ,s. is:

elements

o FV-2
'ERYHIGH

HIGH
.F.' error
RET)

in F.:F.

.5EUTENCE': (S FV DI 0M M) EXPECTED TYPE:. FV-2

Phrase division done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV-2 level of confidence: HIGH

PD VAL

O

Play by Play account of analysis:
Due to: INITIAL'TYPOTHESIS , FVT set to FV2

Confidence in FVT setting is VERYhIGH
Due to: DI not separated

Confidence in FVT :setting is: HIGH
other comments.:

DI position error, not Separated from FV

Summary Comments
se type correct (FV-2)

2
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SEI1TENCE: (DI FV 0 N 8) EXPECTED TYPE: FV-2

Phrase division done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV-2 level, of confidence: VERYEIGH

.

Play by Play account of analysis: -
Due to: INITIAL HYPOTHESIS , FVT set to.FV-2

Confidence in INT' settinE is:-VERYHIGH

Summary Comments
Clause type correct (Fli-2)

PD VA.TJUE:

note: in the fOlilowing example, "FVPFX" denotes a
separable pre-Pi5c associated with the finitd-verb

4

SENTENCE:--).(SFV. 0 14 FVPFX) EXPECTED i'YPE: FV-2

. . ... phrase division done,' sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV-2 , level of confidence: VERYHIGH

Play by Play account of analysis:
Due to: INITIAL HYPOTHESIS , FVT set to FV-2

Confidence. in FVT setting is: VERYEIGH
Due'to: SEPARAPL7PREFIX IS DETACH

.Confiderlee in FVT setting is: VERYhIGH

A ummary Comments
Clause type correct (FV-2)
Prefix separated, position is Correct

PD VALUE : FV-2

C
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--- note: ,iothe.followingexample, "I'VAPFX" denotes a

--- separable prefix associated with the finite verb'.

It ,should be considered. as not separated, even thoUh

here written separately.

SENTENCE: (S 0 FVAPFX FV) 'EXPECTED TYPE: FV-L

... . Phrase division dore sentence type report:

Final verdict is 2. level of confidence: Low

Play by Play ar ._,ow. analysis:

;Due toe: INITIAL HYP :FVT -set to av-2
Confider, IVT- setting is: VERMIGH

Due to TWO MEMBER FROST
Confidence in.YVT setting, is: HIGH

Due to: Possible EnElih paqern F.F. . error

1 Confidence in FVT setting is: MED

Due to: SEPARAPLE-PREFIX NOT DETACHED
OonPfdence in FVT setting is:,. LOW

other cbilments:
'Zront field error (FV-2): 2 elements:in F.F.

-4 Summary.Comments
Reiative'clause failure...

no REI-word, probably not correct intent

Error in finite verb, separable prefix, must be

separated and at end-of clause in FV-2 clause

PD VALUE: FV-2
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note: in theTollowing example-, "FVPFX" denotes a-
separable prefix associated with the finite verb

`SEPLTENCE: (S.0 FV FVPFX)

.

EXPECTED.TYPE: FV-L

Phrase division'done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV-2 , level of confidence: HIGH

Play by Play account of analysis:
Due to: ,INITIAL HYPOTHESIS ,, FVT-set to FV-2

'Cor PVT setting 1:;: VERYHIGH
MEER FROU FIELD.

CulL,-Lunce in' <FVT setting is: HIGH
Due to: Possible Engli.sh pattern in F-.F. error

Confidence in FVT setting is: LED
Due to: SEPARABLR-PREFIX DETACHED

Confidence in FVT setting is: HIGH,
.; otheT. comments:

Front field error (FV-2):, 2 elements in F.F.

Summary_.. Comments_
-JR'elative clause .

no. REI-word, probably not correct intent.
Prefix separated, position is Correct

PD VALUE:

--- note: in the f011owIng example, "DIPFX" denotes a
se, able prefix associated with-the dependent
infinitive. ,

00000
'SENTENCE: (S FV 0 DIPFY:M DI) . EXPECTED. TYPE: FV-2

4C: Phrase division done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV-2 , level of confidence: HIGH

'PlaY by
Due to?,

Due to:

Play account of analysis:
INITIAL HYPOTHESIS', FAIT set to FV-2
Confidence in .FVT setting is: VERYHIGH
Separable=prefax confusion
Confidence in FVT setting is: HIGH

000 Summary Comments
Clause type correct (FV-2)
Prefix check ,for verb, "TEXT" (DINE) FOLLOW
Position wrong (confused?) .. separated and before v5p

PD VALUE: FV -2

ir 41
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in the following ,example, "DIPFX" denotes a
parable Ty as,s60.ated-with the dependent
initive.

SENTENCE: (S IV C DIFFX DI) EXPECTED TYPE: FV-2

Phrase division done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is. FV-2 , level of confidence: HIGH

Play by
Due to:
.0! -

Due to:

Play account' of amalysis:
INITIAL HYPOTHESIS , FVT set to FV 2
Confidence in Dri setting is:.VERY11
Separable --pr Ilx confusion
Confidence in FVT setting is: HIGH

SumMary Comments
Clause type correct (FV 2)
Prefix check for verb "TEXT" (DINF) FOLLOWS:
Position maybe okay..

(immed. before Verb, but separate word

PD. VALUE: FV-2
_ .

note: in the ftalowing example, "FVPIX" denoteS a
separable prefix associated with the finite verb

HLiENCE:' .(RW*0 M FV DI FVPFX).EXPECTED TYPE:. TV-L'

Phrase division done, sertence type report:
Final-verdict is FV-L , level of confidence: MED'

Play by
Due to:

Due to:

Due to:

account of analysis:
INITIAL HYPOTHESIS FVT set.,to.FV-L
Confidence in FVT setting is: VERYEIGH
FV preceeds DI in FV-L clause.
Confidence in FVT setting is: HIGH
PREFIX :IS SEPARATED
Confidence in FVT setting is: NED

Summary Comments
Correct verb position for relative clause

Error in prefix, must not b&separated when
'verb is in fv-1 positior

PD VALUE: FV-L
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4

--- note: in the following example, "DIPA" denotesia
separable prefix associated with the dependent
infinitive.

SENTENCE? TRW 0 M DIFFX. DI FV) EXPECTED TYPE: FV-i

Phrase,division done, sentence type report:
Final verdict is FV-L level of confidence: HIGH

Play by
Due to:

Due to:

Play account of analysis:
INITIAL HYPOTHESIS ,-FVT set to FV -L.
Confid6nce in FVT setting is:VERYhIGE
Separable-prefix confusion
Confidence in PVT setting is: HIGH

Summary Comments
Correct verb, position for relative clause
Prefix check for verb "TEXT" (DINS) FOLLOWS:
Position maybe okay..

(inmed. before verb, but separate word

PD VALUE: FV-L
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